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In	reality,	contact	centers	have	been	around	as	long	as	operator	services	in	the	old	phone	company(s),	
and	 we	 owe	 a	 debt	 of	 gratitude	 to	 those	 people	 for	 setting	 a	 foundation	 by	 which	 we	 continue	 to	
operate	today.		Without	knowing	it,	they	formed	a	process	of	operational	efficiency	(remember	seeing	
supervisors	on	roller	skates?),	customer	service	 (waiting	 for	an	operator	was	unheard	of,	and	metrics.		
Of	 course,	we	didn’t	 consider	operator	 services	 to	be	 contact	 centers	 then	 (and,	many	don’t	now).	 	 I	
remember	working	with	 some	 of	 the	 best	 contact	 center	 people	while	 contact	 centers	were	 in	 their	
infancy	who	came	from	operator	services,	and	they	were	very	impressive	individuals	(Marian	Brown,	if	
you	are	out	there,	this	refers	specifically	to	you).	
	
I	have	seen	contact	centers	grow	from	their	infancy	(when	they	were	called	telesales	centers,	offering	a	
toll-free	number,	and	answering	the	phone	was	considered	to	be	a	great	customer	experience)	to	where	
they	 are	 today	 (highly	 sophisticated,	 technologically	 advanced	 operations	 that	 provide	 an	 array	 of	
services	 across	 a	 plethora	 of	 communication	 platforms).	 	 In	 the	 early	 1960s,	 Sheraton	 Hotels	 (which	
became	part	of	 ITT,	 then	Starwood,	and	now	Marriot)	established	the	 first	 toll-free	number	 (800-325-
3535).	 	 In	 the	 early	 1980s,	 AT&T	 worked	 to	 convince	 companies	 that	 telesales	 was	 a	 growing	
opportunity	to	serve	customers,	specifically	to	generate	incremental	sales	(and	to	generate	incremental	
revenue	at	AT&T	through	the	sale	of	toll-free	services).	 	The	1980s	saw	a	boom	in	the	growth	of	what	
became	known	as	call	centers	(as	they	not	only	supported	sales,	but	provided	service	support	as	well),	
and	 the	 1990s	 saw	 a	 boom	 in	 outsource	 call	 centers	 (at	 one	 point,	 the	 P:E	 ratio	 for	 call	 center	
outsourcers	was	higher	than	that	of	 Internet	companies!).	 	 In	the	 late	1990s,	offshoring	became	more	
popular,	led	by	India,	then	Mexico	and	the	Philippines.		Today,	you	can	find	contact	service	outsourcers	
in	almost	every	corner	of	the	world.	
	
The	 evolution	 of	 the	 term	 telesales	 to	 Teleservice	 to	 call	 centers	 to	 contact	 centers	 illustrates	 the	
broadening	 use	 of	 remote	 support	 provided	 to	 a	 bevy	 of	 clients	 and	 potential	 customers.	 	 In	 1988,	 I	
wrote	 a	 white	 paper	 in	 AT&T	 talking	 about	 this	 evolution	 and	 suggesting	 someday,	 front	 line	
representatives	would	have	an	array	of	electronic	means	to	communicate	with	prospects	and	customers	
(I	remember	this	well,	as	I	presented	this	viewpoint	on	the	day	of	the	birth	of	my	first	son	–	he	was	born	
about	3:30am,	and	when	Mom	and	son	were	taken	care	of	and	asleep,	I	only	had	time	to	take	a	shower	
and	go	to	my	presentation).	 	At	 that	 time,	email	was	 in	 its	 infancy,	 the	 Internet	was	only	used	by	 the	
Department	 of	 Defense	 and	 a	 few	 large	 companies,	 and	 cell	 phones	 were	 electronic	 bricks	 and	 not	
widely	used	(meaning	SMS	and	video	from	a	cell	phone	were	only	in	the	minds	of	a	few).		Today,	a	front-
line	representative	can	handle	a	call,	chat	with	a	customer,	share	their	screen,	take	over	a	caller’s	screen,	
email,	 text,	 and	 do	 so	much	more	while	 sitting	 (or	 standing)	 at	 their	 desk.	 	 Self-service	 options	 have	
gone	well	beyond	a	touch	tone	 IVR	to	 intelligent	 IVRs,	bots	on	troubleshooting	sites,	mobile	self-help,	
proactive	notification	of	issues,	plug-and-play	technology,	and	remote	diagnostics.			
	
Certainly,	the	contact	center	industry	will	continue	to	evolve.		Many	have	written	about	the	demise	of	
the	 contact	 center	 industry,	 but	 as	 Mark	 Twain	 said,	 “The	 reports	 of	 my	 death	 have	 been	 greatly	

exaggerated.”	 	 Has	 the	 contact	 center	 industry	 evolved	 into	
something	 many	 did	 not	 anticipate	 just	 a	 decade	 ago?	 	 Yes.		
However,	as	consumer	(and	business)	products	and	services	become	
more	 complex,	 they	 require	 a	 human	 interface,	 regardless	 of	 the	
technology	 used,	 to	 help	 answer	 questions	 and	 address	 issues.		
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Contact	volumes	decrease,	yet	the	time	to	address	the	more	complex	 issues	 increases	making	staffing	
requirements	 fairly	constant.	 	Will	 the	need	for	contact	centers	go	away?	 	Someday,	maybe.	With	the	
advent	 of	 Artificial	 Intelligence	 (AI),	 the	 need	 for	 human	 beings	 will	 likely	 decrease.	 	 However,	 AI	
technology	is	still	in	its	infancy	and	it	is	unlikely	that	it	will	have	a	significant	impact	for	quite	some	time.	
	
I	have	been	involved	in	the	contact	center	industry	longer	than	I	care	to	publicly	acknowledge	(but	you	
can	 tell	by	 some	of	my	date	 references,	 it	has	been	 for	 some	 time).	 	 I	was	attracted	 to	 the	discipline	
because	 it	 provides	 a	 rich	mixture	 of	 customer	 service,	 technology,	 process,	 people	 skills,	 operations	
management,	and	troubleshooting.		I	did,	and	still,	find	invigorating.	While	contact	center	management	
has	become	more	siloed	(where	a	director	had	to	know	every	element	of	the	contact	center,	now	there	
groups	for	operation,	staff	planning,	real	time	management,	training,	human	resources,	and	technology	
that	 report	 into	 different	 organizations),	 a	 good	 contact	 center	 leader	 understands	 all	 the	 elements	
outside	of	their	direct	responsibility.		The	purpose	of	this	book	is	to	provide	contact	center	leaders	(and	
others	in	and	who	interact	with	contact	centers)	a	broad	and	specific	view	of	the	contact	center	world.			
	
I	will	not	profess	 that	 this	book	contains	every	piece	of	 information	 that	someone	may	need	to	know	
about	contact	centers.		Nor	do	I	suspect	everyone	will	agree	with	my	perspective	on	all	the	elements	in	
this	 book.	 	 Great	 leaders	 with	 significant	 understanding	 of	 contact	 centers	 can,	 and	 do,	 disagree	 on	
some	areas.		This	book	provides	the	reader	with	one	perspective	that	I	hope	accelerates	their	learning	
curve	and	energizes	the	same	enthusiasm	I	have	for	this	discipline.	
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Contact	centers	support	numerous	functions.		For	ease	of	categorization,	the	charts	below	break	out	
those	functions	between	inbound	(customer-initiated	contact)	and	outbound	(company-initiated	
contact).		Within	the	charts,	the	various	functions	are	plotted	to	compare	the	complexity	of	the	
application	and	the	relative	industry	volume	of	each.	

	
	
Typically,	companies	combine	the	above	contact	types	into	broader	categories.		These	include	Sales	
(customer	acquisition,	product	sales),	Retention	(Loyalty),	Billing	(Payment),	Collections,	Customer	
Service,	and	Technical	Support	(Tiers	1-3).	
	
Companies	set	up	contact	center	sites	by	a	contact	and	application	type,	or	by	a	combination	of	contact	
and	application	types.		For	example,	single	contact	and	application	sites	may	be	inbound	sales	call	
contact	centers,	outbound	collections	call	contact	centers,	chat	technical	support	contact	centers	
(initiated	on	the	web	or	via	SMS),	email	executive	complaint	contact	centers,	or	social	media	consumer	
affairs	contact	centers.		Companies	may	also	have	multiple	contact	applications	in	a	site	(for	example	an	
inbound	sales	call	contact	and	inbound	loyalty	call	contact	applications).		The	advantage	of	one	contact	
application	type	is	that	it	provides	greater	ability	for	best	practice	sharing	and	focused	management	
(overall	optimization).		The	advantages	of	a	site	containing	more	than	one	contact	application	type	is	it	
provides	disaster	recovery	(assuming	multiple	sites	with	the	same	contact	application-contact	type),	a	
career	path	for	front-line	team	members,	and	a	reduced	risk	of	shifting	volumes	either	exceeding	the	
capacity	or	reducing	the	utilization	of	a	site	(e.g.,	a	shift	from	calls	to	chats).	
	
Primary	use	of	contact	center	applications	varies	by	industry.		Some	industries	are	high	volume	(large	
contact	centers)	while	others	are	specialized.				Some	industries	are	high	volume	sales	applications	(e.g.,	
retail	catalog)	while	others	are	low	volume	support	(e.g.,	pharmaceuticals).		To	illustrate	this,	the	
following	table	provides	a	view	of	industries	and	their	typical	use	of	the	contact	type	application.	
	
Industry	 Includes	 Company	Examples	 Typical	Use	
Telecommunications	 Land	line,	cellular,	

cable	
AT&T,	Verizon,	
Comcast	(Xfinity),	
Charter	(Spectrum),	T-
Mobile,	Dish	

Tiered	Support,	Billing,	
Inbound	Sales,	Credit	&	
Collections,		

 Role	of	Contact	Centers	Chapter	2	-	
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Industry	 Includes	 Company	Examples	 Typical	Use	
High	Tech	 PCs,	networking,	

peripherals,		
Lenovo,	Hewlett	
Packard,		

Tier	2	Technical	
Support,	Product	
Tracking	

Financial	Services	 Banking,	investing	 Bank	of	America,	Wells	
Fargo,	Merrill	Lynch,	
Fidelity,	Schwab,		

Customer	Service	

Retail/eCommerce	 Department	stores,	
grocery	stores,	
catalogs,	eCommerce	

Macy’s,	Nordstrom’s,	
Amazon,	LL	Bean,		

Inbound	Sales,	
Customer	Service	

Hospitality	and	Leisure	 Hotels,	motels,	all-
inclusive	clubs,	home	
sharing	

Marriott,	Hyatt,	Hilton,	
Club	Med,	Airbnb,	
Home	Away/VRBO	

Inbound	Sales,	Billing	
Inquiries	

Transportation	 Airlines,	car	rental,	
railroads,	shipping,	
storage	

American	Airlines,	
Delta,	Southwest,	
Amtrak,	UPS,	FedEx	

Inbound	Sales,	
Customer	Service	

Insurance	 Health,	life	 Aetna,	United	Health	
Care,	Blue	Cross	

Customer	Service	

Utilities	 Electric,	water,	natural	
gas	

Duke	Energy,	Southern	
Company,	Dominion,	
Exelon,	City	utilities	

Billing	Inquiries,	
Customer	Service	

Entertainment	 Theme	Parks,	Movies,	
Streaming	

Disney,	Universal,	
AMC,	Netflix	

Inbound	Sales,	
Customer	Service	

Health	Care	 Pharmaceuticals,	
Hospitals,	doctor	
offices,	dental	
veterinarian	

GlaxoSmithKline,	
Pfizer,	HCA,	Kaiser	
Permanente,	Merck		

Compliance	Programs,	
Billing	Inquiries,	Soft	
Collections	

	
Every	company	uses	its	contact	centers	as	a	part	of	the	customer	experience.		For	some	companies,	
contact	centers	are	a	critical	part	of	the	business.		For	others,	they	serve	as	a	minor	supplement	to	the	
customer	experience.		How	a	company	leverages	its	contact	centers,	the	methods	within	those	functions,	
its	culture,	and	the	processes	used	within	the	contact	center	must	be	consistent	with	the	overall	
customer	experience	strategy	of	the	company.	
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For	the	purposes	here,	the	contact	center	industry	is	defined	as	groups	that	contain	the	following	
elements:	

• Require	a	human	to	human	interaction	(as	opposed	to	self-service	and	automated	response,	
although	they	may	be	tools	used	within	the	environment)	

• Provide	remote	customer	sales	and	support	(including	multi-tier	technical	support	and	
collections)	

• Include	both	business	to	consumer	and	business	to	business	applications	
• Include	phone,	email,	chat	(including	SMS	chat),	and	social	media	contact	types	
• Include	both	inbound	and	outbound	(synchronous	and	asynchronous)	
• Are	both	internal	and	outsource	(external)	groups	
• Span	across	all	geographies	(including	work	at	home)	

	
History	
The	term	contact	centers	did	not	become	widely	used	until	the	late	1990s	or	early	2000s	(depending	on	
how	you	define	widely	used).		Prior	to	that,	they	were	referred	to	as	call	centers,	which	was	preceded	by	
the	term	telesales	centers.		The	evolution	of	the	name	is	an	evolution	of	the	thinking	and	use	of	the	
operations.	
	
Prior	to	the	introduction	of	toll-free	numbers,	customers	called	companies	directly	and	long-distance	
charges	were	expensive.		Toll-free	numbers	were	introduced	into	the	market	in	the	mid-1960s	by	AT&T.		
One	of	the	first	companies	to	actively	promote	toll-free	service	to	their	customers	was	Sheraton	(a	few	
of	us	remember	the	jingle	in	their	commercials;	call	1-800-325-3535).		Their	toll-free	service	boosted	
sales	(being	that	free	phone	service	was	a	great	alternative	to	paying	expensive	long-distance	costs)	and	
was	soon	copied	by	other	major	companies.			
	
In	the	1970s,	AT&T	(who	invented	toll-free	technology)	was	one	of	the	largest	users	of	this	service.		They	
popularized	the	name	telesales	and	promoted	the	use	of	this	tool	to	their	major	accounts.		It	was	a	boon	
for	AT&T	as	it	drove	significant	incremental	network	traffic.		Of	course,	the	late	1970s	brought	
competition	from	MCI,	and	later	Sprint.		As	telecom	costs	declined,	the	use	of	toll-free	numbers	
exploded	in	and	beyond	sales.		The	term	evolved	into	call	centers,	which	reflected	the	use	of	teams	for	
applications	beyond	sales.	
	
In	the	1980s,	call	centers	operated	with	rudimentary	technology	compared	to	today.		Telecom	switches	
were	not	integrated	causing	each	site	to	be	an	island	and	call	routing	changes	were	done	in	the	network	
manually.	Workforce	systems	were	spreadsheets	(and	done	on	two-dimensional	LOTUS	1-2-3).		
Desktops	were	green	screens	with	the	coding	written	in	COBOL.		Reporting	systems	were	challenging	at	
best,	with	different	reports	providing	different	data	views	of	different	metrics.		Call	center	leadership	
had	responsibility	for	all	aspects	of	the	operation	from	operations	to	HR	to	training	to	technology.		Each	
site	was	a	kingdom	in	itself.	
	
The	1990s	brought	an	evolution	in	technology	as	well	as	an	explosion	of	call	centers	and	their	use.		
Telecom	systems	integrated,	allowing	for	the	virtualization	of	multiple	sites,	desktops	introduced	
graphical	user-based	interfaces	(GUI)	for	agents,	and	IVRs	allowed	for	the	efficient	routing	of	calls	to	the	
correct	sites	and	agents	(although	most	callers	did	not	consider	this	a	true	benefit).		Reporting	systems	

 Contact	Center	Industry	Chapter	3	-	
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became	more	integrated	to	allow	single	reports	to	pull	from	multiple	sources.		Workforce	management	
systems	matured	to	provide	streamlined	scheduling.		Call	centers	provided	customer	convenience,	
which	was	a	key	market	differentiator.		Outsource	contact	center	companies	exploded	(in	the	late	1990s,	
call	center	companies	had	higher	multiples	than	Internet	companies!).			
			
As	call	centers	became	more	virtualized,	organizational	challenges	arose.		Previously,	the	call	center	
leader	was	responsible	for	everything	in	their	site.		As	virtualization	occurred,	the	movement	of	
workforce	management	(forecasting,	scheduling),	training,	and	HR	into	distinct	and	separate	
organizations	were	created	to	drive	functional	focus	and	consistency	between	sites.		The	site	leadership	
role	then	became	an	operational	role	requiring	leaders	to	develop	relationships	with	support	groups.			
	
The	new	organizational	structure	created	challenges,	which	will	be	discussed	in	more	detail	later	in	this	
book.		The	challenge	essentially	became	how	to	hold	people	responsible	for	their	separate	functional	
areas	and	how	they	impact	the	overall	performance	of	the	contact	centers.		Specifically,	contact	centers	
needed	to	determine	how	to	hold	forecasters	responsible	for	their	forecast	accuracy,	schedulers	for	
their	schedule	efficiency,	operations	for	having	people	in	seats	at	the	right	time	(with	an	HR	partnership)	
as	well	as	managing	handling	time	and	other	metrics	(in	partnership	with	Training).		Because	many	of	
these	groups	reported	outside	the	organization,	the	challenge	was	to	not	only	develop	metrics,	but	
convince	the	outside	organizations	to	hold	these	groups	responsible	for	their	results.		This	issue	would	
not	effectively	be	solved	for	many	years,	and	in	some	organizations	is	still	not.	
	
The	2000s	brought	additional	technology	evolutions	including	voice	response	IVRs,	expanded	use	of	
email	by	customers,	and	Internet	based	chat.		Call	centers	began	to	evolve	into	contact	centers,	
although	the	contact	method	used	by	prospects	and	customers	remained	in	separate	teams	within	the	
center.		Reporting	systems	became	more	sophisticated	to	measure	first	call	resolution	(first	contact	
resolution	would	come	later).		New	technologies	to	manage	front	line	personnel,	including	performance	
management	systems,	came	into	being.			
	
At	the	same	time	(in	the	2000s),	the	use	of	outsource	contact	centers	expanded	rapidly.		Some	
outsource	groups	had	been	set	up	in	Canada	at	this	time	(due	to	the	alignment	of	culture,	language,	and	
the	favorable	exchange	rate),	but	India,	the	Philippines	and	Mexico	entered	the	market.		Their	favorable	
rates,	telecom	infrastructure,	and	ability	to	provide	educated	labor	began	a	shift	volume	to	offshore	
contact	centers.		(Note	that	the	Philippine	government	strategically	invested	in	a	sophisticated	telecom	
infrastructure	to	attract	business	from	the	U.S.,	recognizing	the	Philippines	is	the	largest	country	outside	
of	North	America	that	speaks	U.S.	English.		The	Philippines	was	able	to	later	leverage	their	contact	
center	expertise	to	other	English-speaking	countries,	such	as	Australia.)		The	lower	rates	offered	by	
companies	within	these	countries	accelerated	the	shift	from	internal	to	outsource	groups.	
	
The	decade	starting	in	2010	saw	a	continued	evolution	of	contact	centers	and	their	use.		Desktops	
evolved	to	a	browser	user-based	interface	(BUI),	Internet	chat	bots	and	FAQs	became	a	significant	
segment	of	customer	service,	social	media	became	a	significant	channel	(less	in	terms	of	volume,	but	
more	in	terms	of	impact).		Contact	centers	became	more	holistic	in	their	approach	focusing	on	Net	
Promoter	Scores	(NPS),	first	contact	resolution,	and	employee	satisfaction	(which	had	been	used	since	
the	1990s	but	became	part	of	the	fabric	of	the	operation	at	this	time).		Front	line	personnel	were	given	
expanded	tools	to	email	callers	while	on	the	phone,	send	reminder	texts,	and	be	proactive	with	
customer	needs	(notifying	customers	when	product	should	arrive,	when	adjustments	were	made	to	
billing,	etc.).		Internet-based	sales	companies	drove	a	more	automated	customer	experience	(meaning	
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less	reliance	on	contact	centers),	which	influenced	more	traditional	companies.	
	
Much	of	the	movement	in	the	contact	center	discipline	is	now	driven	by	demographics.		There	is	a	
distinct	difference	in	the	methods	each	generation	prefers	when	interfacing	with	companies.		Baby	
Boomers	heavily	prefer	phone	(currently	about	80%,	although	on	the	decline	over	time)	and	don’t	prefer	
self-service.	Millennials	heavily	prefer	self-service	options	(about	80%)	and	only	use	the	phone	as	a	last	
resort.		This	demographic	shift	is	causing	companies	to	rethink	their	operations	from	front-line	skills	to	
customer-centric	metrics.		Companies	are	reconsidering	their	outsource	and	offshore	strategies,	
including	the	use	of	at	home	agents	(tied	into	providing	more	onshore	support).	
	
The	2020s	will	follow	the	trajectory	of	the	prior	decade	(cloud	applications	will	not	be	addressed	here	as	
they	essentially	replicate	the	on-premise	applications	and	reflect	a	technology,	but	not	a	use	application	
change).		Customer	interfaces	will	become	more	automated	(use	of	AI,	bots,	and	the	like),	customized	
(treating	each	customer	as	an	individual	account),	and	proactive	(initiating	customer	contact	when	it	is	
of	value	to	the	customer).		Front-line	personnel	will	require	a	broader	set	of	skills	(to	include	verbal	and	
written	skills	along	with	analytical	skills)	which	will	involve	more	education	or	experience	and	drive	
higher	pay	(which	is	also	driven	by	a	tight	labor	market	and	state	minimum	wage	increases).		Leadership	
must	be	very	people-centric	while	not	losing	focus	on	producing	results.		There	will	be	many	changes,	
but	looking	to	the	past,	there	is	every	reason	to	believe	companies	will	successfully	evolve.	
	
Current	Contact	Center	Industry	Profile	
According	to	the	U.S.	Department	of	Labor,	Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics,	2,707,040	individuals	were	
employed	as	customer	service	representatives	in	the	U.S.	in	2015,	with	20%	working	part	time.		The	
expected	growth	rate	is	10%	per	year	through	2024.		The	average	wage	is	$16.91	per	hour	and	generally	
requires	a	high	school	education	(https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes434051.html).		Of	course,	this	is	
highly	generalized,	and	the	pay	and	degree	of	education	may	vary	significantly	by	job	type	and	
geographic	area	as	can	be	seen	in	the	following	table.	
	

State		 Hourly	mean	
wage		

Annual	mean	
wage	(2)		

Texas		 $15.98	 $33,250	

Florida		 $14.99	 $31,190	

California		 $19.50	 $40,560	

New	York		 $19.10	 $39,730	

Illinois		 $17.78	 $36,970	
	
Depending	on	how	you	track	revenue,	the	contact	center	industry	supporting	the	U.S.	population	is	
approximately	$300B	in	equivalent	revenue	(revenue	of	outsourcers	plus	the	expense	of	running	an	
internal	call	center),	with	approximate	2/3	of	that	revenue	coming	from	U.S.	based	centers.		Throughout	
the	world,	U.S.	based	businesses	are	estimated	to	represent	2/3	of	the	world’s	contact	center	business.	
	
Based	on	Site	Selection	Group’s	proprietary	database	of	existing	contact	center	operations	across	the	
U.S.,	it	is	estimated	that	there	is	in	excess	of	2.2	million	workers	(an	estimate	slightly	less	than	the	
Bureau	of	Labor)	employed	in	more	than	6,800	contact	center	facilities	across	the	U.S.	(giving	a	
calculated	size	of	the	average	contact	center	of	over	300,	which	seems	a	bit	high).	This	number	excludes	
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home-based	call	center	agents	and	contact	centers	with	fewer	than	25	employees	(which	if	included,	
may	have	the	employment	numbers	more	closely	match	the	Bureau	of	Labor	and	bring	down	the	
average	size	of	a	contact	center).	The	Site	Selection	Group	estimates	the	total	call	center	workforce	in	
the	U.S.	is	approximately	3	million	workers	when	these	smaller	operations	are	added	into	the	equation.	
	
Site	Selection	Group	has	further	dissected	the	call	center	employment	data	to	identify	the	10	states	with	
the	greatest	number	of	call	center	workers.	Texas	and	Florida	lead	the	pack	with	almost	500,000	call	
center	employees	working	in	1,138	facilities.	The	following	table	provides	a	summary	of	the	results	for	
the	top	10	states:	

Top	10	Sates	Based	on	Call	Center	Employment	
States	 #	of	Call	Centers	 #	of	Employees	
Texas	 591	 247,214	
Florida	 547	 226,137	
Arizona	 338	 125,448	
Georgia	 332	 124,997	
Virginia	 188	 116,444	
North	Carolina	 243	 87,249	
Pennsylvania	 365	 83,953	
Ohio	 281	 77,842	
Tennessee	 236	 66,121	
New	York	 215	 65,512	

	Source:	https://info.siteselectiongroup.com/blog/how-big-is-the-us-call-center-industry-compared-to-
india-and-philippines	
	
According	to	Statista	(https://financesonline.com/call-center-statistics/),	contact	center	share	by	
industry	is	26%	financial	services,	24%	consumer	services,	13%	services	sector,	13%	
technology/media/telecommunications,	11%	healthcare/life	sciences,	9%	energy/resources/industrials,	
4%	government/public	services.		After	the	U.S.,	the	Philippines	and	India	are	the	largest	locations	for	
contact	centers.		
	
The	Philippines	has	now	become	the	largest	offshore	voice-related	contact	center	market	with	more	
than	400,000	call	center	workers,	according	to	the	Contact	Center	Association	of	the	Philippines.	The	
overall	industry,	inclusive	of	the	other	back	office	related	functions,	has	expanded	to	more	than	1	
million	workers.	Just	last	year,	companies	leased	more	than	5	million	square	feet	of	office	space	for	back	
office	and	call	centers	including	one	of	the	biggest	deals	of	the	year	by	Citibank,	which	leased	more	than	
500,000	square	feet	for	an	estimated	7,000	workers.	
	
The	overall	contact	center	sector	is	now	approximately	8%	of	India’s	GDP	and	employs	an	estimated	3.1	
million	workers.	However,	voice-related	call	center	operations	have	become	only	10%	of	that	workforce	
with	estimated	employment	of	350,000	voice-related	call	center	workers,	according	to	the	Contact	
Center	Association	of	the	Philippines.	
	
Companies	continue	to	seek	new	geographies	for	contact	center	sites.		Central	America	has	become	a	
popular	location	with	geographic	proximity	and	pockets	of	American	English	proficiency.		Other	English-
speaking	areas	with	lower	wage	rates	have	been	trialed	including	Ireland	and	South	Africa.		Eastern	
Europe	is	being	trialed	with	mixed	success,	as	are	various	other	countries	in	Asia	(recognizing	the	role	of	
the	Philippines	and	India).			
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The	most	significant	challenge	facing	contact	centers	today	is	meeting	customer	expectations.		While	
technology	has	evolved	significantly	over	time,	contact	centers	have	yet	to	replicate	the	face-to-face	
experience	for	customers	(typically,	NPS	scores	for	contact	centers	lag	far	behind	retail	and	field	services,	
suggesting	that	body	language,	personal	interaction,	and	the	ability	to	touch/feel	the	product	are	highly	
important).	While	cameras,	mirroring	screens	and	other	technology	applications	are	available,	contact	
centers	have	yet	to	break	the	code	on	creating	high	levels	of	satisfaction	with	customers.	
	
Demographic	Trends	
Over	the	years,	the	term	contact	center	has	become	more	relevant.		When	conceived	in	the	late	1980s,	
there	was	a	view	that	contact	centers	would	eventually	incorporate	email.		Of	course,	email	did	come,	
but	so	did	SMS	chat,	Internet	chat,	social	media,	and	communication	through	smartphone	applications.		
The	mix	of	volumes	between	channels	will	change	over	time	driven	by	demographics	and	technology	
acceptance.		
	
It	is	no	secret	that	each	generation	in	America	has	a	preference	in	communicating	with	companies.		
More	mature	generations	prefer	the	telephone,	while	younger	generations	prefer	almost	any	channel	
but	the	phone.		Of	course,	as	the	technology	becomes	more	prevalent,	the	more	mature	generations	
will	migrate	away	from	the	phone	to	other	channels.		The	following	charts	provide	snapshots	of	the	
channel	communication	preferences	by	demographic	group.	
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There	are	a	few	inferences	that	can	be	taken	from	this:	

• With	each	year,	channel	mix	will	change	away	from	phone	to	other	channels.		
• Eventually,	all	channels	will	be	roughly	equal	in	the	mix	and	companies	must	provide	staffing	to	

align	with	the	channel	preference	of	customers.	
• Companies	must	ensure	every	channel	has	the	same	capability,	to	the	extent	possible,	to	meet	

customers’	needs	to	avoid	multiple	contacts	for	the	same	customer.	
• The	telephone	channel	will	become	the	channel	of	last	resort	(excluding	face-to-face)	to	address	

the	most	complex	issues	that	required	real-time	human	interaction.	
	
While	this	book	does	not	differentiate	between	channels,	the	changing	channel	mix	is	something	
companies	must	address	in	their	channel	planning.	
	
Work	at	Home	(WAH)	
An	increasing	percentage	of	the	contact	center	workforce	is	working	from	home	in	the	U.S.		The	trend	is	
being	driven	by	a	few	factors	including	accessing	a	greater	pool	of	people	(given	the	removal	of	
geographic	constraints),	and	the	ability	to	schedule	people	outside	of	a	straight	eight-hour	shift	(part	
time	and	split	shifts).		People	have	responded	to	this	as	it	may	fit	better	with	their	lifestyle	(e.g.,	part-
time	caregivers	of	family),	frees	up	time	(no	commuting),	and	may	be	less	stress	(depending	on	if	you	
enjoy	working	from	home).	
	
In	this	book,	WAH	is	not	addressed	as	a	separate	topic	given	it	does	not	impact	the	mechanics	of	a	
contact	center.		However,	it	should	be	understood	that	WAH	people	and	teams	do	require	a	different	
team	lead	and	support	approach.		Including:	

• Technology:	One	of	the	benefits	of	faster	internet	is	contact	center	applications	can	be	run	
remotely	efficiently.		In	addition,	most	people	have	computers	(desktops	or	laptops)	that	have	
sufficient	capacity	to	support	applications.		Having	said	this,	companies	have	to	ensure:	

o The	infrastructure	provided	at	home	meets	standards.		This	includes	internet	access,	
laptop,	and	phone	requirements.	

o Security	protocols	are	met,	not	only	for	the	installation	of	security	software,	but	the	
protection	of	propriety	and	customer	information.	
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o Onboarding	processes	are	in	place	to	ensure	a	smooth	and	error-free	experience.	
o Help	desk	support	is	trained	and	available	for	remote	people.	
o Processes	are	in	place	to	address	downtime	(e.g.,	internet	access	is	not	available),	

including	pay	practices.	
o Off-boarding	procedures	are	in	place	to	remove	the	necessary	data	and	applications.	

• Home	Office	Configuration:	A	private	space	where	interruptions	and	noise	are	minimized	
(ideally	non-existent)	is	required.		While	many	of	us	have	been	on	conference	calls	where	dogs	
are	barking,	doorbells	ringing,	and	babies	crying	may	be	a	slight	annoyance,	these	are	
unacceptable	to	customers	(an	air	of	unprofessionalism).		Companies	must	have	requirements	in	
place	and	a	way	to	monitor	compliance.	

• Training:	Onboarding	and	continuation	training	must	be	WAH	friendly.		Presentation	materials	
must	include	interaction	capabilities.		Trainers	must	be	able	to	see	the	faces	of	those	in	the	
virtual	classroom.		Mirroring	screens	is	important	to	ensure	people	are	both	paying	attention	
and	entering	information	correctly.	

• Team	Interactions:	One	of	the	challenges	in	WAH	is	people	can	begin	to	feel	isolated.		Team	
member	integration	into	the	socialization	of	the	team	and	site	provides	a	sense	of	being	needed,	
increases	tenure,	and	positively	impacts	results.		Keeping	cameras	on	and	providing	a	chat	room	
for	informal	and	formal	communication	helps	maintain	a	connection	between	people.	

• Coaching:	From	the	team	leader	to	training	to	HR,	leaders	must	consciously	and	proactively	
reach	out	to,	respond	to,	and	involve	team	members.			

	
Many	companies	establish	a	separate	WAH	leadership	and	support	team	due	to	the	differences	
between	WAH	and	on-site	operations.		While	subtle,	successful	WAH	operations	require	a	different	
mindset.		Companies	need	to	understand,	plan	for,	and	monitor	their	WAH	operations	if	they	are	to	be	
as	successful	as	their	brick	and	mortar	teams.	
	
Internal	v	Outsource	
I	am	often	asked	if	companies	should	maintain	internal	contact	centers,	if	they	should	outsource	and	if	
they	outsource	if	they	should	have	sites	outside	the	U.S.		Beyond	legal	or	contractual	requirements	
(some	industries	are	required	for	privacy	purposes	to	not	offshore	any	work),	there	is	no	structural	
reason	a	company	to	maintain	internal	contact	centers,	or	to	outsource	that	work.		There	are	companies	
in	the	same	industry	that	take	opposite	approaches,	with	each	being	successful	in	their	approach.	
	
Assuming	a	company	maintains	a	quality	contact	organization,	the	determining	factor	whether	to	
outsource	is	one	of	corporate	commitment.		Make	no	mistake,	companies	who	determine	to	outsource	
their	contact	center	work	do	not	have	a	lesser	commitment,	they	have	a	different	commitment.		Any	
company	who	decides	to	outsource	successfully	must	have	a	commitment	to	manage	their	outsourcers	
by	allocating	the	necessary	resources	behind	those	relationships	(in	fact,	the	number	one	reason	many	
companies	fail	with	outsourcers	is	a	lack	of	understanding	the	necessary	commitment	to	make	that	
relationship	work).		In	short,	companies	must	decide	where	to	best	spend	their	time	and	attention,	
managing	internal	teams	or	an	outsource	relationship.		Below	is	a	highlight	of	the	challenges	and	
benefits	of	each	approach.	
	
	 Internal	 Outsource	
Pros	 • Mission	alignment	

• Communication	
• Adaptation	to	New	Processes/Goals	

• Cost	
• Little/No	investment	
• Best	Practice		
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	 Internal	 Outsource	
Cons	 • Cost	is	often	higher	than	outsourcing	

• Capital	investment	(non-core)	difficult	to	
attain	given	core	business	needs	

• Technology	investment	often	lags	
• Internal	skill	set	to	manage	contact	centers	
effectively	may	not	be	available	or	
considered	a	critical	skill	set	in	the	company	

• Requires	support	staff	
• Often	requires	travel	
• Communication	can	be	a	challenge	
• Company	objectives	may	conflict	
• Managed	via	contracts	
• Information	feedback	may	lag	or	lack	

	
One	thing	for	internal	contact	center	professionals	to	remember	(outsource	professionals	live	this	every	
day)	is	that	they	are	competing	for	the	right	to	provide	these	services	every	day.		The	customer	
experience,	direct	costs	(cost	of	handling	contacts),	downstream	costs	(the	cost	of	work	in	other	
organizations	related	to	the	output	from	the	contact	centers),	and	employee	satisfaction	are	key	
elements	in	the	decision	to	maintain	internal	contact	centers.		When	the	tradeoffs	begin	to	favor	
outsource	companies,	internal	contact	centers	run	the	risk	of	losing	the	honor	of	supporting	their	
companies.		Therefore,	internal	sites	must	maintain	a	focus	on	providing	differentiated	services	to	their	
companies	(for	example,	if	being	cost	competitive	is	not	possible,	can	the	benefits	of	incremental	
revenue,	customer	satisfaction,	or	downstream	cost	savings	offset	higher	operational	costs).	
	
A	partial	list	of	contact	center	outsource	companies	follows	
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_call_centre_companies):	
Atento	
Concentrix	(owned	by	Synnex)	
Conduent	
Contact	Centre	Cymru	
Datacom	Group	
DialAmerica	
Firstsource	
Focus	Services	
Fulcrum	Digital	
Genpact	
NCO	Group	
One	World	Direct	

Hinduja	Global	Solutions	
InfoCision	Management	
Corporation	
Inktel	Direct	
iQor		
Minacs	(owned	by	Synnex)	
Qualfon	
Results	
Sitel	
Sykes	Enterprises	
SupportSave	
Tech	Mahindra	
	

Teleperformance	
Televerde	
TeleTech	
TELUS	International	
Transcom	WorldWide	
Ubiquity	Global	Services	
United	Nearshore	
Operations	
WNS	Global	Services	
Webhelp	
Wipro	Ltd	

	
Selection	of	the	right	outsource	partner	is	discussed	in	the	next	chapter.	
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There	is	no	one	template	for	what	contact	volume	should	be	outsourced,	if	any.		Every	company	has	a	
view	on	outsourcing	all,	part	or	none	of	its	volume.		Companies	will	also	differ	on	whether	volume	
should	be	handled	in	the	U.S.	only,	U.S.	and/or	Canada,	near	shore	(Caribbean,	Central	America),	or	
offshore.		Companies	also	differ	on	location	diversity,	infrastructure	requirements,	and	more.		
Companies	within	the	same	industry	(in	other	words,	similar	customer	bases)	will	differ	on	their	
approach.		To	state	again,	there	is	no	one	right	answer	and	each	company	will	determine	their	
outsource	strategy	based	on	their	unique	combination	of	strategy	and	needs.	
	
Some	other	considerations	in	outsourcing	include:	

• Contact	Center	impact	on	the	business	as	a	whole	(is	it	a	key	component	of	sales,	the	customer	
experience,	cost	containment)	

• Capital	needs	and	does	investment	in	the	Contact	Center	distract	from	other	business	
investment	opportunities.		Likewise,	will	the	Contact	Center	likely	become	under-invested	and	
provide	inadequate	support	to	prospects	and	customers.	

• Contact	Center	management	as	a	core	skill	or	value	
• Regulatory	requirements	
• Ability	to	find	the	appropriate	talent	to	maintain	a	competitive	environment	

	
Some	of	the	decision	to	outsource	is	related	to	the	complexity	of	the	transaction.		The	more	complex	
the	transaction,	the	more	coordination	with	the	outsourcer	is	required	and	the	greater	likelihood	a	
company	is	to	maintain	that	volume	in	an	internal	site.		This	is	due	to	the	difficulty	that	can	arise	in	
coordinating	complex	tasks	with	outside	groups.		That	does	not	mean	it	is	impossible	to	outsource	any	
volume	(in	fact,	there	are	outsourcers	to	specialize	in	complex	tasks),	but	such	an	effort	requires	
increased	proficiency	on	the	part	of	the	company.		The	following	graphic	provides	a	sense	of	the	
complexity	of	transactions.	
	

	
Every	company	will	weigh	these	factors,	and	more.		Outsourcing	decisions	may	change	over	time.		The	
key	is	to	ensure	the	outsource	solution	is	as	effective,	if	not	more	effective,	than	maintaining	an	internal	
group.	
	

 Outsourcing	Chapter	4	-	
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It	should	be	noted	that	not	every	country	is	a	fit	for	each	contact	type.		Some	cultures	are	highly	service-
oriented	while	others	are	more	aggressive.		A	company	must	consider	the	cultural	and	call	type	fit	when	
considering	the	location	of	an	outsource	site.	
	
The	remaining	sections	in	this	chapter	will	review	the	selection	and	engagement	of	an	outsource	vendor.	
	
Request	for	Proposal	(RFP)	
Once	a	decision	to	outsource	(all	or	part)	of	the	contact	center	function,	a	Request	for	Proposal	(RFP)	
should	be	developed.		The	purpose	of	an	RFP	is	to	detail	outsourcer	requirements	so	the	company	can	
both	fairly	evaluate	and	compare	vendor	proposals	to	ensure	the	work	proposed	is	the	work	desired	and	
later	performed.		
	
There	are	many	formats	for	RFPs	and	considerations	in	the	selection	of	outsource	vendors.		I	find	that	
the	three	most	relevant	determinants	in	the	vendor	selection	process	are	the	operational	quality	(how	
well	the	vendor	can	be	expected	to	perform,	which	should	be	the	highest	priority),	overall	cost,	and	
strategic	fit	(how	well	the	vendor	will	work	with	the	company	now	and	what	value	it	will	add	in	the	
future).	
	

	
	
To	assess	operational	quality,	I	developed	a	tool	called	the	100-Point	Audit.		While	it	actually	has	more	
than	100	data	points,	the	audit	(which	can	also	be	used	annually	for	vendor	review)	provides	an	
objective	comparison	of	RFP	bidders	by	using	standard	definitions	and	scoring.		People	from	the	relevant	
areas	of	the	company	(e.g.,	call	centers,	IT,	HR,	Training,	Reporting)	participate	in	the	audit	(normally	
done	at	the	vendor	site).		The	following	graphic	provides	an	outline	of	the	audit	followed	by	a	brief	
definition	of	each	area.	
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• Organization	Stability	-	The	stability	of	an	outsource	company	determines	the	likelihood	they	
will	be	able	to	perform	to	contract	standards.		The	Organizational	Stability	assessment	helps	
companies	determine	the	overall	ability	of	an	organization	to	operate	as	an	ongoing	concern.		
During	the	late	1990s	and	early	2000s,	a	number	of	outsource	companies	developed	serious	
difficulties	because	of	their	financial	structure,	internal	personnel,	or	their	client	base.		Clients	of	
these	outsource	companies	incurred	additional	expenses	as	they	either	moved	programs	or	had	
to	provide	incremental	funding	to	their	vendors.	

• Technology,	Infrastructure	and	Tools	-	Contact	centers	run	on	a	platform	of	technology.		This	
area	reviews	technology	applications	and	their	tool	set	within	the	contact	operations	and	their	
impact	on	the	continuing	operational	viability	of	the	group.		Technology	directly	impacts	the	
quality	of	service	and	the	speed	at	which	activities	are	completed	in	a	contact	operation.		
Technology	is	useful	only	when	it	works,	and	when	it	doesn't,	it	impacts	the	customer	
experience.		Integration	between	technologies	increases	efficiencies	and	service	through	the	
flow	of	information	and	tools	it	provides	to	users.	

• Work	Environment	-	Contact	operations	are	a	people-centric	business.		The	work	environment	
reviews	areas	such	as	agent	workstation	ergonomics,	placement	of	support	personnel,	design	of	
training	and	other	administrative	areas,	and	the	configuration	of	rest	and	break	areas.	The	
environment	in	which	people	operate	directly	impacts	their	perception,	which	in	turn	impacts	
quality.		Sweatshops	are	hard	to	find	today,	but	the	size	of	representative	positions,	availability	
of	facilities,	and	the	hues	and	sounds	of	the	operations	generate	at	atmosphere	that	either	
supports	or	detracts	from	the	quality	of	the	customer	contact.	

• Performance	Systems	and	Controls	-	Four	features	are	critical	of	performance	systems.		First,	
there	must	be	clear	linkage	between	measures	in	all	levels	of	the	organization.		If	customer	
satisfaction	is	important	to	the	CEO,	everyone	in	the	organization	should	carry	some	element	in	
their	performance	evaluation	that	links	them	to	that	goal.		Second,	the	measures	between	
organizations	and	levels	in	the	company	should	be	consistent.		Assumptions	used	to	develop	
profit	targets	should	define	the	same	performance	level	for	everyone	who	shares	a	component	
of	that	goal.		Third,	performance	criteria	should	be	clear,	communicated	and	predetermined	for	
its	impact	on	financial	compensation	and	recognition.		Finally,	systems	must	be	in	place	to	verify	
results	so	that	they	are	fair	for	everyone.	
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• Operational	Processes	-	Operational	Processes	include	the	detailing	and	understanding	of	all	
processes,	interfaces,	and	support	systems	within	the	operations.		This	category	evaluates	the	
understanding	of	those	items,	plus	the	identification	of	breakdowns	(and	highly	effective	areas)	
as	well	as	the	process	to	improve	the	overall	operational	process.		Benchmarking	is	a	key	
component	here	given	that	benchmarking	can	drive	efforts	to	reengineer	(streamline)	
operations	and	establish	efforts	to	continually	improve	results.	

• Management	Selection	and	Development	-	Efficient	and	effective	processes	and	controls	are	
important,	but	an	organization	must	be	composed	of	leadership	that	can	make	the	most	
effective	use	of	systems.		Managers	must	be	selected	based	upon	their	ability	to	support	the	
overall	success	of	the	organization	and	grow	and	adapt	to	the	changing	environment.		They	
must	be	continually	developed	to	maintain	a	current	skill	set	and	succession	planning	must	be	a	
part	of	the	process	to	ensure	leadership	bench	strength.	

• Agent	Selection	and	Development	-	While	different	from	the	Management	Selection	and	
Development	process,	the	agent	process	is	critical	given	that	these	individuals	become	the	
front-line	of	the	organization.		The	testing,	hiring	and	training	of	agents	is	key	to	the	success	of	
the	operation.		Once	agents	are	hired,	substantial	training	programs	during	the	initial	phases	of	
employment	must	be	coupled	with	continuing	education	to	deliver	high	quality	service.		All	
efforts	to	support	quality	must	be	accompanied	by	retention	efforts.	

• Forecasting,	Planning	and	Scheduling	-	Forecasting,	Planning	and	Scheduling	of	appropriate	
agent	staff	levels	is	critical	in	delivering	the	desired	customer	experience.		As	with	any	operation,	
inadequate	staffing	leads	to	less	than	desired	output	(understaffing)	or	lower	productivity	
(overstaffing).		Appropriate	scheduling	requires	the	appropriate	forecasting	of	workload	and	the	
planning	of	off-line	and	on-line	activities.		With	the	appropriate	allocation	of	agent	staff,	the	last	
portion	is	the	management	of	adherence	to	the	plan.		The	focus	of	this	category	is	to	see	that	
the	proper	resources	are	allocated	and	available	within	the	operation	as	a	normal	course	of	
business.	

• Communication	and	Community	-	Within	the	agent	population,	the	appropriate	preparation	and	
support	is	important.		However,	in	today's	changing	workforce,	agents	require	companies	to	
create	work	atmospheres	of	partnership	and	inclusion.		This	category	reviews	the	elements	
companies	have	in	place	to	create	an	atmosphere	that	will	maximize	the	retention	of	its	
contributing	members	and	create	an	inclusive	and	diverse	workforce.	

• Results	-	The	rubber	meets	the	road	on	results.		Companies	can	have	perfect	processes,	but	
often	fail	because	they	do	not	focus	on	producing	meaningful	results.		"If	you	can't	measure	it,	
you	can't	manage	it,"	is	a	phrase	operating	groups	should	live	by.		This	category	reviews	the	
holistic	approach	an	organization	takes	with	measures	and	provides	some	information	on	
benchmarks	against	others	in	the	industry.	

	
After	each	evaluation,	the	audit	team	compares	scores	by	line	item	and	category.		They	then	align	on	a	
single	score	for	each	bidder.		This	score	is	then	weighed	with	pricing	and	strategic	fit.		Typically,	two	or	
three	bidders	rise	to	the	top	for	the	audit	scores.		Those	are	considered	finalists	and	pricing	and	strategic	
fit	are	considered.		As	a	rule,	a	pricing	difference	of	10%	or	more	would	eliminate	a	bidder	from	
consideration.		While	much	of	this	exercise	is	meant	to	be	objective	and	scientific,	there	is	always	a	
qualitative	aspect	to	the	process.	
	
RFP	Format	
Prior	to	sending	out	an	RFP,	the	company	will	reach	out	to	each	potential	bidder,	provide	a	high-level	
overview	of	the	business	to	be	bid,	and	send	a	non-disclosure	agreement	(NDA).		Since	the	RFP	will	have	
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a	significant	amount	of	detail	about	the	business	that	is	not	publicly	available,	the	NDA	serves	to	legally	
protect	that	information.		The	company’s	standard	NDA	should	suffice,	but	the	potential	bidder	may	
request	their	NDA.		Depending	on	the	company,	either	option	(or	a	negotiated	option)	can	be	used.		The	
key	is	that	the	company	ensures	the	NDA	protects	the	disclosure	of	non-public	information.	
	
As	stated	earlier,	the	RFP	should	be	as	detailed	as	possible.		The	following	is	an	example	of	the	topics	
included	in	a	typical	RFP.			
	
I.	INSTRUCTIONS	TO	BIDDERS:	This	section	is	used	to	provide	the	expectations	to	bidders	how	they	are	
to	submit	their	response	to	the	RFP	(see	section	VIII).			
II.	RFP	TIMELINE:	A	timeline	should	be	provided	that	will	include	the	dates	of	the	RFP	distribution,	kick-
off	meeting,	Q&A	reviews,	date	of	bid	submission,	site	visits,	initial	bidder	selection,	contract	
negotiation,	project	kick-off,	hiring,	training,	first	contact,	and	ramp.	
III.	BIDDER	SELECTION	CRITERIA:	It	should	be	made	clear	to	the	bidders	the	selection	criteria	and	the	
weight	placed	on	each.		These	should	include:	

A.	Pricing	–	The	unit	and	overall	pricing	of	the	bid.	
B.	Quality	of	Service	–	The	delivery	of	service	and	partnership	to	be	expected.	
C.	Strategic	Fit	–	The	ability	of	the	bidder	to	provide	differentiated	service	now	and	in	the	future.	

IV.	COMPANY	OVERVIEW:	While	bidders	will	be	familiar	with	the	company,	it	is	important	to	set	the	
tone	for	how	the	work	will	fit	into	the	overall	scheme	of	the	company.	 	

A. Company	Overview:	Provide	a	brief	history	and	how	the	work	fits	in	the	current	company	
strategy	and	operations.	

B. Telecommunications,	IVR,	and	Related	Technology:	Describe	the	technology	that	surrounds	
the	contact	center.	

C. Contact	Type(s):	Detail	the	type	of	contacts	and	use.	
D. Front-Line	Skilling:	Define	how	front-line	team	members	will	be	skilled,	including	customer	

segmentation	and	contact	type	skill	combinations.	
E. Workforce	Management:	Provide	the	expectations	of	the	bidder	WFM	team	and	how	they	

are	expected	to	interface	with	the	company’s	WFM	team.	
F. Reports:	Detail	or	describe	reports	that	will	be	expected	from	the	vendor	during	the	

program,	and	outline	(or	provide	examples)	what	reports	will	be	available	to	them.	
V.	PROGRAM	OVERVIEW:	Provide	an	overview	of	the	program,	its	purpose,	target	markets,	qualitative	
objectives,	etc.	

A. Human	Resources	and	Training:	Provide	the	HR	and	training	staffing	expectations.		If	this	will	
change	based	on	the	ramp	period	or	volume,	provide	that	detail.	

B. Support	Staffing:	Define	the	support	staff	requirements	including	supervisory,	WFM,	help	
desk,	QA,	etc.	

C. New	Hires:	Identify	new	hire	screening	expectations,	certifications,	and	other	requirements	
for	new	hires.	

D. Front	Line	New	Hire	Team	Member	Training:	Provide	the	training	time	expected	(it	can	be	
split	between	basic	training	that	the	bidder	will	provide	at	no	cost	such	as	language	training,	
and	company	specific	training)	and	an	outline	of	the	training	the	company	will	provide.	

E. Ongoing	Training	and	Communication:	Describe	the	expectations	for	the	amount	of	time	
each	month	that	will	be	required	to	keep	front-line	team	members	current,	and	how	much	
time	will	be	considered	billable	and	non-billable.	

F. Performance	Standards:	Provide	the	metrics	and	KPIs	that	will	be	monitored	on	the	program.		
Define	the	minimum	performance	expectations	as	well	as	the	expected	performance.	
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G. Contact	Monitoring:	Provide	the	contact	monitoring	form,	supporting	documentation,	
frequency	expected,	alignment	with	the	company,	and	other	information.	

H. Post	Call	Survey:	If	there	is	an	NPS	survey	or	something	similar,	provide	the	appropriate	
detail	in	this	regard.	

I. Other	Required	Information:	Provide	other	information	helpful	to	bidders	to	ensure	their	
bid	is	accurate	and	complete.		It	should	be	noted	in	the	RFP	that	the	costs	for	program	
administration,	management,	and	other	staffing	should	be	included	in	the	overall	until	costs.	

J. Volume	Estimates:	Provide	volume	estimates	by	week	or	month	(by	day	is	even	better)	for	
the	ramp	period	and	through	the	term	of	the	contract.		It	should	be	noted	that	these	
volumes	are	not	binding	but	provide	a	basis	for	the	quote	from	the	bidder.	

VI.	TECHNICAL	REQUIREMENTS:	This	section	details	the	minimum	technical	requirements	bidders	must	
meet.	

A. Desktop	Applications:	Describe	the	front-line	team	member	interface.	
B. Account	Management	System:	Detail	how	team	members	will	access	customer	accounts	and	

provide	screen	shots.	
C. Knowledge	Management	Systems:	Describe	team	member	access	to	help	systems,	how	the	

information	is	updated,	and	how	vendors	supply	requests	for	updates.	
D. Operation	Support	Systems:	Provide	an	overview	of	other	systems	utilized	by	front-line	

team	members.	
E. Desktop	Support	and	Service	Requirements:	Detail	the	support	expectations	within	the	

bidders’	sites.		This	will	include	their	internal	help	desk	and	uptime.		Be	specific	that	any	
downtime	that	is	the	responsibility	of	the	vendor	will	not	provide	relief	for	performance	
expectations.	

F. Hardware	Standards:	Detail	the	technical	specifications	for	desktop	and	other	systems	(LAN,	
soft	phone,	hard	phone)	as	well	as	the	uptime	for	those	systems.			

G. Operating	System	Standards:	Define	what	applications	the	vendor	is	expected	to	provide	on	
their	systems	(including	version).	

H. Software	Update	Standards:	Specify	version	control	and	updates	expected.	
I. Software	Licensing:	Define	who	is	responsible	for	software	licensing	for	each	application.	
J. Application	Monitoring:	Detail	which	applications	vendors	will	be	expected	to	monitor	and	

report.		Requirements	for	automated	probes	should	be	included	here.	
K. Instant	Messaging:	If	front-line	team	members	are	expected	to	have	IM,	define	who	will	

provide	that	and	the	performance	of	the	use	of	IM	(e.g.,	average	speed	of	answer).	
L. Peripherals:	Detail	any	peripherals	the	vendor	will	provide	within	their	site(s).	
M. Support	and	Service	Desk:	List	requirements	for	front-line	team	member	support,	hours	of	

operation	and	staffing.	
N. Data	Center	Operation	Requirements:	Including	firewalls,	telecom,	detail	the	security,	

uptime,	and	other	requirements	around	the	data	center.	
O. IT/Data	Center	Staffing:	Provide	expectations	for	the	staff	and	hours	of	operation	for	the	

data	center.	
P. Hours	of	Operations:	Provide	the	contact	center	hours	of	operation	required.		Note	that	

these	may	change	during	the	course	of	the	contract	and	have	bidders	outline	any	changes	to	
the	agreement	with	changes	in	hours	of	operation.	

Q. Contacts:	Have	the	bidder	provide	a	list	of	contacts	(can	be	position,	and	not	individuals)	
and	contact	methods.		Detail	response	time	and	escalation	procedures.	

R. Outage	or	Maintenance	Notification	Requirements:	Provide	the	definition,	notification	and	
escalation	procedures	for	outage.	
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S. Incident	Reports:	Provide	the	expectations	for	reporting	incidents,	including	the	after-action	
review	and	monthly	reports.	

T. Event	Logs:	Set	expectations	for	logs	vendor	must	maintain	for	events	(all	events,	not	just	
outages)	that	can	be	audited.	

U. On-Going	Maintenance	Logs:	Provide	the	requirements	for	maintenance	logs	to	be	
maintained	by	the	vendor	and	the	availability	for	audit.	

V. Service	Availability:	Establish	uptime	expectations	for	all	systems.		This	should	include,	not	
only	overall	monthly	numbers,	but	number	of	incidents,	duration,	and	other	elements	to	
ensure	company	operations	are	minimally	impacted.		Include	processes	to	be	implemented	
when	goals	are	not	met.	

W. Service	Reports:	Identify	and	outline	service	reports	that	are	to	be	generated	intra-day,	daily,	
weekly,	and	monthly.			

X. Quarterly	Service	Reviews:	Every	vendor	must	participate	in	monthly	reviews.		In	the	RFP,	
these	should	be	listed	as	a	requirement,	that	vendors	are	not	able	to	charge	for	these	
meetings	(including	travel)	and	outline	the	typical	topics	to	be	reviewed.	

Y. Change	Control	Procedures:	Provide	the	process	to	be	used	for	change	control,	whether	
requested	by	the	company	or	vendor.	

Z. Change	Coordination:	Identify	the	positions	to	be	involved	in	implementing	changes.		
AA. Identity	Management:	Detail	identify	management	processes	and	controls	(be	they	

controlled	by	the	company	or	vendor).	
BB. Audits:	Provide	the	requirement	that	the	company	has	the	right	to	audit	annually,	or	if	

contract	requirements	or	performance	requirements	are	not	met.	Such	audits	will	be	
cooperative,	and	the	vendor	will	not	charge	for	any	effort	to	comply	with	the	audit.	

CC. Security	Policies	and	Requirements:	Provide	the	company’s	requirements	for	security	
including	physical	access	to	the	site,	floor,	data	center,	and	other	locations.		Include	logical	
access	requirements	to	any	systems	that	may	provide	access	to	company	online	sites.	

DD. Information	and	Data	Security	Measures:	Most	companies	have	standard	security	processes.		
These	should	be	provided	in	the	contract.	

EE. Disaster	Recovery:	Bidders	should	provide	a	disaster	recovery	plan	for	every	site	along	with	
timeframes.		Disaster	recovery	should	cover	natural	disasters	as	well	as	system	outages.		
Ideally,	vendors	should	have	infrastructure	redundancy	to	avoid	any	impact	of	infrastructure	
outages	and	have	a	plan	for	site	closures	and	recovery.	

FF. Encryption:	Provide	any	encryption	requirements.	
GG. Information	and	Data	Security	Measures	

VII.	MASTER	SERVICES	AGREEMENT	(with	SOW):	Include	the	MSA	for	the	business	along	with	a	SoW.		
These	should	include	all	the	requirements	listed	in	the	prior	sections.		Include	penalties,	discounts,	and	
incentives.	
VIII.	BIDDER	RESPONSE:	This	section	provides	a	standard	template	for	submission.		Each	bidder	must	
utilize	the	standard	template	(if	they	do	not,	the	bid	may	be	rejected)	to	allow	for	easy	comparison	of	
the	submissions.	

A. Volume	Pricing:	Bidders	should	provide	pricing	(be	it	based	on	unit	volume,	staffed	hour,	or	
some	other	method)	in	tiers	(providing	volume	discounts).		Companies	must	determine	if	
the	ramp	period	will	have	different	pricing.	

B. Other	Pricing:	Other,	non-volume	costs.	
C. Requirements	Mapping:	Company	should	provide	a	compliance	checklist	from	the	RFP	and	

provide	room	for	compliance	details	from	bidders.	
D. Contract	Exceptions:	Bidders	should	list	any	exceptions	from	the	MSA	or	SoW.		These	should	
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be	carefully	considered	by	the	company	as	such	exceptions	can	dramatically	change	the	
overall	cost	of	the	program.		Company	should	be	willing	to	reject	bidders	based	on	their	list	
of	contract	exceptions,	and	not	allow	any	exceptions	in	contract	negotiations	beyond	those	
requested	here.	

E. References:	Provide	3	references	of	similar	program	size	and	complexity.	
F. Other	Information:	Bidders	can	include	any	supplemental	information	or	provide	an	

alternative	bid	they	feel	is	beneficial	to	the	company.		The	company	does	not	have	to	
consider	this	information	in	the	reward	of	the	contract.	

IX.	MASTER	Q&A	SHEET:	Maintain	a	list	of	questions	asked	by	bidders,	and	answers	provided	by	the	
company.		The	list	should	be	cumulative.		This	should	be	distributed	at	least	weekly	to	bidders.	
	
A	few	points	here:	

• I	always	include	a	contract	(MSA	and	SoW)	and	require	bidders	to	list	exceptions	to	those	when	
submitting	their	bid.		This	does	two	things.		One,	it	sets	the	stage	for	what	is	expected	from	the	
bidder	should	they	win	the	contract	and	allows	them	to	highlight	the	terms	they	would	like	to	
change	(note	that	any	changes	after	the	submission	may	be	rejected	by	the	company).	Two,	it	
allows	the	company	to	consider	the	operational	and	financial	impact	of	the	changes	prior	to	
awarding	the	business	(thereby	avoiding	surprises).	

• Have	a	bidder	meeting	(in	person	preferably)	to	review	the	RFP	in	detail.		This	allows	for	clarity	
of	the	RFP,	as	well	as	the	bidders	to	ask	questions.		It	is	important	after	the	meeting	to	
document	the	questions	and	answers	on	the	Master	Q&A	Sheet	and	distribute	these	to	all	
bidders	to	ensure	the	correct	information	is	in	all	bidders’	hands.		Also,	the	company	should	
conduct	weekly	calls	for	Q&A	and	distribute	this	information	after.	

• Where	possible,	provide	standard	forms	for	bidders	to	complete	and	allow	supplemental	
information	to	be	submitted	(that	may	or	may	not	be	considered	by	the	company).	

• Be	clear	with	bidders	the	total	volume	of	business	over	the	term	of	the	contract	and	the	
expected	allocation	(for	example,	if	two	vendors	will	be	selected	with	one	receiving	60%	of	the	
business	and	the	other	40%).		This	gives	bidders	specific	expectations	for	the	business.		Bidders	
should	provide	tiered	volume	pricing.	

	
Implementation	
A	key	to	a	successful	outsourcing	relationship	is	the	initial	implementation	of	the	program(s).		
Implementation	establishes	the	culture,	expectations,	and	trajectory	of	the	program.		This	means	that	
companies	should	provide	an	abundance	of	support	for	hiring,	training,	and	operations	for	the	first	few	
months.		Hiring	to	ensure	the	right	qualified	candidates	are	placed	in	the	program.		Training	to	ensure	
vendor	trainers	are	prepared	and	the	desired	results	of	training	is	achieved.		Operations	to	ensure	the	
implementation	produces	the	expected	results,	the	right	operational	controls	are	in	place,	and	any	
program	questions	can	be	answered	quickly.		Once	the	program	has	reached	an	expected	performance	
steadily,	the	company	can	revert	to	a	normal	support	pattern	(for	example,	quarterly	reviews,	remote	
monitoring,	annual	audits).	
	
Outsource	Management	
The	following	is	taken	from	the	Culture	and	Organization	chapter,	Vendor	Management	section.		It	is	
repeated	here	for	those	readers	who	are	only	referring	to	specific	sections	of	this	document.	
	
One	of	the	greatest	miscalculations	made	by	companies	is	the	resource	requirement	for	managing	
outsourcers.		Many	companies	believe	outsource	vendors	are	self-governing.		Vendors	should	be	
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monitored	and	managed	like	internal	sites	(not	the	same	as,	due	to	co-employment	issues).		This	
includes:	

• Providing	the	same	new	hire	training	to	vendor	front-line	staff.		This	is	normally	done	with	train-
the-trainer	sessions	but	should	be	audited	and	monitored	by	the	company.	

• Ensuring	supervisor	and	support	staff	training	is	the	same	as,	or	consistent	with,	their	internal	
counterparts.	

• Aligning	workforce	planning	and	strategies.	
• Reinforcing	ongoing	training,	both	to	maintain	skills	and	provide	new	information	to	front-line	

and	support	staff.	
• Monitoring	results	at	every	level	(front-line,	team	leader,	site)	to	ensure	the	vendor	is	

addressing	performance	issues	and	rewarding	performance	(not	directing	how	they	do	it,	but	
ensuring	they	are	managing	those	areas)	

• Verifying	infrastructure	configurations	provide	the	necessary	uptime	and	quality	necessary	to	
support	the	business.	

	
The	recommended	vendor	staff	support	is	150:1	for	front-line	agents	to	vendor	management	staff.	This	
number	includes	the	company’s	total	vendor	management	staff	(vendor	relationship	management	staff,	
operations	team,	trainers,	reporting	team,	WFM,	etc.).		Some	companies	may	raise	the	target	to	250:1	if	
the	vendor	management	team	is	highly	experienced	and	focused.		The	following	are	some	of	the	duties	
for	the	various	members	of	the	vendor	management	team.	

• Vendor	Relationship	Management:	This	person	or	team	is	responsible	for	establishing	a	contract	
(Master	Services	Agreement	and	Statements	of	Work,	which	would	contain	the	measured	
metrics	as	well	as	incentives	and	penalties),	holding	quarterly	review	sessions,	maintaining	
ongoing	communications,	and	escalating	issues.	

• Operations:	This	team	is	responsible	for	monitoring	vendor	and	vendor	site	results	and	working	
directly	with	the	vendor	operations	team.		This	includes	scheduling	company	specific	training,	
reviewing	hiring	plans,	establishing	volume	(contact	or	staffing)	requirements,	monitoring	
metrics,	and	discussing	other	operational	issues.			

• Training:	Sometimes	trainers	are	part	of	the	company	training	team	or	are	corporate	trainers	
assigned	to	the	vendor	team	(it	is	recommended	that	if	part	of	the	company	training	team,	
specific	people	be	assigned	to	vendor	training	due	to	differing	requirements).		This	team	is	
responsible	for	translating	company	training	into	vendor	training	and	training	the	vendor	
trainers.		As	part	of	the	vendor	trainer	training	process,	company	trainers	should	sit	in	on	(or	
remote	monitor)	at	least	the	initial	vendor	training	classes	(and	intermittently	after	the	start	of	
the	program	for	QA).		Company	trainers	should	audit	vendor	training	in	the	following	areas:	

o Language:	Many	vendor	sites	are	outside	the	U.S.	and	Canada	where	the	native	
language	is	not	American	English	(note	that	British	English	is	not	the	same).		All	vendors	
who	have	sites	outside	the	U.S./Canada	have	an	English	proficiency	exam	they	use	for	
hiring.		Trainers	must	ensure	that	the	level	of	proficiency	meets	the	company’s	
standards	(which	will	vary	by	industry	and	company).		This	includes	the	ability	to	
understand	U.S.	dialects	and	phrases.	

o General	U.S.	Knowledge:	Depending	on	the	industry,	companies	will	have	a	different	
requirement	for	U.S.	geographic	or	other	knowledge.		For	example,	in	the	travel	industry,	
front-line	personnel	must	know	the	difference	between	such	things	as	Washington	State	
and	Washington	D.C.,	hear	the	distinction	between	Dulles	(Airport)	and	Dallas,	and	
know	U.S.	time	zones.			

o General	Skills:	There	are	basic	skills	taught	in	every	contact	center.		Listening,	
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overcoming	objections,	voice	tone,	probing,	and	other	skills	are	taught	regardless	of	the	
application.		A	company	must	ensure	the	vendor	standard	courses,	if	used,	meet	
company	standards.	

o Program	Skills:	This	training	is	specific	to	the	company.		While	the	company	will	provide	
this	training	to	the	vendor,	the	company	must	ensure	the	format,	content,	and	
presentation	follow	its	guidelines.		In	addition,	the	company	must	ensure	the	vendor	
systems	(training,	knowledge	management,	and	others)	provide	the	necessary	
information	and	support	to	the	front-line	team	members.	

• Reporting:	A	company	cannot	rely	on	vendor	reporting	alone	(assuming	the	vendor	does	not	
fully	reside	on	the	company’s	infrastructure	and	systems).		The	company	must	be	able	to	
independently	verify	vendors’	performance	and	information.		If	needed,	the	company	should	
request	a	raw	data	feed	from	the	vendor,	not	only	for	information	verification,	but	also	so	it	can	
provide	holistic	reporting	(including	front-line	rank	ordering).		Vendor	reporting	should	mirror	
that	of	the	company,	and	support	auditing	of	results.	

• Workforce	Management:	There	are	two	general	ways	in	which	workforce	management	
interfaces	with	a	vendor.		One	is	to	provide	general	guidelines	to	the	vendor	(monthly,	weekly,	
daily,	or	interval	volume	needs)	where	the	vendor	develops	schedules	and	delivers	to	a	
contractual	requirement.		The	other	is	to	integrate	the	vendor	workforce	team	with	the	
company	workforce	team	to	coordinate	schedules.		In	either	case,	once	the	requirements	are	
set,	the	company	workforce	team	will	be	responsible	for	monitoring	service	level	and	occupancy	
delivery,	making	real	time	adjustments	and	requests,	and	addressing	issues	that	cause	a	failure	
in	service	or	operational	objectives.	

	
Aside	from	the	daily	and	ongoing	operational	responsibilities,	companies	should	conduct	multi-
functional	reviews	and	audits.		Of	course,	these	would	take	place	prior	to	the	awarding	the	contract	and	
should	be	conducted	at	least	annually	(using	the	100-point	audit)	to	ensure	the	initial	vendor	contract	
requirements	are	maintained.		Such	audits	would	include	a	team	representing	a	broad	functional	
representation	(e.g.,	telecom,	finance,	HR).		Each	audit	would	result	in	identification	of	areas	to	be	
addressed	and	followed	up	in	the	appropriate	timeframe.	
	
The	expectation	should	be	that	vendors	perform	at	or	above	the	company’s	performance	levels.		
Contact	centers	are	the	vendor’s	business.		They	only	maintain	that	business	through	performance	(cost	
savings	are	normally	insufficient	to	maintain	business).		If	vendors	do	not	perform	at	the	expected	levels,	
companies	must	assess	the	reasons	why.		If	it	determined	the	company	is	not	providing	sufficient	
support,	guidance,	or	direction	to	the	vendor,	that	issue	should	be	corrected.		If	it	is	determined	it	is	a	
vendor	performance	issue,	those	issues	must	be	addressed	(either	informally	or	formally	through	the	
contract).		It	is	important	companies	understand	the	root	cause	to	address	the	issue	properly.	
	
Additional	Thoughts	
I	strongly	believe	outsourcers	should	be	thought	of	and	treated	like	internal	sites	(without	violating	co-
employment	guidelines,	so	maintain	communication	with	your	legal	team	as	needed).		Communications,	
training,	reports,	and	support	should	be	provided	to	the	vendor	as	if	they	are	the	internal	group.		While	
vendors	maintain	responsibility	for	delivery	of	results,	the	more	vendors	are	treated	equitably	vis-à-vis	
internal	groups,	the	better	the	overall	results.	
	
In	my	past	couple	of	decades,	I	have	defined	this	“sameness”	in	treatment	to	include	operating	on	the	
same	technology	platforms.		This	includes	the	IVR,	telecom	(ACD,	access),	voice	recording,	voice	analysis,	
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WFM	system,	databases,	and	other	platforms.		While	many	vendors	are	willing	to	accept	most	of	these	
as	part	of	the	agreement,	many	will	highlight	platforms	(like	WFM)	that	integrate	with	other	systems	of	
theirs	(such	as	payroll)	they	prefer	not	to	share.		These	objections	can	be	overcome	easily	with	
technology	and	companies	should	insist,	to	the	extent	they	can,	on	having	one	platform	for	all	sites.	
	
The	advantage	to	a	company	taking	the	approach	of	a	single	platform	for	internal	and	vendor	sites	is	
simple.		A	singular	platform	changes	the	balance	of	power	to	give	more	control	to	the	company.		
Historically,	outsourcers	have	sought	ways	to	lock	in	clients	outside	the	contract.		Much	of	this	had	to	do	
with	technology.		For	example,	an	outsourcer	knows	that	companies	spent	time	and	money	to	integrate	
CRM,	reporting	systems,	ACDs,	and	much	more	into	their	outsourcers.		Changing	vendors	drove	
incremental	costs	for	companies,	thereby	raising	the	barrier	to	exit.		(At	one	point,	long	ago,	outsourcers	
would	acquire	the	toll-free	numbers	companies	used	to	run	their	business	and	would	not	relinquish	the	
rights	to	those	numbers	upon	termination	of	the	contract	unless	(1)	it	was	explicitly	required	in	the	
contract	or	(2)	the	company	paid	a	significant	incremental	fee.)		Having	outsourcers	operate	on	the	
company’s	platform	essentially	moves	the	outsourcer	to	a	plug-and-play	relationship,	giving	the	
company	the	ability	to	move	outsourcers	more	easily	(of	course,	start-up	costs	for	hiring	and	training	
remain).		The	outsourcer	still	maintains	significant	responsibility	for	hiring	and	managing	a	workforce	
and	delivering	results	but	has	a	more	limited	leverage	in	the	relationship.	
	
A	single	platform	also	provides	companies	visibility	into	vendor	operations,	which	is	a	significant	
advantage.		Not	only	can	the	company	view	real	time	data	and	act	on	it	(alert	the	vendor	of	issues	if	the	
vendor	has	not	notified	the	company),	the	company	can	incorporate	analysis	for	internal	and	outsource	
sites	providing	a	positively	competitive	environment.		I	also	recommend	companies	control	staffing	
requirements	(through	the	line	adherence	system,	which	is	described	elsewhere),	which	gives	the	
company	control	over	service	level	and	occupancy	performance.	
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It	didn’t	take	a	rocket	scientist	(for	I	am	not	one)	to	investigate	the	future	and	see	where	technology	in	
the	contact	center	industry	would	bring	us.		Over	20	years	ago,	I	was	discussing	the	merger	of	contact	
technology	with	my	clients	(in	my	contact	center	consulting	business	–	please	pardon	any	exclusions	as	
this	was	a	long	time	ago).		As	with	most	technology	applications,	technology	advance	faster	than	
humans	can	adapt,	and	it	took	some	time	for	customers	and	contact	centers	to	take	advantage	of	
technology.		Even	today,	technology	such	as	screen	or	video	sharing	(which	I	trialed	back	in	1995	with	a	
video	phone)	is	not	commonly	used.	
	

	
	
Technology	will	continue	to	evolve,	and	customers	will	adapt	over	time	(mostly	driven	by	demographics)	
to	take	advantage	of	that	technology.		The	following	are	highlights	from	the	various	technology	areas.		
They	are	not	meant	to	be	detailed	assessments	(there	are	specific	papers	for	each	platform	written	by	
others)	but	are	meant	to	be	a	general	guide	for	those	who	are	dipping	their	toes	in	contact	center	
technology.	
	
IVR	
Elsewhere	in	this	book,	the	speed	of	answer	customers’	experience	is	the	first	part	of	their	NPS	score	
considerations.		Many	people	think	of	this	as	the	speed	in	which	a	front-line	team	member	responds	to	
their	outreach	(answers	a	call,	responds	to	a	chat).	In	fact,	customers	consider	IVR	as	part	of	this	
equation.		Time	in	the	IVR	plus	post-IVR	time	to	reach	a	team	member	is	the	customer	experience	for	
speed.		When	asked	for	their	view	on	satisfaction	with	speed,	customers	respond	such	that	the	following	
question	remains	true.	
	

	
So,	customers’	satisfaction	with	speed	of	answer	is	significantly	influenced	by	their	IVR	experience.		By	
way	of	example,	if	a	company	has	a	service	level	goal	of	80%	of	contacts	answered	in	30	seconds	or	less,	
that	portion	of	the	equation	would	equate	to	a	90%	satisfaction	in	that	part	of	the	equation	(this	is	
based	on	empirical	data	gathered	over	the	years).		Unfortunately,	IVRs	are	generally	established	without	
customer	satisfaction	in	mind,	and	they	tend	to	govern	the	overall	speed	satisfaction.		Typical	customer	
IVR	satisfaction	tends	to	be	in	the	50-60%	range	(meaning	their	average	time	in	the	IVR	exceeds	60	

 Technology/Infrastructure	Chapter	5	-	

Caller	IVR	Satisfaction	*	Post	IVR	Service	Level	=	Caller	
Response	Satisfaction	
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seconds),	meaning	no	matter	how	fast	the	contact	is	responded,	customers	will	never	by	more	than	60%	
satisfied	with	the	speed	in	which	they	reach	a	company.		Scary.		The	graphic	below	provides	some	
insight	into	how	customers	view	IVRs	along	with	some	principles	to	improve	IVR	scores.	
	

	
	
One	of	the	appropriate	(and	humorous)	quotes	I	heard	regarding	IVRs	came	on	a	radio	commercial	years	
ago:	
	

“And then you hear the voice of the Demon Lady telling you how important you are to 
their business as they put you on hold.” 

	
Customers	see	a	dichotomy	in	the	way	we	want	them	to	see	an	IVR	versus	how	it	makes	them	feel.		The	
quote	above	gets	to	that.		Companies	want	to	ensure	customers	that	the	IVR	is	there	to	help	them,	but	
it	forces	them	to	navigate,	respond,	repeat,	and	only	hope	they	land	in	the	right	place.		If	you	ever	listen	
to	recordings	of	customer	responses	to	an	IVR,	you	will	come	across	yelling	and	cursing.		While	these	
responses	are	in	the	minority,	no	one	would	put	up	with	front-line	team	members	creating	that	level	of	
frustration	with	customers.	
	
Some	companies	made	significant	changes	to	their	operations	in	light	of	this	information.		Some	
eliminated	the	IVR	directing	contacts	directly	to	front-line	team	members.		While	customers	showed	a	
higher	level	of	satisfaction,	companies	had	to	weigh	the	financial	impact.		The	hope	is	that	reducing	
customer	effort	increases	loyalty	and	revenue.		Unfortunately,	most	companies	are	complex	and	routing	
directly	to	a	team	member	only	creates	a	transfer	(still	creating	customer	effort).		For	most,	there	is	no	
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easy	answer.	
	
If	a	company	is	to	use	an	IVR,	there	are	some	suggestions	to	minimize	customer	dissatisfaction:	
1. Utilize	speech	recognition	where	possible.		Speech	recognition	in	IVRs	has	been	around	for	a	while,	

yet	few	companies	use	it	effectively.		The	advantage	of	speech	recognition	is	that	it	speeds	the	
process	(allows	the	customer	to	be	specific	rather	than	navigating	through	layers).		Of	course,	this	
assumes	speech	recognition	works	with	a	high	level	of	accuracy	(I	recommend	95%	first	effort	
recognition	and	96%	within	the	second	effort).			

2. Find	ways	to	leverage	predictions	in	IVR	routing.		Some	predictive	applications	are	easy.		Customers	
who	are	calling	back	after	a	repair	attempt	are	likely	to	be	retrying	because	something	still	is	not	
working.		New	customers	are	reaching	out	for	installation	support.		Customers	who	just	received	
their	bill	are	likely	contacting	the	company	with	questions	on	the	bill	(including	changes	in	charges).	
Other	areas	are	not	as	easily	predicted	but	analyzing	customer	patterns	will	reveal	additional	
opportunities.	

3. Create	IVR	applications	that	the	customer	views	as	value-added	for	their	convenience.		
Applications	such	as	credit	card	balances,	order	status	and	other	transactions	where	speaking	with	a	
person	is	less	preferable	to	callers	provide	the	greatest	value-added	opportunities.		Also,	voice	print	
authentication	is	a	great	way	to	eliminate	the	need	for	customers	to	go	through	verification	with	
front-line	team	members	and	is	in	use	in	the	financial	industry,	as	well	as	others.	

4. Provide	an	IVR	option	for	your	high	use	callers.		Frequent	callers	may	actually	prefer	to	use	an	IVR	
as	they	are	familiar	with	processes	and	may	be	able	to	navigate	through	your	IVR	faster	than	
working	with	an	agent.		Let	these	callers	choose	which	they	prefer	by	providing	an	option	for	a	
specialty	IVR	or	a	providing	a	separate	number	for	their	IVR	experience.	

5. Use	the	IVR	to	speed	the	caller	transaction	process.		When	callers	experience	wait	time,	allow	them	
to	enter	information	such	as	account	number	and	transaction	types	that	can	use	CTI	to	populate	the	
agent	screen	when	the	call	is	answered	by	an	agent.		(And	please,	please	make	sure	your	CTI	
application	works.		Nothing	frustrates	a	caller	more	than	having	to	repeat	the	same	information	
they	just	entered,	and	makes	you	look	incompetent.)	

6. Allow	callers	to	opt	out.		This	may	seem	to	be	a	contradiction	in	the	use	of	an	IVR,	since	most	call	
centers	fear	that	all	callers	will	opt	out.		But,	even	if	callers	on	their	first	try	may	opt	out,	increased	
usage	also	increases	the	probability	that	callers	will	use	your	IVR	system.	

7. KISS	(Keep	it	Super	Simple).		Studies	show	that	callers	can	retain	three	(at	most	four)	options	per	
level.		Going	over	this	number	causes	customers	to	repeat	the	options	(yes,	always	include	an	option	
to	have	the	choices	repeated).		Minimize	the	number	of	IVR	levels	customers	must	navigate.		For	
example,	if	someone	calls	with	a	billing	question	and	all	billing	calls	go	to	the	same	team	members,	
rather	than	asking	for	additional	information,	route	the	contact	to	a	front-line	team	member.	

8. Make	your	IVR	strategy	strategic.		Make	your	IVR	strategy	work	for	you	as	a	competitive	advantage.		
Customer	satisfaction	drives	market	share,	which	drives	profitability.		Make	sure	your	IVR	strategy	is	
tuned	to	the	needs	of	your	customers	to	create	a	competitive	advantage	for	you.	

9. Make	your	IVR	fun.		This	may	seem	an	impossible	task,	but	it	can	be	done.		A	company	in	northern	
Europe	used	a	boys’	choir	during	the	holiday	season	as	background	music.		Customers	would	
actually	call	back	just	to	hear	the	music.		An	airline	company	used	to	tell	jokes	on	the	IVR	as	part	of	
the	process.		Entertainment	companies	can	use	voices,	dialogs,	and	music	to	make	the	experience	
more	pleasurable.		Theme	parks	entertain	customers	while	waiting	in	line	to	make	the	wait	seem	
less.		IVRs	can	do	the	same.	
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Network	Access	and	Overall	Abandon	Rate	Performance	
An	area	that	is	often	overlooked	in	the	contact	center	is	the	engineering	of	access	into	the	center.		
Generally,	access	trunks	are	installed	initially	and,	without	an	indication	of	an	issue,	are	often	not	
monitored.		The	problems	with	this	approach	include:	

1. Typical	internal	reports	are	not	sensitive	to	the	number	of	calls	blocked.		Network	reports	must	
be	pulled	to	see	this.		ACDs	can	provide	a	percent	busy	report,	which	tells	contact	groups	what	
percentage	of	time	access	lines	are	full.		But	they	do	not	report	how	many	contacts	could	not	
gain	access.		Leadership	should	focus	on	the	number	of	contacts	blocked	in	the	network	to	
ensure	sufficient	access	is	being	provided.		I	recommend	redundant	access	be	engineered,	with	
each	path	providing	sufficient	peak	capacity	(remember	that	peak	capacity	not	only	includes	
contact	volume	and	talk	time,	but	queued	contacts	as	well).	

2. Contact	blocking	is	not	engineered	with	a	peak	volume	grade	of	service	(e.g.,	0.1%	of	calls	
blocked.		Monitor	blocked	contacts	to	validate	engineered	levels	and	identify	access	downtime	
issues.		

3. In	today’s	world,	customers	have	become	accustomed	to	fast	busies	from	the	network	or	are	
unaware	as	to	what	a	fast	busy	means	and	are	unlikely	to	complain	about	having	to	redial.		And,	
the	number	of	blocked	calls	can	be	relatively	small	(say	5%)	and	impact	contact	centers.		

	
Seasoned	contact	center	managers	carry	with	them	an	intuitive	feel	for	the	relationship	between	service	
level	and	abandon	rate.		Every	one	of	them	can	tell	you	what	their	abandon	rate	should	be	given	their	
service	level.		The	two	are	tied	together.		The	chart	
to	the	right	provides	an	example	of	this	
relationship	for	a	typical	contact	center.		It	is	
represented	by	a	parabolic	curve	where	the	
abandon	rate	increases	more	rapidly	than	service	
level,	particularly	for	lower	service	levels.	
	
Yet,	there	are	times	when	a	contact	center	does	
not	perform	against	the	typical	service	level	v	
abandon	rate	performance	curve.		This	may	occur	
over	time	(as	contact	volumes	increase)	or	during	
particular	times	of	the	year	(due	to	season	peaks	in	
volumes).		It	is	during	these	times	that	the	typical	relationship	between	service	level	and	abandon	rate	
performance	becomes	disconnected.		This	should	raise	alarms	for	contact	center	leadership.	
	
A	telling	sign	that	service	level	and	abandon	rate	
is	disconnected	occurs	when	the	abandon	rate	is	
less	than	what	is	normally.		In	other	words,	when	
service	level	drops	to	50%,	the	expected	abandon	
rate	is	close	to	8%.		If	network	access	is	
insufficient,	abandon	rate	may	be	7%.		While	this	
difference	does	not	appear	significant,	the	
disparity	increases	as	the	service	level	drops.		For	
example,	if	service	level	drops	to	20%,	it	is	most	
likely	that	abandon	calls	would	be	in	the	19-20%	
range	(you	know	that	service	levels	are	bad	when	
you	have	trouble	determining	what	number	is	abandon	rate	and	what	number	is	service	level	just	by	
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looking	at	the	numbers).		When	access	is	inadequate,	the	abandon	rate	could	be	in	the	14%	to	15%	
range,	or	about	five	points	below	the	normal	abandon	rate.	
	
While	these	numbers	do	not	appear	overly	significant,	they	do	create	two	issues.		First,	when	a	company	
operates	multiple	contact	groups	that	are	answering	customer	calls,	and	those	groups	are	compared,	
the	group	with	inadequate	access	actually	looks	better	(lower	abandon	rate	at	the	same	service	level).		
This	may	affect	compensation	and	does	not	provide	an	incentive	for	people	to	fix	the	issue	(if	the	issue	
makes	you	perform	better,	where	is	the	motivation	to	fix	it?).	
	
The	second	issue	is	that	improperly	engineered	access	lines	change	customer	behavior.		When	access	
lines	are	adequately	engineered,	a	“U”	shaped	pattern	of	customer	abandon	behavior	emerges.		A	
number	of	customers	abandon	within	the	first	5	seconds,	when	they	hear	the	delay	announcement.		
Customers	progressively	abandon	at	lower	rates,	which	then	levels	off	for	a	couple	of	minutes.		Using	
the	last	time	interval	of	<	X	seconds	(we	will	use	210	in	our	sample	case),	the	abandon	rate	increases	
again,	in	large	part	to	the	open-ended	time	period.	
	
When	access	lines	are	inadequately	engineered,	a	similarly	“U”	shaped	pattern	emerges,	but	with	each	
end	depressed	somewhat.		The	following	chart	provides	an	example	of	the	impact	of	low	accessibility	on	
the	abandon	pattern	of	customers	(note	that	this	chart	is	wholly	consistent	with	the	charts	in	the	
previous	section	with	the	data	coming	from	the	same	source).	
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With	lower	accessibility,	customers	have	a	more	difficult	time	reaching	the	contact	center.		Given	
customers	realize	the	likelihood	of	encountering	this	difficulty	again	if	they	hang	up	and	call	back	later	
(even	though	they	may	not	understand	the	reason),	callers	are	less	likely	to	abandon	calls.		Customers	
behave	instinctively	and	are	willing	to	hold	onto	the	line	rather	than	face	the	issue	again.	
	
So,	the	key	issue	in	engineering	your	access	lines	is	to	determine	the	grade	of	service	that	you	wish	to	
provide.		The	following	is	a	recommended	guideline	for	companies	to	follow	in	engineering	their	access	
lines.	
	

Type	of	Company	 Grade	of	Service	 Definition	
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Type	of	Company	 Grade	of	Service	 Definition	
Highly	competitive	industry	
with	strong	profit/sale	

P.01	 1%	of	contacts	blocked	

Competitive	company	 P.01	to	P.03	 1	-	3%	of	contacts	blocked	
Monopoly/regulated	group	 P.03	to	P.05	 3	-	5%	of	contacts	blocked	

	
The	time	period	that	the	grade	of	service	is	targeted	(e.g.,	weekly,	monthly,	annually)	will	depend	on	the	
seasonality	of	call	volumes	and	your	overall	goal.		For	example,	the	first	group	of	companies	(highly	
competitive,	strong	profit/sale)	may	want	to	establish	P.01	as	a	monthly	goal	(where	the	annual	
performance	may	be	significantly	better),	particularly	if	the	high-volume	months	are	associated	with	
high	revenues.		Likewise,	a	monopoly	may	want	to	use	a	P.05	annual	goal	knowing	that	peak	months	will	
result	in	higher	blockage	rates.		As	with	other	areas	in	the	contact	center,	companies	will	need	to	
balance	cost,	profit	and	customer	satisfaction	to	locate	their	ideal	engineering	standards	for	access	lines.	
	
ACDs	and	Associated	Technology	
Clearly,	ACDs	and	their	associated	technologies	are	the	workhorses	of	the	contact	center.		They	allocate	
contacts	to	front-line	personnel,	provide	critical	data,	and	constantly	work	to	inform	team	members	and	
leaders	as	to	the	status	of	operations.		There	are	many	technical	books	and	publications	which	provide	
significant	detail	on	these	systems.		Rather	than	replicate	those,	highlights	of	various	systems	will	be	
provided.	
	
ACDs	
The	ACD	market	has	become	rife	with	competition,	both	from	on-premise	and	cloud-based	solutions.	
Contact	centers	who	have	been	around	awhile	have	invested	significant	resources	in	premise-based	
solutions.		The	challenge	to	move	to	any	other	premise-based	or	cloud	solution	is	that	investment	is	
thrown	away.		Therefore,	companies	with	existing	premise-based	solutions	tend	to	stay	with	those	
solutions	in	the	long	run.		Companies	with	newer	contact	centers	have	more	options	and	tend	to	lean	
toward	cloud-based	solutions	in	that	the	up-front	investment	is	less,	they	can	pay	on	a	per	transaction	
basis,	upgrades	can	be	seamless,	and	establishing	new	contact	centers	is	made	easier.	
	
Below	is	a	partial	list	of	on-premise	and	cloud-based	ACDs.	Since	there	are	so	many	options	in	the	
market,	the	focus	is	on	those	companies	who	serve	the	larger	market.	
	

Premise-Based	ACDs	 Cloud-Based	ACDs	
• Aspect	
• Avaya	
• Cisco	
• Genesys		
• Huawei	
• NICE	

• Aspect	
• Five9	
• Genesys	
• NICE	
• Ring	Central	
• Talk	Desk	

	
Typical	components	and	adjuncts	of	ACDs	include:	

• Announcement	Recording	Systems	
• Call	Management	System/Call	Detail	Recording	(reporting	and	monitoring)	
• Call	Recording	
• Communications	Manager	(contact	processing)	
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• CTI	(computer	telephony	interface)	
• Hard	Phones/Soft	Phones	
• Media	Server	
• Session	Border	Controller	(controls	and	safeguards	real	time	traffic	in	the	network)	
• Session	Manager	(SIP	and	non-SIP	integration)	

	
ACDs	have	the	capability	of	multi-media	support	(phone,	chat,	etc.).		The	objective	being	to	increase	
front-line	productivity	by	allowing	team	members	to	handle	more	than	one	contact	type	and	increase	
occupancy.		My	view	is	that,	for	larger	contact	centers,	the	occupancy	benefit	is	minimal,	and	that	team	
members	require	different	skills	by	contact	type	(not	to	say	they	can’t	perform	adequately,	but	expertise	
across	mediums	is	not	common).		Other	contact	type	technologies,	therefore,	will	be	viewed	separately.	
	
Predictive	Behavioral	Routing	Technologies	
All	ACDs	have	the	capability	for	front-line	preference	routing,	meaning	calls	are	prioritized	to	a	
designated	group	of	agents	in	tiers	(e.g.,	tier	1	receiving	contacts	first,	then	tier	2,	etc.).		Thresholds	can	
be	established	so	that	the	top	tier	front-line	groups	are	not	overwhelmed	(the	same	can	be	done	with	
skilling	and	overflow	routing).		Companies	use	this	feature	to	send	contacts	to	the	best	agents	to	
optimize	results.		This	works	well	when	such	routing	does	not	impact	front-line	compensation	(including	
base	pay,	commissions,	bonus)	or	front-line	satisfaction	(due	to	an	imbalance	of	workload).		Having	said	
that,	very	few	companies	do	not	fit	that	profile.	
	
Over	the	past	ten	years,	technology	known	as	Predictive	Behavioral	Routing	(PBR),	which	may	go	by	
some	other	name,	has	been	tested	and	implemented	by	a	number	of	companies.		The	main	purveyors	of	
this	technology	are	Afiniti	and	NICE	(who	purchased	Mattersight,	who	was	the	company	who	provided	
this	technology).		The	benefit	of	these	applications	is	that	they	route	contacts	to	front-line	team	
members	who	are	best	suited	to	assist	a	customer	as	measured	by	the	company’s	metrics.		Metrics	can	
be	anything	from	sales	close	rate	to	average	handling	time	to	NPS	to	FCR,	to	transfer	rate	or	other	
metrics.		The	providers	achieve	this	by	taking	historical	individual	front-line	performance	against	specific	
customers	(as	identified	by	a	phone	number,	or	account	number)	and	matching	that	to	their	database	of	
individuals	and	households.		Through	various	algorithms,	they	categorize	people	who	contact	the	
company	into	buckets	and	then	run	analysis	to	determine	which	front-line	team	members	perform	best	
against	each	customer	bucket.		The	providers	have	built	databases	that	contain	customer	information	
and	use	various	methods	(voice	interpretation,	historical	performance)	to	segment	customers	into	
groups.	
They	use	this	information	to	preference	contact	routing	to	front-line	team	members	who	perform	best	
against	each	customer	group,	as	defined	the	routing	metric	defined	by	the	company.	
	
Both	applications	can	gate	when	the	logic	is	in	play	and	when	it	is	not.		Gating	meaning	that	the	ACD	will	
ignore	PBR	under	certain	conditions.		Some	gating	examples	include	both	customer	wait	time	thresholds,	
agent	occupancy	thresholds,	and	percent	default	ACD	routing	thresholds	(to	provide	normalization	of	
agent	productivity	as	well	as	providing	a	set	of	base	case	comparison	results).		The	purpose	of	gating	is	
to	ensure	overall	company	objectives	are	not	violated	(e.g.,	customer	experience)	while	optimizing	
overall	results.	
	
Implementing	these	applications	are	straightforward,	but	time	consuming	(in	other	words,	plan	for	this	
process	to	take	6-12	months	for	the	initial	implementation).		High	level	implementation	steps	include:	

• Integration	of	the	application	into	the	ACD	routing	scheme.		Each	application	has	a	slightly	
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different	approach,	but	both	require	some	changes	to	the	ACD	infrastructure.	
• Historical	data	analysis.		Six	months	or	more	of	information	will	need	to	be	provided	to	the	

application	providers.		They	will	use	this	data	to	run	statistical	analyses	to	identify	opportunities	
for	routing,	based	on	a	company’s	metrics.		Simulations	can	be	run	to	predict	the	impact	on	
specific	metrics.	

• Establish	reports.		While	standard	reports	are	available,	companies	will	need	to	segment	
contacts	that	are	routed	through	PBR	versus	those	that	are	routed	via	ACD	routing.		Without	
going	into	detail,	companies	must	take	care	to	ensure	an	accurate	assessment	is	completed,	not	
just	for	overall	results	comparison,	but	for	team	member	impact	as	well	(to	verify	team	
members	are	not	being	harmed	by	the	routing	application,	or	at	least	only	a	few).	

• Front-line	communication.		There	are	two	schools	of	thought	here.		One	is	that	the	applications	
should	be	transparent	to	front-line	personnel	and	they	do	not	need	to	be	informed	of	the	
implementation	of	PBR.		The	logic	here	is	that	it	should	be	transparent	and	highlighting	the	
technology	will	be	used	by	team	members	as	to	why	their	results	have	dropped.		(statistically,	
people	will	perform	below	their	average	50%	of	the	time,	but	the	perception	is	that	it	is	due	to	
technology.)		I	believe	it	is	best	to	clearly	communicate	with	all	team	members,	explain	how	the	
technology	works	and	set	expectations	for	the	impact	on	their	daily	experience	and	results.	

• Test	period.		Once	the	data	is	available	and	the	ACD	integration	is	complete,	the	test	period	can	
begin.		It	is	recommended	that	the	technology	be	implemented	in	waves	(a	smaller	percentage	
initially	followed	by	analysis).		As	milestones	are	achieved	(results	and	impact	verified),	the	
implementation	can	be	expanded	until	it	is	fully	implemented.		This	can	easily	take	three	
months,	depending	on	the	environment.		During	this	time,	the	application	may	be	fine-tuned	to	
account	for	unexpected	impacts.		The	key	is	communication	among	decision	makers	to	ensure	
everyone	agrees	with	the	analysis	and	the	go/no	go	solution.	

• Fine	tune.		Once	the	application	is	fully	implemented,	at	least	monthly	review	sessions	should	
take	place	to	adjust	the	application,	where	needed.		Contact	centers	exist	in	a	dynamic	
environment	and	an	ongoing	assessment	of,	not	only	metrics	used	for	routing,	but	
complementary	or	other	metrics	should	be	assessed.		This	should	be	part	of	the	normal	results	
analysis	process	in	the	company.	

	
Because	the	applications	rely	on	historical	data,	the	companies	will	continue	to	assess	front-line	results	
to	fine	tune	the	application.		Also,	for	new	hires,	the	applications	will	develop	a	pattern	of	performance	
over	time,	and	when	sufficient	information	has	been	gathered,	include	those	team	members	in	the	
routing	logic	(until	that	time,	they	are	not	preferred	for	any	given	customer	group).	
	
To	be	honest,	companies	are	split	on	the	efficacy	of	the	applications.		While	they	do	improve	results,	the	
applications	are	not	free.		Also,	while	they	balance	agent	workload	over	a	period	of	a	day	or	few	days,	
there	may	be	intervals	where	workload	is	not	balanced.		This	can	create	consternation	on	the	part	of	
front-line	personnel	which	may	impact	employee	satisfaction.		Communication	to	these	team	members	
and	reporting	to	show	they	are	better	off	with	this	technology,	is	necessary	to	calm	concerns.	
	
Agent	Skilling	
Every	ACD	provides	the	ability	for	front-line	personnel	to	carry	multiple	skills.		Skills	may	be	used	to:	

• Direct	certain	contact	types	to	agents.	
• Provide	priority	of	contact	types	(e.g.,	high	valued	customers).	
• Provide	a	service	priority	to	certain	contacts	(e.g.,	for	service	level	requirements)	
• For	overflow	(when	expected	wait	times	are	exceeded)	
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One	of	the	challenges	with	technology	is	that	capability	can	create	chaos.		In	other	words,	if	an	agent	
can	carry	30	skills	(systems	provide	more	than	that),	creating	an	agent	with	30	skills	causes	loss	of	
control,	complexity,	and	often	sub-par	performance.		As	with	most	things,	simplicity	is	genius.			
	
I	will	provide	some	general	guidelines	that	I	have	found	to	be	successful	in	utilizing	agent	skilling.		I	am	
sure	others	have	methods	that	work	for	them,	and	I	am	not	suggesting	these	are	the	only	ones,	or	
necessarily	the	best,	but	they	have	worked	for	me	over	the	years:	

• When	you	have	a	smaller	skill	set,	try	to	find	a	larger	skill	set	with	similar	front-line	skills	that	can	
provide	support	and	create	a	subset	within	the	larger	group.		For	example,	you	may	have	a	high	
value	customer	group	for	which	you	want	to	provide	fast	service.		Let’s	say	that	you	have	a	
general	population	of	500	front-line	members	who	operate	at	an	80%	occupancy.		If	you	
calculate	the	need	for	a	high	value	staff	of	50	using	the	80%	occupancy,	create	a	group	of	100	
members	(in	other	words,	double	of	what	you	need)	with	that	high	value	skill	set.		Those	
members	will	have	the	high	valued	skill	set	as	their	primary	skill	and	the	general	queue	as	a	
tertiary	skill	(to	be	explained	later).		This	allows	the	high	value	customers	to	receive	the	higher	
service	level,	speak	with	a	qualified	member,	while	the	site	maintains	an	efficient	occupancy.		
Note	that	it	will	suggest	that	the	high	value	members	with	that	primary	skill	(the	general	
members	would	not	carry	that	skill)	will	have	50%	of	their	contacts	being	high	value	and	50%	as	
general	skill	contacts.	

• In	cases	where	you	want	to	use	a	group	of	dual	skilled	agents	to	create	a	virtual	queue	between	
two	other	contact	types,	you	only	need	to	dual	skill	30%	of	the	total	front-line	population	for	the	
total	population	to	act	as	one	virtual	queue.		For	example,	say	there	are	700	billing	team	
members	and	500	technical	support	team	members	(for	a	total	of	1,200	front-line	members).		
You	want	to	create	one	virtual	group	and	want	to	know	the	minimum	number	of	team	members	
to	cross	train	on	both	skills	(billing	and	technical	support).		You	need	to	train	30%,	or	360.		So,	if	
you	pull	200	members	from	billing	and	160	from	technical	support	(to	get	to	the	360),	you	will	
have	360	dual-skilled,	500	skilled	for	billing	only,	and	340	skilled	for	technical	support	only.		This	
allows	you	to	minimize	training	costs	while	achieving	the	optimization	of	a	larger	queue	
(optimizing	both	service	level	and	occupancy).			

• When	setting	up	special	groups	(like	the	high	value	customer	group	described),	I	prefer	the	use	
of	primary	and	tertiary	skills	to	control	the	workflow.		I	find	that	the	use	of	secondary	skills	does	
not	provide	the	appropriate	prioritization	balance	(the	secondary	skill	can	conflict	with	the	
prioritization	of	the	primary	skill).		I	do	not	use	the	expected	wait	time	overflow	for	this	
application	(overflowing	general	contacts	to	the	specialty	group),	as	that	often	interferes	with	
the	prioritization	of	contacts	(in	other	words,	the	general	queue	can	overwhelm	the	specialty	
queue	during	busy	times	–	the	intent	being	to	ensure	high	priority	customers	receive	great	
service	levels	except	when	the	high	priority	volume	is	well	above	forecast,	and	given	the	
doubling	of	the	staffing	need,	would	be	rare).	

• So,	when	to	use	expected	wait	time	as	an	overflow	strategy?		I	use	this	when	trying	to	fill	one	
site	above	another	(for	example,	an	internal	site	versus	an	outsource	site),	or	when	a	relief	valve	
is	needed	during	high	volume	times	(e.g.,	when	a	group	has	availability	and	capability	to	handle	
volume,	but	not	desired	to	be	part	of	the	normal	queue).	

• Remember	that	while	the	above	recommendations	use	whole	numbers,	WFM	personnel	must	
be	sure	to	cover	every	interval	with	the	proper	skills	so	that	all	contacts	will	be	answered.	
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Outbound	Dialers	
Outbound	dialers	are	used	to	make	outbound	calling	more	efficient.		Outbound	dialers	take	call	lists,	
queue	them	for	team	members,	dial	out,	and	then	predictively	connect	recipients	of	the	call	to	team	
members.		The	challenge	with	outbound	dialers	is	that	they	often	connect	recipients	with	dead	air	
before	the	call	is	routed	to	a	team	member	which	creates	significant	hang-ups.		Logic	in	the	dialer	can	be	
modified	to	minimize	these	issues.		Lists	can	be	managed	to	determine	the	timeframe	in	which	a	
targeted	recipient	will	be	contacted	(e.g.,	4	hours	after	the	first	attempt,	then	1	day	after	the	second	
attempt,	4	days	after	the	third	attempt,	then	mark	the	record	to	not	call	again)	to	increase	the	
probability	of	a	live	contact.		Dialers	can	also	recognize	answering	systems	to	leave	a	message.	
	
Outbound	dialers	are	mostly	used	for	collections	and	survey	activities.		They	can	be	integrated	into	an	
ACD	to	make	team	members	available	for	both	inbound	and	outbound	calls.		Given	the	large	number	of	
outbound	dialer	vendors,	they	will	not	be	listed	here.	
	
CRM	(Customer	Relationship	Management)	
Over	the	years,	companies	have	moved	from	proprietary	systems	used	to	manage	customer	information	
for	team	member	access	to	obtaining	software	from	CRM	companies.		The	advantages	of	CRM	include:	

• Allows	for	a	single	coherent	database	that	links	customer	records	to	all	relevant	information.		
• Provides	engines	to	search	and	extract	data	easily	utilizing	engines	with	knowledge	databases	

and	key	word	searches.	
• Integrates	various	customer	contact	interfaces	(phone	calls,	e-mail,	web	chat	and	collaboration)	

as	well	as	marketing,	sales	and	possibly	wireless	interfaces	to	maximize	ease	of	access	and	use.	
• Provides	logical	support	systems	providing	some	intelligent	scripting	and	analysis	for	users.		
• Provides	a	browser	user	interface	(BUI)	or	a	graphical	user	interface	(GUI)	that	allows	users	easy	

access	to	data	entry	and	information.	
	
Do	not	think	CRM	is	an	off-the-shelf	software	package.		While	there	is	a	base	system,	significant	work	is	
required	to	integrate	with	company	databases,	design	the	user	interface,	and	develop	reporting.		Having	
said	that,	the	effort	is	generally	less	than	proprietary	development	and	technology	upgrades	are	part	of	
the	CRM	package.		CRM	may	be	on-premise	or	cloud-based.	
	
A	partial	list	of	CRM	providers	includes	(along	with	the	estimated	market	share):	

• SalesForce	(19%)	
• Oracle	(5.5%)	
• SAP	(8.3%)	
• Adobe	(5.1%)	
• Microsoft	(2.7%)	
• HubSpot	
• Zoho	
• NetSuite	

	
As	you	can	see,	while	SalesForce	is	the	largest	provider	of	CRM,	the	market	is	very	diversified.		This	
reflects	the	diverse	needs	of	clients	and	applications	within	the	market.	
	
Chat	Platforms	
Chat	platforms	provide	the	ability	of	customers	to	chat	with	front-line	team	members	either	via	an	
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internet	site	or	SMS.		Chat	platforms	can	contain	pre-scripted	responses	to	common	questions	to	cut	
down	on	typing	time.		Chat	platforms	contain	governors	to	determine	the	maximum	number	of	
simultaneous	chats	handled	by	a	team	member.			
	
Chat	occupancy	is	measured	like	phone	occupancy,	with	the	definition	being	the	percentage	of	time	a	
front-line	team	member	is	involved	in	one	or	more	chats	versus	the	time	they	are	logged	in	to	be	
available	for	chats	(conversely	one	minus	their	available	time).	
	
Internet	sites	that	offer	chat	often	have	chat	bots	included	to	automatically	answer	common	questions.		
These	bots,	when	successful,	give	the	customer	the	feel	of	communicating	with	a	live	person	without	
engaging	a	team	member.		Bots	serve	to	reduce	the	overall	chat	volume	within	a	contact	center,	much	
like	an	IVR	does	for	calls.	
	
The	increased	use	of	chat	platforms	is	driving	heavily	by	demographics.		While	Baby	Boomers	generally	
do	not	default	to	chat	as	their	preferred	medium,	Millennials	and	Gen	Xers	do.		As	America’s	
demographics	shift	to	the	younger	generations,	chat	will	become	a	dominant	channel	for	customers.	
	
A	partial	list	of	chat	platforms	includes:	

• Zendesk	
• Freshchat	
• SalesForce	Live	Agent	
• Zoho	SalesIQ	
• Live	Chat	

	
Performance	Management	Systems	
Performance	management	systems	have	become	more	popular	in	recent	years.		The	systems	automate	
the	gathering	of	front-line	team	member	performance	information,	provide	analysis,	and	make	
recommendations	for	training	to	support	better	results.		They	track	team	leader	activities	with	agents	
regarding	training	and	coaching	so	site	leaders	can	ensure	team	leaders	are	providing	the	right	support	
to	their	team	members.		The	result	should	be	improved	overall	performance	(hopefully,	offsetting	the	
cost	of	the	Performance	Management	Systems).	
	
Performance	Management	Systems	require	integration	with	reporting	information	systems,	
development	of	the	user	interface,	and	entry	of	training	recommendations.		This	work	can	be	
substantial.	In	addition,	these	systems	require	administrative	maintenance.		While	the	administrative	
time	of	team	leads	is	reduced,	it	is	partially	offset	by	the	system	administrative	maintenance	required.	
	
A	partial	list	of	Performance	Management	system	providers	includes:	

• NICE	
• Talk	Desk	
• Call	Miner	
• Verint		
• Aspect	

	
Workforce	Management	Systems	
There	are	a	number	of	workforce	management	(WFM)	systems	in	the	market.		The	market	leader	is	NICE	
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(IEX)	with	approximately	25-30%	of	the	market	followed	by	Aspect	(eWFM)	with	20-25%	of	the	market	
and	Verint	(Blue	Pumpkin)	with	approximately	15-20%	of	the	market	(numbers	are	ranges	and	reflect	
differing	definitions	of	the	market).		Clearly,	there	are	other	systems	as	well.		Trends	in	the	WFM	market	
include:	

• The	movement	to	cloud	applications.		Cloud	has	the	advantage	of	removing	the	systems	
requirement	internally	(reducing	the	capital	and	maintenance	requirements),	providing	
automatic	upgrades	(depending	on	the	contract),	and	increasing	the	ability	to	add	modules	
easily.		The	downside	is	that	the	cloud	application	is	more	expensive,	and	contracts	are	
generally	written	with	a	license	cap	which	does	not	recognize	declining	usage	if	contact	volume	
declines.		

• Full	integration	into	other	systems.		For	more	than	20	years,	solution	providers	have	been	
trying	to	sell	the	idea	(benefit)	of	providing	a	single	solution	with	recording,	analysis,	
performance	management,	workforce	management,	and	other	features.		Since	most	of	the	
systems	at	that	time	required	integration	(not	plug-and-play),	there	was	little	benefit	to	having	
an	integrated	solution.		Solution	providers	have	done	much	work	to	ensure	their	systems	are	
easily	implemented	and	more	seamless	to	the	user.	

• Use	of	Artificial	Intelligence	(AI).		AI	is	at	the	front	of	everyone’s	mind	and	how	it	may	assist	in	
running	operations	more	effectively.		While	AI	has	not	yet	proven	the	benefit	over	the	cost,	
many	companies	are	working	on	the	magic	to	make	that	happen.	

	
One	area	missing	from	WFM	systems	are	rigorous	volume	forecasting	platforms.		Methods	to	address	
that	area	is	included	in	another	chapter	in	this	book.	
	
Artificial	Intelligence	(AI)	
AI	is	technology	that	is	finding	its	way.		Clearly,	AI	has	tremendous	potential	streamlining	existing	
decision-making	processes	and	creating	more	effective	solutions.		Potential	applications	in	the	contact	
centers	include:	

• Contact	routing	based	on	customer	demographics,	lifecycle,	and	other	profiles	
• Predictive	IVR	routing	based	on	customer	transaction	history	and	product	profile	
• Team	member	analytics	to	recommend	day	of	week	or	time	of	day	support	(to	optimize	

performance)	
• Customer	and	team-member	mapping	to	route	customers	to	team	members	who	are	most	able	

to	assist	the	customer	
• Offer	recommendations	for	team-members	to	customers		
• Reporting	analytics	to	recommend	operational	and	marketing	focus	

	
It	is	exciting	what	AI	can	do.		At	this	point,	it	requires	significant	investment	of	time	and	resources	to	
take	advantage	of	its	capabilities.	
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It	is	amazing	how	we	can	see	simple	truths	are	around	us	every	day,	yet	they	can	still	surprise	us	with	

clarity	and	insight	from	time	to	time.		I	was	at	a	seminar	when	a	non-
descript	man	came	to	the	podium.		He	did	not	mention	his	age,	but	he	
appeared	to	be	in	his	80s.		He	had	an	air	of	calmness	and	quiet	
assuredness	about	him.		There	was	something	about	his	presence	that	
caused	you	to	focus	and	pay	attention.		A	true	southern	gentleman,	he	
didn’t	demand	your	attention,	he	commanded	it.		Not	through	forceful	
personality	but	through	an	unspoken	message	that	he	had	something	
important	to	share.	
	

“People	are	always	the	problem,”	he	began	and	then	paused.		The	room	buzzed	in	agreement	as	heads	
nodded.		As	the	noise	stilled,	he	stated,	“And	people	are	always	the	solution.”		The	room	was	so	quiet	
you	could	hear	a	pin	drop.		To	my	mind,	the	speaker	hit	the	key	issue	for	the	contact	center	industry	on	
the	head.		We	are	a	people	business.		Our	problems	tend	to	stem	from	people	not	being	selected	
properly,	not	being	trained	properly,	having	the	wrong	skill	set	or	having	the	wrong	focus.		The	solution	
is	not	to	get	rid	of	people,	but	to	get	the	right	people.	
	
In	an	interview	about	his	upcoming	book,	Jim	Collins	(author	of,	“Built	to	Last”	and	“Good	to	Great”),	he	
was	asked	what	surprises	he	encountered	when	he	re-examined	his	original	findings.		Collins	replied	that,	
“the	greatest	decisions	were	not	‘what’	but	‘who.’		They	were	people	decisions.”		Later	in	the	interview,	
he	re-emphasized	this	by	saying,	“Great	decisions	begin	with	really	great	people.”	
	
It	All	Begins	with	People	
The	talk	(I	won’t	call	it	a	speech)	the	older	gentleman	gave	clicked	with	me	as	it	brought	into	focus	an	
article	I	saw	in	the	Harvard	business	review	a	number	of	years	ago.		Like	the	talk,	the	article	struck	a	
chord	with	me	as	it	reinforced	a	basic	belief	I	have	that	every	long-term	successful	business	puts	people	
first.		Not	first	in	the	way	that	you	do	whatever	your	employees	want	you	to	do,	pay	extraordinarily	high	
wages	or	provide	outlandish	benefits.		But	in	that	the	foundation	for	your	business	is	the	people	within	
it.	
	
Like	every	good	building,	the	longevity	of	a	company	is	based	on	the	foundation	on	which	it	is	laid.		
Companies,	from	the	very	start,	lay	a	foundation	of	culture	by	attracting	a	certain	group	of	people	to	
help	support	it	in	its	mission.		If	care	is	not	taken	in	selecting	the	culture	or	the	people,	it	becomes	a	
shoddy	foundation	that	won’t	hold	up	to	the	elements	or	over	time.		Like	a	physical	foundation,	a	faulty	
company	foundation	can	be	repaired,	but	the	cost	of	repair	after	it	is	built	upon	is	much	more	costly	
than	building	it	properly	the	first	time.		Carefully	laying	the	foundation	both	saves	money	and	creates	a	
future.	
	
On	the	more	concrete	and	practical	side,	this	point	was	driven	home	to	me	a	year	or	so	ago	as	I	was	
conducting	some	research	for	a	company.		One	article	highlighted	Southwest	Air	as	a	company	that	was	
in	the	top	tier	of	companies	giving	the	highest	return.		Not	Walmart,	GE,	not	Microsoft,	not	Intel,	any	
high-flying	tech	company,	but	an	airline.		Yes,	a	company	in	an	industry	that	has	seen	deregulation,	price	
wars,	fuel	cost	increases	and	terrorist	activities.		With	everything	going	awry	in	the	industry,	how	does	
Southwest	do	it?		In	a	word,	people.		Southwest	takes	great	care	and	pride	in	selecting	people	who	first	

 The	Importance	of	People	Chapter	6	-	

If People Are the 
Problem…Then People 
Are the Solution (or, 
“Great decisions begin 
with really great 
people,” Jim Collins, 
author)	
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and	foremost	are	tuned	in	with	the	culture	and	philosophy	of	the	company,	and	second	show	an	innate	
capability	of	doing	what	the	job	will	call	for.		What	makes	Southwest	such	a	great	company?		Its	people.	
	
Selecting	the	Right	People	
There	is	no	easy	test	to	see	who	the	right	people	are	for	your	group,	but	there	are	some	choices	you	can	
make	that	increase	the	likelihood	of	finding	them.		Companies	should	utilize	a	system	of	people	
selection	that	has	dramatically	increased	the	fit	between	people	and	companies.		
	
The	system	simply	requires	companies	to	explicitly	define	what	qualities	each	position	requires	and	to	
test	for	those	qualities.		The	word	explicitly	is	highlighted	here	because	most	groups	think	they	know	
this	implicitly,	but	in	going	through	the	exercise	of	making	it	explicit,	they	find	that	they	missed	more	
than	a	few	things.	
	
The	following	is	a	summary	of	a	general	testing	approach	used	by	companies	to	make	their	supervisory	
selection	process	more	effective.		This	matrix	can	be	easily	developed	for	company	and	tested	against	its	
current	people	and	made	adjustments	to	increase	its	success.	
	

Area Importance Qualities Sought Testing Methods 
Cultural Fit Imperative Determine if core qualities are 

the same as what is required. 
Recommendations from known high 
performers.  Discussion of personal and 
work values. 

Communication 
Skills 

Very High Oral and written skills Provide job specific skill test output in 
writing and in an oral presentation. 

Judgment High Determine if actions are 
consistent with group 

Two situation analyses (e.g., dealing with 
employee issues) with a written and oral 
presentation of situational assessment and 
recommended actions 

Ability to Learn High Ability to learn new topics 
independently and be 
challenged to proactively find 
new areas of knowledge. 

Bachelor’s degree, non-degreed classes, 
ongoing education, other areas of expertise. 

Experience Medium Experience in a supervisory role 
managing large groups of 
people. 

Direct supervisory responsibility or 
managing responsibility in a non-profit 
volunteer group. 

Job Specific 
Skills 

Medium Quantitative analysis, ability to 
accurately comprehend facts 
from text or other 
documentation 

Provide real examples from the center on 
analyzing team performance and develop 
recommendation on improving performance. 

	
A	specific	example	of	how	to	apply	this	in	hiring	is	included	in	the	diversity	and	inclusion	section	at	the	
end	of	this	chapter.	
	
The	Impact	of	the	Right	People	on	the	Bottom	Line	
You	have	probably	heard	the	connection	between	customer	NPS	and	profitability	(or	at	least,	stock	
price).		The	mantra	goes	something	like,	NPS	improvements	drive	increased	profits	and	companies	with	
the	highest	NPS	are	the	most	profitable.		Studies	show	that	customer	NPS	is	actually	driven	by	employee	
NPS	as	illustrated	in	an	excerpt	from	a	Harvard	Business	Review	article.			
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In	a	related	article	(“The	Employee-Customer-Profit	Chain	at	Sears”,	Rucci,	Krin	and	Quinn,	Harvard	
Business	Review,	January-February	1998,	pp	83-97),	a	company	found	that	focusing	on	people	first,	and	
improving	their	satisfaction	with	the	company	(feeling	positive	about	the	culture	of	the	company,	the	
company’s	efforts	to	support	them	and	the	recognition	they	receive)	automatically	improved	customer	
satisfaction	and	profitability.		In	fact,	they	company’s	research	showed	that	forever	percentage	increase	
in	employee	satisfaction,	the	company	saw	an	increase	in	customer	satisfaction	equal	to	fifty	percent	of	
that	increase	in	customer	satisfaction	and	twenty	five	percent	of	the	increase	reflected	in	improved	
profitability.	
	

	
	
In	short,	people	play	a	critical	role	in	customer	satisfaction	and	driving	profitability	(and	profit	
improvement)	in	a	company.	
	
Because	of	the	information	focused	on	customer	NPS	driving	profitability,	companies	have	focused	on	
increasing	customer	satisfaction.		While	customer	NPS	is	good,	it	is	often	akin	to	a	doctor	treating	a	
symptom	rather	than	the	root	cause	(for	example,	it	is	not	enough	for	the	rash	to	disappear,	it	must	also	
not	reappear).		The	root	cause	of	poor	customer	satisfaction	is	often	simple.		It	is	driven	by	the	culture	
(environment)	a	company	creates	for	its	people.		A	company	should	never	expect	its	customers	to	be	
treated	better	than	the	company	treats	its	people.	
	
Common	sense	points	to	the	strength	of	this	truism.		Companies	model	the	employee	behavior	by	how	

To	be	clear,	there	is	a	connection	between	people	satisfaction	and	profitability.		In	the	example	
just	provided,	if	your	employee	satisfaction	goes	from	4.0	to	4.4	(a	10%	increase),	your	customer	
satisfaction	would	go	from	70%	to	73.5%	(a	5%	increase)	and	your	profitability	from	10%	to	

12.5%	(	a	25%	increase).		If	that	is	not	motivation	to	focus	on	people	first,	I	don’t	know	what	is.	

ServiceService--Profit ChainProfit Chain
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Source: Harvard Business Review, March-April 1994, p. 166
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they	treat	their	employees.		When	companies	attempt	to	short-change	people	with	pay,	don’t	listen	to	
employee	input,	or	don’t	respond	to	complaints,	employees	mirror	that	behavior	with	customers.		It	is	
not,	as	some	think,	that	employees	do	this	to	“get	back	at”	companies.		Rather,	the	employees	are	
absorbing	the	culture	of	the	company,	which	then	becomes	ingrained	in	their	behavior.		People	don’t	
compartmentalize	their	behavior	in	that	I	treat	customers	one	way	and	others	differently.		Rather,	
people	through	a	desire	for	consistency	create	a	singular	environment	where	all	groups	are	treated	
equally.		In	short,	when	customer	satisfaction	shows	signs	of	needing	improvement,	the	work	
environment	is	the	first	place	to	look.	
	
Careful	study	of	companies	with	the	highest	customer	satisfaction	scores	will	find	that	each	has	a	
company	culture	that	is	highly	consistent	with	the	customer	experience	they	desire.		Southwest	Airlines	
is	fun	and	energetic,	USAA	is	caring	and	respectful,	Chick-fil-A	is	family	oriented	and	hospitable,	Apple	is	
innovative	and	creative.		This	is	not	to	say	that	these	companies	are	singularly	focused.		Each	is	also	
highly	profitable	and	financially	outperforms	their	peers.		They	support	their	employees,	coupling	that	
with	high	expectations	for	behavior	and	results.		In	other	words,	creating	a	focused	and	supportive	
culture	is	the	foundation	for	the	company,	but	also	a	means	to	building	a	strong	company.	
	
Front-Line	Committees	
If	you	believe	people	are	your	greatest	asset	(which,	you	should),	you	must	also	recognize	that	the	
largest	group	of	people	at	your	disposal	are	your	front-line	team	members.	Many	people	confuse	the	
position	as	front-line	team	members	with	their	ability	to	provide	valuable	insight	into	the	business.		In	
reality	they	speak	with	more	customers,	deal	with	the	intricacies	of	policies,	hear	more	from	the	
marketplace	than	any	leader	due	to	their	position.		In	addition,	many	are	leaders	outside	the	contact	
center	as	volunteers,	community	leaders,	and	coaches.		In	other	words,	they	have	a	wealth	of	
information,	insight	and	often	have	a	perspective	that	can	drive	incremental	value	in	the	business.	
	
Tapping	into	this	potential	is	as	simple	as	setting	up	front-line	committees	(including	both	team	
members	and	front-line	leaders)	to	set	policy	(e.g.,	attendance),	provide	ideas	on	generating	sales,	and	
to	provide	input	on	other	elements	of	the	site	(e.g.,	community	activities,	celebrations,	recognition	
events).		There	are	two	key	benefits	to	this	approach.		One	is	that	it	expands	the	reservoir	of	ideas	
across	a	much	larger	group	increasing	the	opportunity	for	positive	impact.		Two	is	that	participation	
drives	buy-in	driving	greater	success	in	any	new	plan.	
	
Committee	members	should	all	receive	training	on	the	best	way	to	participate.		Keys	are	listening,	
accepting	initial	ideas	as	potential	solutions,	ensuring	everyone	in	the	group	participates,	evaluating	
ideas	within	a	construct	(my	preference	is	to	ensure	every	new	implementation	benefits	people,	
customers,	and	shareholders	simultaneously),	communication	styles,	and	presentation	skills.		This	is	
important	up-front	to	avoid	common	pitfalls	of	committees.		It	also	sends	a	message	to	participants	the	
site	values	them	and	is	willing	to	invest	in	their	professionalism.		As	more	front-line	people	participate	in	
committees,	the	value	and	impact	of	committees	spreads	quickly.	
	
Rewards	and	Celebration	
People	enjoy	being	recognized	and	appreciated.		It	is	human	nature.		Yes,	we	all	work	to	receive	a	
paycheck	(except	for	those	few	who	are	wealthy	enough	to	not	have	to	work,	which	generally	are	not	
employed	in	contact	centers).		However,	we	want	to	come	to	work	not	only	to	contribute	but	to	be	
recognized	for	our	contributions.		Every	contact	center	should	have	a	plan	to	recognize,	reward,	and	
celebrate	people.		Some	ideas	include:	
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• Walking	around	to	thank	people.		While	this	is	part	of	the	team	leader’s	job,	it	is	also	the	job	of	
the	managers,	support	personnel	and	site	leadership.		I	am	amazed	at	how	many	people	in	
contact	centers	have	never	met	the	site	leader.		While	schedules	are	tight,	hanging	out	in	the	
breakroom,	having	skip	level	meetings,	attending	team	meetings,	or	just	stopping	by	to	say	hello	
are	meaningful	activities.	

• Participate	in	new	hire	training.		When	a	person	is	new,	an	impactful	event	is	meeting	the	
leadership	of	the	site.		It	doesn’t	have	to	be	a	lengthy	visit,	but	just	seeing	the	face	and	hearing	
the	voice	of	various	leaders	puts	a	face	to	a	name.		Friendly	gestures	at	the	start	of	a	career	
lends	to	a	feeling	of	being	welcomed	and	needed.	

• Birthday,	work	anniversary,	and	other	notes.		One	of	the	best	ways	to	get	to	know	people	is	to	
send	them	a	quick	note	congratulating	them	on	an	important	occasion.	It	lets	them	know	you	
are	caring	enough	to	notice	and	that	they	are	important	as	an	individual.	

• Thank	you	events.		One	of	the	most	effective	ways	to	say	thank	you	is	to	do	something	for	
someone.		During	busy	times,	I	and	my	team	would	serve	drinks	to	front-line	team	members	
during	the	day.		We	would	wheel	around	a	beverage	cart	and	provide	them	refreshments	
through	the	day.		At	other	times,	we	would	spruce	up	the	breakroom	with	white	tablecloths,	
don	tuxes,	and	serve	meals	to	team	members.		It	was	just	our	way	of	saying	thank	you.	Team	
members	truly	appreciated	being	served	and	it	tightened	the	bond	of	the	entire	team.	

• Contests.		Every	business	has	a	period	where	metrics	are	critical.		It	may	be	sales,	it	may	be	FCR,	
or	NPS.		Creating	a	fun	contest	for	team	challenges	and	individual	challenges	with	meaningful	
rewards	can	create	a	fun	(and	competitive)	atmosphere.	

• Monthly	recognition	systems.		One	of	the	most	effective	approaches	I	have	taken	in	the	past	is	
the	use	of	balloons.		It	sounds	too	simple	to	be	effective,	but	at	the	end	of	the	month,	we	would	
place	balloons	on	the	workstations	of	people.		The	color	of	the	balloon	represented	a	level	of	
achievement	for	that	person	for	that	month.		It	served	to	publicly	recognize	people	who	
contributed	to	the	business	above	and	beyond	our	goals.		It	was	a	source	of	pride	in	the	site,	but	
also	at	home.		People	would	take	their	balloons	home	and	give	them	to	their	children	explaining	
they	received	it	for	a	job	well	done.	

	
There	are	many	more	ways	to	reward,	recognize,	and	celebrate	people.		The	key	is	to	make	this	part	of	
the	fabric	of	the	organization.		This	is	discussed	as	well	in	the	4C	section	in	the	following	chapter.	
	
Diversity	and	Inclusion	
Diversity	and	Inclusion	(D&I)	is	a	hot	topic	these	days,	as	it	should	be.		When	I	started	my	career,	
diversity	was	measured	and	managed	constantly.		Companies	reported	on	their	employee	makeup	and	
sought	to	maintain	their	targets.		I	can’t	recall	the	reason,	but	at	some	point,	the	government	and	
companies	felt	it	was	no	longer	necessary	for	this	tight	tracking.	
	
Over	time,	D&I	in	companies	eroded.		More	recently,	companies	are	putting	an	effort	to	D&I	objectives	
as	well	as	reporting	on	those	metrics.		Much	has	been	written	about	how	companies	who	have	stronger	
D&I	have	better	financial	results.		More	diverse	viewpoints	bring	about	more	robust	discussions,	and	
better	solutions.			
	
The	challenge	with	achieving	D&I	objectives	is	that	most	people	are	most	comfortable	with	people	most	
like	themselves.		We	carry	unconscious	biases	that	color	the	way	we	look	at	others.		It	could	be	ethnicity,	
gender,	age,	lifestyle,	religion,	height,	weight,	personality,	or	many	other	things.		Go	into	most	
corporations	and	you	can	guess	the	profile	of	the	leader	by	the	makeup	of	the	group.		This	reflects	
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unconscious	bias.	
	
Over	the	years,	I	have	been	to	a	few	D&I	training	sessions.		They	all	do	a	very	good	job	of	highlighting	
the	benefits	of	achieving	diversity	and	inclusion	in	an	organization.		They	also	do	a	good	job	of	showing	
how	unconscious	bias	influences	personnel	hiring	and	selection	(meaning	growth	opportunities).		What	I	
find	often	lacking	is	a	concrete	method	to	ensure	leaders	are	using	objective	assessments	when	hiring,	
promoting,	rating,	or	selecting	people	for	development	opportunities.	
	
The	method	I	have	used	in	my	organizations	is	for	the	leadership	team	to	complete	an	assessment	form	
(the	characteristics	of	an	ideal	candidate)	prior	to	even	posting	the	position.		This	accomplishes	to	
objectives.		First,	it	forces	the	team	to	discuss	the	background,	skills,	and	qualities	we	are	looking	for	in	a	
candidate	in	an	objective	manner	(in	other	words,	not	having	met	a	candidate,	the	team	won’t	skew	the	
assessment	toward	a	particular	person).		Second,	with	a	rating	system,	it	establishes	an	objective	
measure	where	everyone	is	using	the	same	criteria	for	assessing	someone.			
	
This	does	not	mean	that	everyone	will	have	the	same	assessment.		Every	conversation	with	a	candidate	
is	different,	therefore,	conversations	may	highlight	different	attributes	of	the	candidate.		However,	
when	team	members	get	together	to	discuss	candidates,	those	different	perspectives	allow	the	team	to	
have	a	more	holistic	view	of	the	candidate,	their	strengths	and	weaknesses,	and	their	potential	fit	within	
the	group.		The	other	advantage	is	that	candidates	will	reveal	different	aspects	of	their	work	style	and	
personality	to	different	people.	
	
I	recall	one	instance	when	candidates	for	a	contact	center	director	position	were	interviewing	with	the	
team.		One	candidate	stood	out	as	the	most	qualified.		They	had	a	great	education,	significant	
experience	in	the	field,	and	presented	themselves	well.		In	my	interview,	they	answered	the	questions	
well.		When	the	team	came	together	everyone	had	the	same	experience,	or	so	it	seemed.		In	one	of	the	
interviews,	the	candidate	made	a	statement	that	the	way	they	approached	their	team	was	that	they	
were	the	boss	and	if	people	didn’t	like	their	decisions,	they	could	quit.		This	was	unlike	anything	this	
person	said	in	any	other	interview,	but	it	gave	us	insight	into	this	person	we	otherwise	wouldn’t	have.	
We	avoided	a	bad	hiring	decision,	which	was	generated	by	the	questions	we	asked	as	part	of	our	
standard	interview.	
	
While	there	is	no	magic	bullet	to	attain	D&I	objectives,	using	a	standard	format	for	interviewing	across	
multiple	interviewees	helps	attain	those	objectives.		My	experience	from	my	teams	is	that	this	approach	
was	key	to	maintaining	an	organization	that	is	reflective	of	the	workforce	and	society	as	a	whole.	
	
The	form	that	follows	is	only	an	example,	and	every	organization	will	want	to	develop	their	own	format	
and	set	of	questions.		Questions	should	be	focused	to	highlight	the	qualities	that	are	needed	for	the	
position,	easily	assessed	and	scored,	and	provide	the	necessary	insight	to	the	best	candidates.		The	form	
allows	for	the	questions	to	be	asked,	evaluated	(scored)	and	then	the	scores	tallied	to	determine	which	
candidate	scores	the	highest.			
	
Area	 Question(s)	 Assessment	 Score	
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Area	 Question(s)	 Assessment	 Score	
Education	
(10%)	

Masters+	(5	points)	
Bachelors,	Technical	(4	points)	
Bachelors,	Non-Tech,	(3	points)	
Associate	(2	points)	
High	School	(1	point)	

	 	

Experience	
(15%)	

10+	Years	Relevant	(5	points)	
5+	Years	Relevant	(4	points)	
5+	Years	Related	(3	points)	
3+	Years	Relevant	(2	points)	
3+	Years	Related	(1	point)	

	 	

Quantitative	
(20%)		

Provide	a	list	of	agents	(names	redacted)	with	
their	metric	achievements.		Ask	the	open-ended	
question	of	how	and	where	the	focus	should	be	to	
improve	overall	team	performance.	
• Different	strategies	for	each	agent	performance	

group.		Coach	on	hard	and	soft	skills.	(5	points)	
• General	strategy	for	all	agents.		Coach	on	hard	

and	soft	skills.	(4	points)	
• General	strategy	for	all	agents.		Coach	on	hard	

skills.	(3	points)	
• General	strategy	for	low	and	mid	performing	

agents.		Coach	on	hard	skills.	(2	points)	
• Focus	on	lowest	performers	(1	point)	

	 	

Qualitative	
(25%)	

Provide	a	scenario	where	an	agent	is	having	a	
personal	issue.		They	ask	that	the	leader	not	
discuss	this	with	HR	or	others.	
• Empathize	with	agent.		Tell	agent	can’t	commit	

to	not	discussing	with	HR	or	leadership	until	
they	know	the	specific	issue.	Open	non-verbal	
and	verbal	communications.	(5	points)	

• Empathize	with	agent.		Tell	agent	can’t	commit	
to	not	discussing	with	HR	or	leadership	until	
they	know	the	specific	issue.	Open	verbal	
communications.	(4	points)	

• Empathize	with	agent.		Tell	agent	can’t	commit	
to	not	discussing	with	HR	or	leadership	until	
they	know	the	specific	issue.	(3	points)	

• Tell	agent	can’t	commit	to	not	discussing	with	
HR	or	leadership	until	they	know	the	specific	
issue.	(2	points)	

• Agree	to	not	discuss	with	others.	(1	point)	
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Area	 Question(s)	 Assessment	 Score	
Team	
Leadership	
(30%)	

Describe	leadership	style	for	daily	activities,	
monthly	management,	strategic	management.	
• Tight	daily	schedule,	heavy	on	communication,	

recognition/reward,	infuse	company	vision	into	
all.	(5	points)	

• Tight	daily	schedule,	heavy	on	communication,	
recognition/reward.	(4	points)	

• Tight	daily	schedule,	heavy	on	communication.	
(3	points)	

• Tight	daily	schedule.	(2	points)	
• Loose	focus	on	daily	activities	(1	point)	

	 	

Total	Score	 	 	 	
	
Again,	every	group	will	want	to	develop	their	own	assessment	matrix.		The	keys	are	to	(1)	develop	a	
specific	set	of	criteria	and	scoring	evaluations	prior	to	any	candidate	interviews,	(2)	have	every	team	
member	use	the	same	form/questions	in	the	interviews	(they	may	ask	the	questions	differently),	and	(3)	
after	the	interviews	are	complete	to	have	an	open	discussion	to	compare	candidate	evaluations	and	
align	on	a	candidate.		Using	this	approach	increases	the	likelihood	of	achieving	D&I	objectives	in	the	
organization.	
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This	chapter	will	focus	on	internal	teams,	although	some	of	the	information	is	applicable	to	outsource	
vendors.		I	have	found	it	helpful	to	approach	organization	and	culture	using	the	McKinsey	7S	model	to	
inform	my	approach.		The	model	(below)	essentially	lays	out	the	areas	in	which	effective	organizations	
must	be	aligned	(think	of	this	as	a	wheel	with	Shared	Values	as	the	hub	and	the	connections	as	spokes).		
The	more	perfectly	aligned,	the	smoother	the	organization.		McKinsey	points	out	that	most	
organizations	focus	on	what	they	call	the	hard	S	areas	(Strategy,	Systems,	Structure)	where	the	greatest	
alignment	benefit	comes	from	the	soft	S	areas	(Shared	Values,	Style,	Skills,	and	Staffing).		Definition	of	
each	area	are	defined	in	the	chart.		While	the	areas	discussed	here	won’t	follow	the	McKinsey	model	
specifically,	the	model	is	considered.			
	

	
Shared	Values	and	Style	can	be	combined	in	a	way	to	think	about	organization	and	culture	(other	
elements	to	be	discussed	after).	These	reflect	how	an	organization	thinks	about	its	business,	but	more	
importantly	their	people.		I	once	worked	for	a	great	leader	whose	philosophy	was	that	the	company’s	
greatest	assets	rode	the	elevator	and	left	the	building	every	day.		They	understood	that	be	it	a	
researcher,	an	accountant,	a	client	services	person,	people	are	what	make	the	business	successful	(or	
not).		A	leader’s	responsibility	is	to	provide	guidance	and	resources	to	people	to	get	the	work	done.		
Giving	people	the	greatest	flexibility	produces	the	greatest	results.	
	
I	had	the	opportunity	to	lead	teams	in	the	U.S.	and	outside	the	U.S.	(on	5	continents).		Working	with	
these	teams	convinced	me	that	a	vast	majority	of	people	(more	than	95%)	regardless	of	where	you	are	
located	come	into	work	every	day	wanting	to	do	a	good	job,	feel	appreciated,	and	go	home	at	the	end	of	
their	day	feeling	as	though	they	have	contributed.		As	humans,	we	are	social	animals,	want	to	be	
appreciated,	want	to	accomplish	things,	and	be	productive	members	of	a	group.		Yes,	there	are	
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exceptions,	but	these	are	rare,	and	we	should	treat	those	as	such.		We	should	not	shackle	the	majority	
with	limitations	because	a	few	do	not	meet	the	ethical	standard	of	the	team	(they	can	be	handled	
separately).		As	leaders,	we	should	provide	clear	direction,	be	open	to	input,	provide	resources,	and	
recognize	success.		Our	job	is	to	make	people	look	forward	to	coming	into	work	(and	know	they	will	be	
missed	if	they	don’t	make	it	in,	for	whatever	reason),	appreciate	our	team	members,	and	let	them	use	
their	native	drive	and	intelligence	to	accomplish	their	tasks.		The	term	coach	gets	thrown	around	often,	
but	I	don’t	think	people	understand	the	context.		Professionals	need	coaches,	amateurs	don’t.		
Therefore,	we	need	to	treat	our	team	members	as	professionals	in	every	way	and	remind	them	that	is	
how	we	think	of	them.	
	
One	of	the	most	substantial	changes	in	business	over	the	past	several	decades	has	been	the	importance	
of	culture	and	organization	to	employees.		There	can	be	many	reasons	for	this,	but	I	think	it	is	rooted	in	
the	dissolution	of	lifetime	employment	philosophy	in	the	U.S.		You	worked	for	a	company,	they	
developed	you,	and	you	advanced	based	on	your	added	value.		While	people	certainly	moved	between	
jobs	before,	it	was	not	common.		In	the	1980s,	companies	seemed	to	walk	away	from	this	philosophy	
which	was	reflected	in	a	few	ways.	One	was	the	elimination	of	retirement.		Another	was	a	reduction	in	
training	(companies	found	it	more	economical	to	let	someone	go	and	hire	a	new	person	rather	than	
develop	people).		Perhaps	it	was	driven	by	the	M&A	activity	in	the	decade	(buying	companies	who	
valued	employee	longevity,	downsizing	and	selling	the	company	at	a	profit).		Regardless,	as	companies	
changed	their	philosophy,	over	time,	employees	did	as	well.		Now,	people	enter	a	short	term	“contract”	
with	a	company	where	they	provide	the	company	a	service	and	the	company	is	expected	to	provide	a	
positive	work	environment	and	opportunity	for	growth.		When	those	criteria	are	not	met,	people	leave	
the	company.	
	
In	the	1980s	and	1990s	consulting	companies	made	much	money	attempting	to	convey	the	thoughts	
around	inclusive	organizations.		They	talked	about	the	flat	organization,	matrix	organization,	inverted	
pyramid	organization,	and	others.		When	I	spoke	within	my	team	members,	none	of	these	seemed	
authentic	to	them.		For	example,	telling	them	that	the	CEO	was	at	the	bottom	of	the	pyramid	and	was	
there	to	serve	them	seemed	inauthentic	to	them.		I	have	to	say,	it	did	to	me	as	well.		There	had	to	be	a	
better	way	to	convey	an	organization	that	provided	a	positive,	inclusive	environment.	
	
I	found	the	most	effective	way	to	create	an	authentic	and	inclusive	organization	was	through	that	I	call	
the	concentric	circle	organization.		The	concentric	circle	organization	essentially	recognizes	everyone	
has	a	different	role,	but	that	everyone	on	the	team	is	dependent	on	all	team	members	to	fulfill	their	role.		
Certainly,	some	roles	are	more	important	in	that	they	impact	the	team	more,	and	they	are	compensated	
accordingly.		Pardon	the	sports	analogy,	but	on	a	football	team,	everyone	must	perform	their	role.		The	
quarterback	is	normally	the	most	important,	and	highest	paid,	position,	yet	the	quarterback	relies	on	
everyone	to	do	their	job.		For	example,	a	tackle	can’t	decide	their	role	is	not	important	and	not	do	their	
job.		If	they	do,	the	team	(not	to	say	the	quarterback)	is	hurt.	
	
The	concentric	circle	organization	allows	teams	and	individuals	to	recognize	each	position’s	role	and	
responsibility,	the	interdependence	between	them,	and	a	gain	a	perspective	of	the	importance	of	their	
role	in	achieving	the	company’s	objectives.		They	begin	to	see	the	team	as	relying	on	one	another	to	
perform	their	roles	effectively	and	begin	hold	one	another	accountable.		This	shift	in	perspective	
provides	a	powerful	force	in	the	transition	of	the	company	to	a	high	performing	group.		When	people	
see	their	role	as	being	critical	to	the	success	of	the	organization,	they	are	bought	into	the	objectives	of	
the	team.		The	following	is	an	illustration	of	the	concentric	circle	organization.	
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The Concentric Organization
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The	concentric	organization	highlights	roles,	responsibilities	and	expectations.		Executives	establish	the	
strategy	and	objectives	for	an	organization	and	identify	the	resources	to	accomplish	them.		Middle	
management	coordinates	resources,	front	line	leaders	support	implementation,	and	front-line	
personnel	make	decisions	on	a	case-by-case	basis	for	delivery.		However,	the	organization	does	not	rely	
on	unidirectional	communication.		The	best	strategy,	coordination,	implementation	and	decisions	are	
made	with	feedback,	or	two-way	communication.		This	purpose	of	feedback	is	to	provide	more	
complete	information	to	shape	and	reconstruct	each	element	to	maximize	the	success	of	the	
organization.		While	each	group	maintains	their	authority	and	responsibility	for	decisions	in	their	area,	
consideration	of	input	from	other	areas	increases	the	success	of	each	group.	
	
Communication	between	team	members	must	be	formal	and	informal.		Formal	methods	included	
strategy	sessions	with	all	personnel,	team	meetings,	training,	suggestion	boxes,	and	committees.		
Informal	methods	included	skip	level	meetings,	lunches,	side-by-side	sessions,	and	hallway	
conversations.		These	communication	methods	are	not	intended	to	abandon	organizational	
responsibilities	(avoiding	the	chain	of	command	subverts	the	communication	process),	rather	reinforced	
the	philosophy	of	open	communication	and	interest.		What	location	is	to	real	estate,	communication	is	
to	organizational	success.	
	
Aside	from	the	concentric	circle	organization,	foundational	to	creating	a	supportive	culture	and	
organization	is	something	I	have	encapsulated	in	the	4	Cs	(communication,	connection,	community	and	
continuity).		The	4	Cs	generally	represent	the	systems	portion	of	the	7S	approach.	
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The	4	Cs	
Aligning	an	entire	organization	is	no	small	task.		The	challenge	is	to	take	a	team	with	different	individual	
goals	and	meld	them	into	a	team	with	a	single,	
cohesive	mission.		Doing	so	doesn’t	increase	effort	or	
resources	but	harnesses	them	through	alignment.		
With	the	same	resources	and	effort,	a	team	can	
increase	the	velocity	of	productivity	and	achievement			
	
This	alignment	is	accomplished	with	the	4	Cs.			The	
Four	Cs	incorporate	the	key	elements	of	the	team		
are;	communicating	clearly	and	ubiquitously	
(communicate),	sharing	common	goal	and	objectives	
(connection),	maintaining	a	sense	of	caring	between	
themselves	and	others	(community),	and	creating	a	
sense	of	contribution	to	your	personal	development	
and	the	world	around	you	(continuity).		All	four	elements	were	developed	and	implemented	quickly	in	
the	organization	with	dramatic	results.	
	
1. Communicate	–	The	key	to	building	a	great	team	is	trust.		Trust	is	like	a	bank	account.		You	make	

deposits,	and	withdrawals.	The	key	is	to	make	many	more	deposits	than	withdrawals.			The	avenue	
used	to	build	trust	is	communication	followed	by	action.		(A	great	read	is,	“The	Speed	of	Trust,	The	
One	Thing	That	Changes	Everything”	by	Stephen	M.	R.	Covey.		In	a	nutshell,	the	book	highlights	that	
building	trust	streamlines	businesses	making	them	more	effective	and	profitable.		Trust	is	a	
powerful	element	and	leaders	should	pursue	trust	in	their	organization	with	vigilance).		
Communication	is	not	communication	for	its	own	sake,	but	to	communication	to	provide	
information	and	build	expectations	both	ways	(what	you	will	do	for	people	and	what	you	expect	
from	people).		Groups	become	more	effective	with	communication	because	it	builds	knowledge	
around	the	organization’s	objectives,	how	those	objectives	impact	the	team	individually,	and	how	
they	influence	the	company	through	their	actions.		As	people	see	leaders	meeting	their	
commitments	to	the	team,	improvements	occurring	as	promised,	and	a	genuine	interest	in	
individual	input,	trust	grows	exponentially.		

	
As	stated	previously,	communication	is	both	formal	and	informal.		The	purpose	of	formal	
communication	is	to	ensure	people	understand	the	expected	outcomes,	are	well	informed,	and	gain	
feedback	on	results.		Informal	communication	reinforces	a	sense	of	community	(neighborhood),	
which	is	discussed	later.		Informal	communication	is	as	important	as	formal	communication	in	that	it	
creates	a	bond	between	team	members	the	reinforces	trust	that	drives	results.	

	
2. Connect	–	One	of	the	more	detailed	exercises	every	organization	should	undertake	is	to	establish	a	

set	of	common	goals	and	set	measurements	related	to	those	common	goals.		The	structure	of	the	
measurements	would	be	placed	in	performance	evaluations.		Reward	systems	can	be	developed	
around	a	common	set	objectives	(threshold	of	achievement),	and	recognition	programs	should	be	
developed	to	highlight	contributors,	large	and	small.		This	can	be	a	painstaking	process	that	involves	
committees,	meetings	and	hours	of	careful	work.		The	power	in	connecting	metrics	to	goals	is	
individuals	could	work	to	a	set	of	clear	expectations,	which	had	specific	rewards	and	recognition	
associated	with	achievement.		However,	this	work	pays	dividends.	
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Care	should	be	taken	to	connect	the	organization	both	vertically	(between	different	roles	in	the	
organization,	for	example	between	a	supervisor	and	their	team	members)	as	well	as	horizontally	
(insuring	measurements	are	complete	in	their	inclusion	of	business	objectives).		Connection	not	only	
means	that	metrics	are	consistent,	but	the	objectives	are	consistent	as	well	(in	other	words,	the	
leader’s	metrics	should	be	a	rollup	of	their	team’s	targets	so	the	only	way	for	the	leader	to	succeed	
is	for	the	team	as	a	whole	to	succeed).		Connection	reinforces	trust	within	the	organization	as	
objective	results	have	definitive	outcomes	(such	as	bonuses).		As	leaders	celebrate	achievement,	the	
communication	strategy	is	reinforced	and	the	organization	gains	momentum.	

	
Vertical	Alignment	–	Vertical	alignment	provides	a	tight	connection	between	individual	positions’	
goals	and	the	goals	of	the	company.		Vertical	alignment	has	several	components:	

• Mathematical	connection	–	Illustrate	how	metrics	of	a	position	are	both	connected	to	the	
leader	of	the	group	as	well	as	with	the	company	as	a	whole.		Develop	a	waterfall	chart	to	
clearly	illustrate	how	each	position	contributes	to	the	company’s	success	in	satisfying	each	
stakeholder	group	(employees/people,	customers	and	shareholders).		By	showing	the	
association,	teams	can	have	open	communication	within	the	organization	and	allow	people	
to	see	how	their	contribution	impacts	other	groups	within	the	company	and	have	input	in	
their	metrics	(as	long	as	the	connection	was	maintained).	

	
There	are	two	guiding	principles	in	establishing	individual	metrics.		First	is	the	requirement	
that	mathematically	or	logically	showing	a	connection	of	a	metric	through	the	organization.		
The	second	requirement	is	to	minimize	the	number	of	metrics	as	much	as	possible	(this	
allows	people	to	focus	their	efforts).		These	two	principles	avoid	falling	into	a	trap	of	too	
many	measurements	(too	many	and	teams	begin	to	lack	focus),	but	also	be	inclusive	(to	
both	achieve	company	objectives	and	to	avoid	unexpected	consequences	from	not	
measuring	the	desired	outputs).			
	
To	minimize	the	number	of	metrics,	people	should	be	held	responsible	for	the	highest-level	
metric	they	control.		Metrics	should	be	combined	if	they	do	not	change	the	focus	of	a	
position.		For	example,	a	position	could	be	measure	on	total	cost,	versus	variable	and	fixed	
cost	if	(1)	if	the	proportion	of	costs	is	highly	skewed	to	either	variable	or	fixed	costs	(the	
impact	of	managing	the	smaller	proportion	is	insignificant	compared	to	the	whole),	(2)	the	
position	controls	volume	(thereby	controlling	total	costs).		Focusing	on	higher	level	metrics	
allows	decision	making	to	be	pushed	down	in	the	organization,	where	the	best	information	
is	available	and	most	nimble	responses	to	changes	in	the	business	environment	can	be	
enacted.		The	following	is	an	example	of	a	waterfall	of	shareholder	metrics.	
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Shareholder Measures
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• Quantitative	Alignment	–	It	is	not	enough	to	just	show	how	metrics	connect.		The	goals	
associated	with	the	metrics	must	be	aligned	as	well.		People	may	have	the	experience	of	
being	held	to	a	different	result	than	their	leader	in	the	past	(that	past	viewpoint	is	
something	they	bring	with	them).		For	example,	if	a	front-line	person	has	a	conversion	goal	
of	25%,	their	supervisor	may	have	a	goal	of	23%.		The	“logic”	of	this	was	that	the	leader	of	
the	group	had	to	offset	their	metric	with	potentially	underperforming	agents.		However,	this	
sent	the	message	that	(1)	the	business	expected	people	on	the	team	to	fail	(and	unwilling	to	
provide	the	resources	to	help	people	succeed),	and	(2)	leaders	were	held	to	lower	standards	
than	their	teams.		A	lack	of	quantitative	alignment	erodes	trust	and	can	breed	descent.		

	
Establishing	consistent	expectations	vertically,	builds	and	strengthens	trust	and	
organizational	alignment.		Everyone	sharing	in	the	same	definition	for	success	(everyone	
pulling	in	the	same	direction)	creates	a	true	team	environment	(placing	everyone	in	the	
same	boat).		A	great	phrase	to	reinforce	this	is,	“Every	team	leader	succeeds	only	when	their	
team	as	a	whole	succeeds.”		Under	this	philosophy,	people	know	when	they	receive	
coaching,	their	coach	had	a	vested	interest	in	their	individual	success.		That	knowledge	
changes	the	nature	of	every	conversation,	not	to	mention	the	commitment	to	the	team.	

	
Horizontal	Alignment	–	All	three	constituent	groups	must	be	included	in	the	horizontal	
alignment.		These	constituent	groups	are	people	(employees,	but	can	include	contractors	and	
outsourcers),	customers,	and	shareholders.		Every	company’s	long-term	viability	relies	on	its	
ability	to	continuously	satisfy	and	improve	on	exceeding	the	expectations	of	these	three	groups.			
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Performance Balance
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Categorizing	performance	metrics	into	one	of	these	three	categories	provides	focused	balance	
within	the	organization.		It	helps	communicate	the	true	intent	of	every	metric.		For	example,	
front	line	personnel,	when	measured	on	attendance,	can	interpret	this	metric	as	a	shareholder	
metric.		However,	since	most	people	are	compensated	for	unused	paid	absence,	there	is	no	
financial	benefit	to	the	company.		The	assessment	and	communication	of	the	intent	of	the	
metric	helped	people	realize	that	attendance	was	a	people-oriented	metric.		The	metric	is	
meant	to	identify	some	who	are	chronically	absent	and	causing	their	work	to	be	completed	by	
those	employees	who	are	working.		While	people	understand	the	necessity	to	have	unscheduled	
time	off,	excessive	use	of	such	time	negatively	impacted	morale.		You	can	see	light	bulbs	go	off	
when	people	understand	this.		They	no	longer	see	attendance	as	a	company	concern	about	
money,	but	a	company	concern	about	each	individual’s	welfare	(the	balance	between	needing	
personal	time	versus	others	picking	up	other’s	workload).		The	greatest	impact	was	not	on	
attendance,	but	on	the	sense	of	team	within	the	organization.	
	
Categorization	of	metrics	also	provided	a	platform	to	discuss	and	re-evaluate	metrics	for	their	
strength	as	a	leading	indicator	for	results.		For	example,	FCR	is	often	considered	a	leading	
indicator	of	customer	satisfaction.		Yet,	NPS	may	be	a	better	indicator.		FCR	may	be	used	in	a	
shareholder	metric	(perhaps	combined	with	average	handling	time	and	transfers).		Since	metrics	
are	leading	indicators	of	the	satisfaction	of	people,	customers	and	shareholders,	the	best	
leading	indicators	are	constantly	sought,	with	existing	metrics	constantly	evaluated	for	their	
efficacy.		

	
3. Community	–	The	long-term	strength	of	a	team	to	achieve	and	overcome	adversity	is	its	sense	of	

community.		People	have	an	inherent	desire	to	be	part	of	something	larger	than	themselves,	and	
the	workplace	community	addresses	that	desire	(of	course,	people	can	be	part	of	several	
communities	in	their	lives	but	seeing	work	as	a	community	is	powerful).		Being	part	of	a	community	
is	more	than	just	being	a	member.		It	also	entails	a	feeling	that	others	are	committed	to	your	success,	
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seeks	your	participation	and	input	to	their	success,	and	the	community	cares	about	you	as	an	
individual.	

	
More	than	focusing	on	metrics,	people	want	to	participate	in	the	being	part	of	the	workplace	
community,	including	helping	develop	and	maintain	the	rules	and	activities	for	the	organization.		
While	business	is	not	a	democracy,	it	should	remain	very	open	to	input	from	individuals	and	teams	
on	how	the	business	operated.			When	a	business	educates	it	people	on	the	business,	it	is	unusual	to	
override	any	recommendation	from	any	individual	or	team.		The	reason	being	that	as	you	
communicate	strategy	and	philosophy,	reinforced	it	with	measurements,	and	showed	consistency	in	
application	of	the	two	in	the	environment,	people	are	open	to	conversations.		Everyone	can	learn	
from	one	another	and	develop	a	powerful	and	effective	team.	
	
Most	business	have	a	policy	and	procedure	document	defining	behavioral	expectations	within	the	
organization.		These	are	often	viewed	as	authoritarian	and	as	a	list	of	rules	that	will	get	you	fired.		
While	every	organization	needs	rules,	there	is	a	better	way	to	fulfill	the	need.		Instead	of	policies	
and	procedures,	develop	a	set	of	principles	and	practices.		Principles	are	commonly	held	
philosophies	our	organization	intended	to	operate	within.		Practices	were	the	behavioral	
expectations	that	encompassed	the	principles.		While	this	may	seem	nuanced,	it	contains	great	
power.	
	
First,	articulate	a	set	of	principles	and	provide	a	context	by	which	people	evaluated	each	practice.		
Once	people	understand	the	intent	of	practices,	and	know	the	organization	is	open	to	discussions	on	
how	better	to	achieve	principled	goals,	people	are	more	accepting	of	the	practices	in	place.		Using	
principles	and	practices	both	educate	people	on	our	business	and	community	(making	them	
partners	in	the	process),	and	leaves	the	door	open	for	discussion	on	potentially	better	ways	to	enact	
a	principle.			
	
Second,	when	discussing	practices,	such	discussions	take	place	in	the	context	of	the	principle.		Such	
discussions	are	seen	as	being	open	and	honest,	and	agreement	or	understanding	is	more	likely	to	be	
achieved.	
	
The	last	element	of	developing	community	is	the	recognition	of	people.		Use	financial	and	non-
financial	rewards	to	recognize	high	achievements	for	each	stakeholder	group	(singular	and	
combined).		This	can	cover	everything	from	a	customer	commendation,	to	a	co-worker	
commendation,	to	large	sales.		Use	daily,	weekly,	monthly,	quarterly	and	annual	events	at	the	
individual,	team,	group	and	division	level.		Make	great	effort	to	insure	people	are	recognized	for	
their	contribution,	and	for	their	personal	effort	in	making	it	happen.	
	
One	of	the	unexpected	benefits	of	the	development	of	the	community	is	that	people	start	to	truly	
care	about	each	other	at	the	personal	level.		Teams	will	reach	out	to	sick	team	members	to	provide	
meals,	participate	in	fund	drives,	and	share	photos	of	personal	achievement.		Some	teams	may	
participate	in	non-profit	activities	and	events	together.		People	will	attend	graduations,	birthday	
parties,	and	celebrate	personal	achievements	outside	of	work.		People	can	develop	life-long	
friendships.			

	
4. Continuity	–	Every	individual	needs	to	and	wants	to	continuously	grow,	develop,	and	feel	a	sense	of	

accomplishment	every	day.		When	people	find	they	cannot	grow	in	the	workplace,	they	become	
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stagnant.		When	people	become	stagnant,	they	eventually	leave.		With	minimal	investment,	
organizations	can	create	a	work	environment	where	people	feel	they	can	grow	and	develop	and	gain	
a	sense	of	personal	satisfaction.	
	
Providing	continuity	focuses	on	providing	training	and	experiential	opportunities	to	individuals	for	
growth	both	within	the	company,	or	beyond	the	company	(yes,	preparing	people	to	leave	the	
company	when	the	company	does	not	have	a	suitable	opportunity).		Growth	within	the	company	
includes	lateral	assignments,	projects,	or	promotional	opportunities.		Continuity	training	not	only	
strengthens	people’s	skills	for	their	job,	but	prepares	them	for	their	desired	career	path,	and	well	as	
developing	personal	skills.			
	
Not	everyone	has	a	desire	to	move	up	in	the	organization.		While	this	is	true,	it	does	not	mean	that	
people	don’t	want	to	learn	and	grow	(or	need	to	given	the	world	is	always	changing	and	evolving).		
In	addition	to	career-oriented	classes,	create	a	personal	development	curriculum.		Personal	
development	classes	may	include	money	management,	personal	safety,	using	new	technology.		
Other	classes	may	have	a	dual	purpose,	both	personal	and	professional.		For	example,	interlaced	
communication	courses	with,	not	just	business	examples	and	techniques	(e.g.,	how	to	speak	with	a	
client),	but	with	personal	ones	as	well	(diffusing	conflicts).		This	approach	not	only	helps	people	
individually,	but	also	increased	retention	and	understanding	in	their	business	applications.	
	
Groups	should	also	recognize	promotion	opportunities	within	the	business	may	be	limited.		People	
leave	companies	preparing	themselves	for	the	next	step	in	their	career.		By	providing	development	
opportunities	within	the	group,	people	will	stay	longer	(i.e.,	attrition	declines).		If	people	feel	they	
are	provided	the	opportunity	to	develop	skill	sets	relevant	to	their	next	step,	even	when	it	was	
outside	the	company,	they	will	stay	longer.		Offer	to	help	qualified	candidates	apply	to	other	
businesses	when	they	are	ready	and	no	opportunities	for	advancement	exist.		This	is	a	commitment	
to	their	personal	success.		Your	best	people	will	increase	their	tenure	with	you	knowing	they	will	be	
well	prepared	and	supported	for	the	next	step	when	they	are	ready.	

	
Coaches/Supervisors	
There	have	been	many	discussions	about	what	to	call	leaders	of	frontline	personnel.			Some	people	
prefer	Supervisor,	some	Coaches,	and	some	Group	Leaders.		What	people	are	called	is	much	less	
important	than	what	they	do.		Ideally	what	a	leader	does	is	coach	(versus	direct).		Again,	amateurs	don’t	
need	coaches;	professionals	do.	
	
Pardon	another	sports	analogy.		Football	teams	have	a	number	of	coaches	and	personnel	including	a	
head	coach,	offensive	coordinator,	defensive	coordinator,	special	team	coaches,	quarterback	coach,	
running	back	coach,	offensive	line	coach,	defensive	line	coach,	receiver	coach,0	linebacker	coach	
cornerback	coach,	safety	coach,	strength	and	conditioning	coach,	and	a	variety	of	other	coaches.		Plus,	
there	are	people	who	handle	analytics,	scouting,	personnel,	and	other	areas.		Baseball	teams	have	a	
team	coach,	bench	coach,	first	base	coach,	third	base	coach,	hitting	coach,	pitching	coach,	strength	and	
conditioning	coach,	a	trainer,	and	several	support	personnel	in	the	front	office.		Individual	sports	have	
coaches	(golf,	tennis,	and	wrestling).		In	short,	teams	and	individuals	have	found	performance	improves	
when	coaches	are	employed,	and	they	cover	a	variety	of	areas.		What	does	this	mean	for	contact	
centers?		Organizations	that	treat	their	frontline	personnel	like	professionals	always	perform	better	than	
groups	that	do	not.			
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Leaders	should	spend	5-6	hours	each	day	making	coaching	their	people.		These	activities	include	
greeting	individuals	on	the	team	when	they	arrive,	checking	in	with	people	to	make	sure	they	are	ready	
for	the	day	(anything	that	may	be	distracting	someone,	such	as	personal	issues),	and	side-by-side	
coaching	(monitoring	calls,	highlighting	what	went	right	on	the	call,	what	could	be	tweaked	to	optimize	
overall	performance).		The	issue	is	that	most	leaders	don’t	know	how	to	organize	their	day	and	often	get	
caught	up	sitting	at	their	desk	pulling	reports	and	conducting	analysis.		(It	is	contingent	upon	site	leaders	
to	minimize	the	administrative	time	required	by	front-line	leaders).	
	
I	will	note	that	I	don’t	believe	in	remote	monitoring	front-line	people	by	leaders	or	having	monitoring	
scores	as	part	of	front-line	evaluations	(because	front-line	people	are	not	scored,	these	truly	become	
coaching,	and	not	grading,	sessions).		I	believe	there	is	too	much	subjectivity	in	those	evaluations.		I	do	
agree	with	the	quality	groups	remote	monitoring	for	purposes	of	identifying	overall	trends,	but	not	for	
individual	agent	input	(unless	something	egregious	is	found).		Side	by	side	monitoring	is	more	effective	
because	it	not	only	captures	the	conversation	and	screen	navigation,	but	other	habits	that	can	only	be	
seen	when	sitting	with	the	front-line	person.		
	
The	table	below	provides	an	example	of	how	frontline	leaders	should	organize	their	day.		The	actual	
activities	scheduled	don’t	matter	as	much	as	the	need	to	have	a	specific	plan	for	each	day	with	ample	
time	to	set	aside	for	team	members.			
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An	often-asked	question	is	the	ratio	of	front-line	personnel	to	front	line	leaders.		The	answer	depends	
on	several	factors	including	complexity	of	the	operation,	number	of	escalations,	number	of	new	hires	on	
the	team,	the	type	of	measures,	the	automated	delivery	of	reports,	other	support	staff,	and	other	
activities.		Here	are	some	thoughts	on	each:	

• Complexity	of	the	Operation:		Operations	that	are	highly	technical	will	require	a	lower	span	of	
control	as	front	line	personnel	will	have	questions	or	require	assistance	in	resolving	issues.	
Contact	Center	leaders	should	do	their	best	to	minimize	the	need	for	assistance	by	(1)	providing	
access	to	training	and	materials	to	allow	front	line	personnel	to	make	an	accurate	assessment	
and	(2)	minimize	the	need	for	issue	escalation	by	granting	broad	authority	supported	by	metrics	
to	address	outliers	(for	example,	customer	credit	limits	should	be	set	high	with	personnel	
measured	on	the	credit	per	customer	provided).	

• Number	of	Escalations:	Customer	escalations	are	driven	by	either	the	nature	of	the	all	(e.g.,	late	
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charges)	or	the	quality	of	training.		It	is	most	beneficial	to	have	leaders	handle	escalations	from	
their	team	for	two	reasons.		First,	it	provides	the	leader	with	specific	input	where	additional	
training	(technical	or	soft	skill)	may	be	needed.		Second,	because	it	interrupts	the	leader’s	day,	
leaders	feel	and	take	responsibility	for	the	quality	of	their	teams.		Efforts	should	always	be	made	
to	minimize	the	impact	of	escalations	on	the	staffing	ratio.	

• Number	of	New	Hires:		Depending	on	the	turnover	of	the	team,	leaders	should	be	able	to	
manage	10-15%	of	their	team	being	in	their	ramp	period	(from	new	hire	going	to	the	floor	to	
proficiency).			

• Type	of	Measures:		Ideally,	measures	should	be	quantitative	and	quickly	available	to	front-line	
team	members.		Self-management	is	a	powerful	tool	and	drives	performance.		The	more	metrics	
that	fit	these	criteria,	the	higher	the	span	of	control.		

• Automated	Delivery	of	Reports:	Manual	delivery	of	reports,	or	time	to	pull	reports	only	creates	
waste	in	the	business.		Reports	should	be	readily	available	and	easily	pulled	by	front-line	
members	and	their	leaders.		Flexibility	in	how	reports	are	pulled,	the	ability	to	quickly	pull	drill	
downs,	and	other	tools	(association,	graphics,	etc.)	reduce	the	need	for	team	leaders.	

• Other	Support	Staff:	HR,	training,	quality,	and	other	groups	should	spend	time	with	individual	
team	members	to	supplement	team	leaders.		I	don’t	advocate	for	an	abundance	of	these	groups,	
but	support	staff	tend	to	be	needed	seasonally	(e.g.,	during	hiring	season).		When	not	needed	
for	these	core	functions,	they	can	supplement	team	leaders.	

• Other	Activities:	One	of	the	things	that	reduces	staffing	ratios	is	a	focus	on	non-core	activities.		
For	example,	projects,	committees,	or	other	efforts	that	don’t	add	value	to	the	business.		These	
should	always	be	kept	at	a	minimum.	

	
Average	sites	have	a	ratio	of	12-15:1.	Self-managed	teams	(straightforward	operations,	clear	objectives,	
reward	systems	that	support	independent	performance)	can	operate	at	a	much	higher	ratio	(up	to	25-
30:1).	
	
Training	Staff	
As	a	general	rule,	the	ratio	of	front-line	personnel	to	training	staff	is	75:1.		This	depends	on	the	rate	of	
turnover	as	well	as	the	length	of	new	hire	training	as	well	as	ongoing	training.			
	
Training	staff	must	look	at	the	position	as	more	than	just	providing	training.		The	purpose	of	training	is	
to	equip	front-line	personnel	with	the	tools	and	information	to	be	successful.		Therefore,	trainers	must	
become	an	integral	part	of	the	operation,	provide	recommendations	to	team	leaders,	and	walk	the	floor	
to	identify	opportunities	for	improvement.	
	
Many	training	teams	are	measured	on	surveys	given	at	the	end	of	training.		While	this	is	one	data	point,	
it	must	be	recognized	that	front-line	personnel	enjoy	training	as	it	both	gives	them	information	and,	
frankly,	gets	them	off	the	production	floor.		It	is	important,	therefore,	to	include	operational	metrics	
(e.g.,	AHT,	conversion	rate,	customer	NPS,	and	employee	NPS)	in	trainers’	evaluations	to	align	their	
efforts	with	the	operations.	
	
Quality	Assurance	(QA)	
Generally,	the	ratio	of	front-line	personnel	to	quality	staff	is	75:1.		This	assumes	that	the	QA	team	does	
not	provide	agent	specific	input	but	provides	trending	and	analysis	to	support	contact	center	leadership.			
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Forecasting	
Forecasting	is	normally	lumped	in	with	Workforce	Management,	but	I	will	separate	it	here.		Forecasting	
will	include	the	forecasting	of	volumes	(long-term	and	short-term),	the	planning	of	staff	(given	input	
from	operations	on	AHT	and	shrinkage),	establishment	of	new	hire	plans	(working	with	HR	and	Training),	
and	the	projection	of	staff	to	contact	centers	(with	input	from	operations).		Forecasts	are	generated	
down	to	the	daily	level	(for	volume	and	staffing	and	related	requirements),	with	this	information	being	
handed	off	to	the	workforce	management	team	for	entry	into	those	systems.		The	forecasting	team	also	
works	with	finance	to	forecast	costs	based	on	staffing.	
	
The	ratio	in	the	forecasting	team	(assuming	the	above	activities),	is	based	on	forecasts	and	not	front-line	
headcount.		The	ratio	is	6	forecasts	(which	would	include	4	volume	forecasts	and	2	operational	forecasts	
where	the	operational	forecasts	would	incorporate	1	or	more	volume	forecasts	and	multiple	contact	
centers	operating	as	a	virtual	queue).		The	forecasting	team	works	with	sites	to	align	on	AHT	and	
shrinkage,	operations	leadership	on	the	routing	of	volume,	and	HR/Training	on	new	hire	plans.	
	
Vendor	Management	
As	a	side	note,	many	outsource	companies	have	convinced	their	clients	to	refer	to	them	as	partners.		
While	I	have	no	objection	to	the	use	of	the	term,	I	believe	it	is	a	designation	that	must	be	earned.		A	
business	relationship	is	not	a	partnership	until	the	outsource	company	shares	the	same	goals	and	
objectives	as	the	client.		For	example,	a	contract	includes	the	metrics	and	objectives	a	vendor	is	
expected	to	achieve.		Achieving	those	objectives	does	not	make	that	company	a	partner.		To	become	a	
partner,	the	vendor	must	look	beyond	the	contract	and	work	to	attain	the	intent	of	the	client’s	business.		
This	includes	seeking	opportunities	to	better	the	business,	identifying	market	differentiation	strategies,	
and	highlighting	areas	where	processes	can	be	improved.		Companies	should	not	allow	their	vendors	to	
use	the	term	partnership	lightly	but	establish	expectations	to	have	the	vendor	earn	that	designation.	
	
One	of	the	greatest	miscalculations	made	by	companies	is	the	resource	requirements	for	managing	
outsourcers.		Many	companies	believe	outsource	vendors	are	self-governing.		Vendors	should	be	
monitored	and	managed	like	internal	sites	(not	the	same	as,	due	to	co-employment	issues).		This	
includes:	

• Providing	the	same	new	hire	training	to	vendor	front-line	staff.		This	is	normally	done	with	train-
the-trainer	sessions	but	should	be	audited	and	monitored	by	the	company.	

• Ensuring	supervisor	and	support	staff	training	is	the	same	as,	or	consistent	with,	their	internal	
counterparts.	

• Aligning	workforce	planning	and	strategies.	
• Reinforcing	ongoing	training,	both	to	maintain	skills	and	provide	new	information	to	front-line	

and	support	staff.	
• Monitoring	results	at	every	level	(front-line,	team	leader,	site)	to	ensure	the	vendor	is	

addressing	performance	issues	and	rewarding	performance	(not	directing	how	they	do	it,	but	
ensuring	they	are	managing	those	areas)	

• Verifying	infrastructure	configurations	provide	the	necessary	uptime	and	quality	necessary	to	
support	the	business.	

	
The	recommended	vendor	staff	support	is	150:1	for	front-line	agents	to	vendor	management	staff.	This	
number	includes	the	total	vendor	management	staff	(reports,	direct	management	staff,	trainers,	etc.).		
Some	companies	may	raise	the	target	to	250:1	if	the	vendor	management	team	is	highly	experienced	
and	focused.		The	following	are	some	of	the	duties	for	the	various	members	of	the	vendor	management	
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team.	
• Vendor	Relationship	Management:	This	person	or	team	is	responsible	for	establishing	a	contract	

(Master	Services	Agreement	and	Statements	of	Work,	which	would	contain	the	measured	
metrics	as	well	as	incentives	and	penalties),	holding	quarterly	review	sessions,	maintaining	
ongoing	communications,	and	escalating	issues.	

• Operations:	This	team	is	responsible	for	monitoring	vendor	and	vendor	site	results	and	working	
directly	with	the	vendor	operations	team	to	schedule	company	specific	training,	reviewing	hiring	
plans,	establishing	volume	(contact	or	staffing)	requirements,	monitoring	metrics,	and	
discussing	other	operational	issues.			

• Training:	Sometimes	part	of	the	company	training	team,	or	assigned	to	the	vendor	team	(it	is	
recommended	that	if	part	of	the	company	training	team,	specific	people	be	assigned	to	vendor	
training	due	to	differing	requirements),	this	team	is	responsible	for	translating	company	training	
into	vendor	training,	and	training	the	vendor	trainers.		As	part	of	the	vendor	trainer	training	
process,	company	trainers	should	sit	in	on	(or	remote	monitor)	vendor	training	classes.		In	
addition,	company	trainers	should	audit	vendor	training	in	the	following	areas:	

o Language:	Many	vendor	sites	are	outside	the	U.S.	and	Canada	where	the	native	
language	is	not	American	English	(note	that	British	English	is	not	the	same).		All	vendors	
who	have	sites	outside	the	U.S./Canada	have	an	English	proficiency	exam	they	use	for	
hiring.		Trainers	must	ensure	that	the	level	of	proficiency	meets	the	company’s	
standards	(which	will	vary	by	industry	and	company).		This	includes	the	ability	to	
understand	U.S.	dialects	and	phrases.	

o General	U.S.	Knowledge:	Depending	on	the	industry,	companies	will	have	a	different	
requirement	for	U.S.	geographic	or	other	knowledge.		For	example,	in	the	travel	industry,	
front-line	personnel	must	know	the	difference	between	such	things	as	Washington	State	
and	Washington	D.C.,	hear	the	distinction	between	Dulles	(Airport)	and	Dallas,	and	
know	U.S.	time	zones.			

o General	Skills:	There	are	basic	skills	taught	in	every	contact	center.		Listening,	
overcoming	objections,	voice	tone,	probing,	and	other	skills	are	taught	regardless	of	the	
application.		A	company	must	ensure	the	vendor	standard	courses,	if	used,	meet	
company	standards.	

o Program	Skills:	This	training	is	specific	to	the	company.		While	the	company	will	provide	
this	training	to	the	vendor,	the	company	must	ensure	the	format,	content,	and	
presentation	follows	its	guidelines.		In	addition,	the	company	must	ensure	the	vendor	
systems	(training,	knowledge	management,	and	others)	provide	the	necessary	
information	and	support	to	the	front-line	team	members.	

• Reporting:	A	company	cannot	rely	on	vendor	reporting	alone.		It	must	be	able	to	independently	
verify	vendor	performance	and	information.		The	company	should	request	a	raw	data	feed	from	
the	vendor,	not	only	for	information	verification,	but	also	so	it	can	provide	holistic	reporting	
(including	front-line	rank	ordering).		Vendor	reporting	should	mirror	that	of	the	company,	and	
support	auditing.	

• Workforce	Management:	There	are	two	general	ways	in	which	workforce	management	
interfaces	with	a	vendor.		One	is	to	provide	general	guidelines	to	the	vendor	(monthly,	weekly,	
daily,	or	interval	volume	needs)	to	have	the	vendor	work	through	schedules	and	deliver	to	a	
contractual	requirement.		The	other	is	to	integrate	the	vendor	workforce	team	with	the	
company	workforce	team	to	coordinate	schedules.		In	either	case,	once	the	requirements	are	
set,	the	company	workforce	team	will	be	responsible	for	monitoring	service	level	and	occupancy	
delivery,	making	real	time	adjustments	and	requests,	and	addressing	issues	that	cause	a	failure	
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in	service	or	operational	objectives.	
	
Workforce	Management	(WFM)	
As	a	general	rule,	the	ratio	of	front-line	personnel	to	WFM	staff	is	75:1.		WFM	incorporates	creating	
schedules	(with	site	input),	managing	schedule	bids	(including	interim),	loading	requirements	into	the	
WFM	system,	planning	of	shrinkage	(both	on-site	and	off-site),	vacation	and	time	off	scheduling,	
monitoring	of	service	level	(with	operational	leaders	monitoring	front-line	team	member	schedule	
adherence),			and	making	adjustments	within	the	day	to	accommodate	for	volume	and	operational	
changes.		The	WFM	team,	at	times,	may	be	split	into	two	groups,	one	who	creates	and	manages	
schedules,	and	the	other	to	monitor	operations	and	make	schedule	adjustments.	
	
New	Hire	Expectations	
There	are	several	philosophies	around	new	hires	and	expectations	around	their	performance.		I	will	
provide	my	viewpoint	and	experience	here	recognizing	it	is	not	the	most	popular	approach	in	the	
contact	center	world.	
	
The	purpose	of	training	new	hires	is	to	provide	them	with	the	information	they	need	to	have	an	
excellent	interaction	with	customers	(meaning	being	knowledgeable,	friendly,	helpful,	and	able	to	
resolve	the	customer’s	issue/question).		What	is	not	expected	is	that	they	do	this	in	a	timeframe	that	is	
the	same	as	more	seasoned	personnel.	
	
I	believe	it	is	reasonable	to	expect	all	but	average	handling	time	(AHT)	metrics	to	meet	the	goals	of	the	
team.		This	is	what	the	purpose	of	training	is.		In	fact,	these	people	don’t	have	to	deal	with	the	way	
things	used	to	be	done	(changes	in	processes)	or	other	bad	habits	that	develop	over	time.		They	should	
be	the	best	informed,	best	trained	people	on	the	floor.		My	experience	is	that	when	these	expectations	
are	set,	those	goals	are	achieved	(with	trainers	knowing	that	is	how	they	are	measured,	and	team	leads	
bought	into	the	expectation).		A	reasonable	learning	curve	on	AHT	will	allow	the	new	hires	to	focus	on	
providing	the	best	customer	service	without	the	pressure	to	do	it	quickly,	which	they	will	learn	over	time.			
	
It	is	helpful	to	limit	the	number	of	new	hires	per	team	so	the	team	leader	can	spend	enough	time	with	
the	new	hires,	and	that	the	new	hires	don’t	overburden	their	peers	with	questions.		I	realize	that	
spreading	new	hires	equitably	across	team	leader	groups	may	take	away	some	plum	schedules	from	
other	team	members	(for	example,	giving	some	a	M-F	daytime	slot).		New	hires	are	rotated	out	of	those	
slots	after	their	learning	period	has	been	completed,	opening	those	schedules	to	the	entire	team.		This	
approach	not	only	increases	performance,	but	the	tenure	of	new	hires.	
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Whenever	it	is	time	for	traditional	performance	feedback	(aka	evaluations),	a	feeling	of	angst	is	typically	
felt	on	both	sides	of	the	conversation.		The	usual	objective	of	the	feedback	provider	is	to	get	the	
information	out	quickly	and	get	it	over	with.		The	receiver	is	left	to	sit	and	listen	to	a	hurried	set	of	
responses,	not	given	time	to	absorb	the	feedback,	and	left	wondering	what	happened	when	it	is	all	over.			
	
Chalk	it	up	to	human	behavior.		The	feedback	provider	feels	uncomfortable	giving	any	negative	feedback	
(i.e.,	why	someone	is	not	at	the	top)	and	the	receiver	feels	uncomfortable	asking	questions	and	tends	to	
focus	on	the	negative	and	not	the	positive.		Everyone	that	has	gone	through	this	must	think	there	has	to	
be	a	better	way.		Luckily,	there	is.	
	
The	root	cause	of	uncomfortable	performance	conversations	is	twofold.		One	is	many	of	the	areas	of	
evaluation	are	qualitative,	and	therefore	seem	to	lack	objectivity	and	contain	perceived	(if	not	actual)	
favoritism.		Because	of	this,	people	view	high	performers	as	the	“teacher’s	pet”	and	not	necessarily	the	
person	who	is	providing	the	most	value	(and	yes,	everyone	eventually	determines	who	in	the	group	
received	the	highest	performance	rating).		The	second	reason	is	that	individual	objectives	tend	not	to	be	
aligned	with	the	leader,	the	organization,	or	the	company.		How	many	times	have	employees	heard	that	
the	pool	for	raises	is	limited	due	to	financial	limitations	only	to	hear	the	company	announced	record	
earnings?		People	on	the	front	line	feel	that	(and	rightly	so),	since	they	helped	generate	those	results,	
they	should	also	share	in	the	benefit	(and	not	just	the	top	executives).		This	all	feeds	into	culture	which	
can	become	negative	and	lacking	trust.	
	
The	performance	evaluation	process	is	about	helping	someone	succeed	in	what	they	want	to	achieve	for	
themselves	by	achieving	success	for	the	company.		It	creates	a	win-win	situation	for	the	individual	and	
the	company.		This	cannot	be	emphasized	enough.		The	more	an	individual’s	objectives	are	aligned	with	
the	company’s	objectives,	the	greater	success	the	company	will	experience.	

	
The	following	will	suggest	four	principles	to	be	used	in	developing	an	effective	evaluation	system	as	well	
as	some	examples	of	this	approach.	
	
Principle	1	-	Use	a	Holistic	Evaluation	Process	
Long-term	market	leadership	for	any	business	is	based	its	ability	to	maintain	a	balance	between	the	
needs	of	the	people	within	the	company,	its	customers	and	the	shareholders.		Overemphasis	or	lack	of	
emphasis	on	any	area	may	bring	short-term	success	but	will	cause	long-term	failure.		Therefore,	metrics	
and	evaluation	systems	should	incorporate	these	three	areas	in	a	balance	measurement	system.	
	

 Metrics,	Evaluations,	and	Targets	Chapter	8	-	

Successful performance evaluation processes have one thing in common.  They use 
the performance process to promote the individual’s goals through the company’s 

goals to create a positive experience. 
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Establishing	a	balanced	measurement	system	requires	companies	to:	

1. Emphasize	measuring	the	success	in	terms	of	people,	customers	and	shareholders,	and	treat	the	
goals	as	complementary,	not	conflicting.	

2. View	people	as	the	method	to	achieving	goals,	both	by	holding	people	responsible	and	by	
rewarding/recognizing	them	for	their	contribution	to	those	goals.	

3. Equip	people	to	achieve	their	goals.		Training,	coaching	and	other	avenues	of	support	keep	
people	on	target	for	their	desired	achievement.	

	
The	best	metric	and	evaluation	processes	are	those	that	align	company	goals	with	individual	goals	and	
recognizes	individual	achievement.		In	addition,	companies	must	also	recognize	that	people	work	for	
more	than	money,	but	to	be	appreciated	and	to	progress	in	their	life	goals.		Companies	need	to	
incorporate	that	view	into	their	evaluation	process.		This	includes	career	aspirations	and	personal	
development.		Starting	with	the	point	of	view	of	the	individual	and	their	goals	makes	the	evaluation	
process	about	helping	them	achieve	their	goals	and	a	more	productive	experience.	
	

	
Principle	2	–	The	Evaluation	Process	is	about	Personal	Development	
The	best	discussion	for	individual	evaluation	is	to	begin	with	a	discussion	about	personal	goals.		For	most	
people,	these	should	be	known	from	prior	evaluation	discussions,	but	for	new	hires,	these	should	be	set	
early	in	the	person’s	career.		It	should	not	be	expected	that	personal	goals	are	fixed,	but	will	evolve	over	
time,	as	a	person	evolves	over	time.		As	people	learn	more	about	the	business,	see	how	others	are	
managing	their	career,	and	engage	in	activities	outside	of	work,	personal	goals	will	change.	
	
The	advantage	of	starting	with	a	review	of	personal	goals	is	that	it	places	every	topic	that	follows	in	
perspective.		Looking	at	performance,	the	natural	question	will	be	if	that	performance	fits	with	the	
person’s	personal	goals.		When	discussing	skills	or	development,	both	make	more	sense	when	linked	to	
personal	goals.			
	

Beginning	the	evaluation	process	with	a	team	member’s	career	goals	allows	people	to	feel	as	
though	the	evaluation	process	is	about	helping	them	succeed	in	what	they	want	to	do.	
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The	key	for	companies	is	to	provide	feedback	on	areas	beyond	current	performance	and	to	tap	into	an	
individual’s	potential.		Feedback	on	performance	is	essentially	a	review	of	what	was	accomplished.		
Individuals	desire	feedback	on	how	they	operate	within	the	environment,	what	behaviors	need	to	
continue,	how	they	need	to	adapt	to	achieve	more,	and	what	they	can	do	to	continue	in	their	career	
path	with	the	company.		This	includes	an	evaluation	and	feedback	of	skills	and	opportunities	to	develop	
and	strengthen	those	skills.	
	
Following	are	two	graphical	depiction	of	parts	of	the	performance	evaluation	and	how	they	should	work	
together.	
	

	
	
	
Key	to	a	positive	and	productive	evaluation	process	is	the	explicit	linkage	of	the	different	parts	of	the	
process.		The	company	must	be	able	to	exhibit	several	important	aspects	in	the	establishment	of	goals	
and	for	the	evaluation	process:	
• Start	the	process	by	reviewing	personal	goals.		It	has	been	said,	“People	don’t	care	how	much	you	

know	until	they	know	how	much	you	care.”		Said	another	way,	people	won’t	listen	to	coaching	until	
they	sense	a	genuine	concern	for	their	personal	goal	achievement.		Starting	the	process	with	a	
review	of	personal	goals	helps	set	the	stage	for	a	productive	conversation.	

• The	goals	of	the	individual	are	tied	to	the	goals	of	the	company.		Show	how	a	person’s	contribution	
to	the	team	helps	the	team	and	helps	them.		Show	that	personal	achievement	is	tied	into	strong	
performance	against	company	goals	as	a	team	player.			

• Link	personal	development	and	personal	achievement.		Show	these	are	complementary	objectives.	

	
The	next	three	sections	will	review	the	establishment	of	metrics	followed	by	a	skill	assessment	and	
concluding	with	a	development	plan.	
	
Principle	3	-	Developing	Specific	Business	Measures	and	Goals	
Most	businesses	have	measured	goals	that	define	success.		The	key	differences	between	leading	
companies	and	other	companies	is	that	leading	companies:	

1. Utilize	a	balanced	approach	to	measures	that	are	holistic	and	complete	

The	more	people	understand	that	personal	performance	against	company	measures	is	critical	
to	the	achievement	of	their	personal	goals,	the	more	they	will	treat	performance	as	an	avenue	
to	success	rather	than	a	roadblock.	
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2. Hold	every	individual	in	the	organization	responsible	for	their	contribution	to	their	specific	areas	
3. Measure	only	that	which	is	important	to	the	constituent	group	

	
Examples	follow	to	provide	context	to	this	approach.	
 
Customer	Satisfaction	Measures	
Customer	satisfaction	is	a	balance	between	sales	and	service.		You	cannot	have	great	sales	without	great	
service.		The	roadside	of	industry	is	littered	with	companies	who	provided	good	service	but	could	not	
sell,	or	companies	who	could	sell	but	not	service.		Leading	companies	have	quantitative	metrics	for	both	
sales	(new	sales	and	recurring,	or	retained,	revenue)	and	service	(customer	satisfaction/customer	
experience).	
	
Good	service	complements	sales.		Studies	show	that	customers	look	for	five	service	components	before	
they	complete	a	sales	transaction:	(1)	speed	of	service	(how	quickly	you	can	deliver),	(2)	friendliness	of	
service,	(3)	knowledge	of	personnel,	(4)	quality	and	validity	of	recommendations,	and	(5)	questions	and	
issues	are	addressed	the	first	time.			

	
	
The	ultimate	measure	of	customer	satisfaction	is	how	much	revenue	is	both	generated	and	retained	
from	customers.		For	new	customers,	measuring	revenue	after	60	days	(this	timeframe	may	vary	by	
industry)	provides	an	objective	view	on,	not	just	what	the	customer	purchased,	but	their	satisfaction	
with	the	purchase.		Measuring	the	initial	sale	and	not	cancelations	after	that	sale	does	not	provide	a	
valid	picture	of	customer	satisfaction.		Likewise,	for	longer-term	customers,	the	amount	of	revenue	
retained	is	a	key	metric	for	the	company.	
	
Customers’	satisfaction	that	translates	into	revenue	are	influenced	by	their	product	satisfaction,	the	
service	they	receive,	and	the	value	proposition	(considering	the	price	versus	what	they	receive).		These	
factors	are	influenced	by	leadership.		Operationally,	the	speed	of	service	(ability	to	get	connected	with	a	
front-line	team	member,	the	speed	at	which	they	can	provide	service	and	support,	and	the	length	of	
time	for	product	delivery),	the	overall	quality	of	the	contact	(taking	into	account	the	five	elements	
previously	mentioned)	and	the	customer	effort	(a	combination	of	first	contact	resolution,	transfer	rates,	
average	handling	time,	return	rate,	and	others).		The	following	graphic	provides	an	example	of	how	
these	measures	can	be	connected.	
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Shareholder	Measures	
The	objective	of	shareholder	measures	is	to	provide	a	financial	view	on	income,	expense,	and	capital.		
Revenue	can	be	a	shared	metric	between	customer	and	shareholder	groups	(with	shareholder	including	
expense	as	a	separate	metric).		Alternatively,	gross	margin,	net	margin,	EBITDA,	or	some	other	metric	
that	combines	revenue	and	expense	can	be	used.		For	purposes	of	this	discussion,	revenue	will	be	a	dual	
metric	(included	in	shareholder	and	customer)	for	executive	positions.	
	
The	weight	to	place	on	expense	and	capital	financial	metrics	depends	on	the	industry.		Some	industries	
are	heavily	capital	intensive	(e.g.,	telecom,	real	estate),	so	more	weight	is	placed	on	capital.		On	the	
other	hand,	contact	centers	are	heavily	variable	(about	75%	variable	costs	and	25%	fixed	costs,	assuming	
front-line	team	member,	front-line	supervisory,	and	unit	telecom	costs	are	all	part	of	variable	costs).			
	
Because	contact	centers	are	so	skewed	to	variable	costs,	nearly	every	position	in	a	contact	center	has	a	
direct	impact	on	at	least	one	financial	measure.		In	the	example	below,	front-line	team	members	are	
measured	on	short-term	revenue	(either	close	rates	or	save	rates	along	with	unit	pricing,	which	could	be	
combined	into	a	single	metric),	which	is	different	than	the	customer	metrics	which	measure	revenue	60	
days	after	the	sale/save.		They	could	also	be	measured	on	adherence,	which	would	be	wrapped	into	a	
people	measure	of	policy	and	procedure	(P&P)	adherence	to	reduce	the	number	of	metrics.		AHT	is	a	
key	expense	driver,	which	will	be	discussed	in	more	detail	later	in	this	chapter.		The	following	graphic	
provides	an	illustration	of	the	connection	of	metrics	within	the	team	hierarchy.			
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People	Measures	
The	term	people	is	used	for	two	reasons.		One	is	that	the	term	employee	tends	to	have	a	negative	
connotation.		People,	while	more	generic,	provides	a	feeling	of	inclusivity	(we	are	all	people	and	like	to	
be	thought	as	such	rather	than	being	subservient).		Second,	these	metrics	should	work	for	temps,	
contractors,	and	others.		The	key	reason	people	measures	should	be	used	is	that	people	satisfaction	has	
a	direct	impact	on	customer	satisfaction	and	on	profitability.		An	article	in	the	Harvard	Business	Review	
highlights	this	link	between	people	satisfaction,	customer	satisfaction	and	profitability.1			
	

 
	
	

	
Many	different	measures	can	be	used	for	people	satisfaction.		At	the	top	level,	a	people	satisfaction	
index,	such	as	NPS,	can	be	used.		This	can	be	supplemented	with	turnover	if	desired	(most	companies	
are	hesitant	to	use	turnover	due	to	external	factors,	such	as	the	economy	and	competitive	wages,	have	

																																																													
1 Heskett, Schlessinger, et. al., “Putting the Service-Profit Chain to Work,” Harvard Business Review, March-April 1994, p. 164 
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on	turnover).		If	an	NPS	survey	is	to	be	used,	I	recommend	an	annual	(100	question)	survey	be	used	
along	with	quarterly	(3	quarters	with	1	quarter	used	for	the	annual)	surveys.		The	quarterly	surveys	
should	(1)	have	at	most	10	questions	to	allow	for	quick	input,	(2)	be	statistically	aligned	with	the	annual	
survey	(this	can	be	done	by	taking	questions	from	the	annual	survey	that	track	with	overall	results),	and	
(3)	include	input	on	supporting	groups	such	as	WFM,	training,	and	HR.		Again,	some	of	the	metrics	
provided	in	the	example	below	can	be	combined	to	minimize	total	measures.		
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Constructing	Performance	Bands	
Now	that	the	categories	for	measure	are	set,	the	next	step	is	to	establish	specific	targets	for	
performance	categories.			
	
To	begin	with,	when	constructing	evaluation	forms,	the	metrics	and	goals	for	front-line	team	members	
must	align	with	front-line	supervisors,	which	must	align	with	front-line	managers,	which	must	align	with	
front-line	directors	and	so	forth.		In	other	words,	every	person	must	be	able	to	see	how	their	
performance	impacts	their	direct	supervisor	and	how	the	goals	for	each	performance	category	are	
aligned.		This	is	critical	to	not	only	build	trust	within	the	organization,	but	alignment	on	effort	and	
activities.			
	
For	example,	if	a	budget	assumes	a	200	second	average	talk	time	(ATT,	including	hold	time)	and	a	40	
second	after	call	work	time	(ACWT	or	wrap	time),	if	a	team	leader	is	measured	on	average	handling	time	
(AHT	=	ATT+ACWT),	then	their	objective	should	be	set	at	240	seconds.		If	that	number	translates	to	a	
$4.00	variable	cost/call,	then	that	should	be	the	objective	of	the	site	leader.		Performance	banding	
should	work	the	same.	
	
The	crucial	question	is	how	performance	banding	should	be	set.		Normally,	the	middle	band	(meets	
expectations)	is	set	first	with	the	other	bands	generated	from	that	starting	point.		There	are	two	ways	to	
set	the	middle	performance	band.		If	the	budget	is	set	at	a	reasonably	achievable	level,	budget	should	
be	in	the	middle	of	this	performance	band	(as	it	represents	middle	of	the	road	performance).		However,	
if	the	budget	is	a	stretch	goal	(meaning	it	would	take	extraordinary	effort	just	to	reach	budget),	then	it	
should	define	the	upper	end	of	meets	(recognizing	that	exceeding	budget	would	be	the	start	of	the	next	
higher	performance	band).		This	approach	would	be	consistent	within	every	part	of	the	organization.		
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The	following	example	below	is	for	an	expense	metric	and	illustrates	budget	being	a	reasonable	
expectation	of	performance	(not	needing	extraordinary	effort.		Note	that	the	+-	%	in	each	performance	
band	is	consistent	across	metrics	and	levels.	
	
Performance	Range	
(reasonable	budget)	

Far	Exceeds	 Exceeds	 Meets	 Does	Not	
Meet	

Fails	 Budget	

Front	Line	ATT	 <170	 170-189	 190-210	 211-230	 >230	 200	
Front	Line	ACWT	 <25	 25-34	 35-45	 46-55	 >55	 40	
Team	Lead	AHT	 <195	 195-224	 225-255	 256-285	 >285	 240	
Site	Lead	Var	Cost/Call	 <$3.40	 $3.40-$3.79	 $3.80-$4.20	 $4.21-$4.60	 >$4.60	 $4.00	
	
Using	the	same	200	second	ATT	goal,	but	recognizing	this	is	a	stretch	goal,	the	performance	categories	
would	shift	a	bit	to	recognize	this	fact.	
	
Performance	Range	
(stretch	budget)	 Far	Exceeds	 Exceeds	 Meets	

Does	Not	
Meet	 Fails	 Budget	

Front	Line	ATT	 <180	 180-199	 200-220	 221-240	 >240	 200	
Front	Line	ACWT	 <30	 30-39	 40-50	 51-60	 >60	 40	
Team	Lead	AHT	 <210	 210-239	 240-270	 271-300	 >300	 240	
Site	Lead	Var	
Cost/Call	

<$3.60	 $3.60-$3.99	 $4.00-$4.40	 $4.41-$4.80	 >$4.80	 $4.00	

	
Of	course,	the	above	is	just	an	example	and	other	metrics	are	involved	(some	balancing	AHT,	including	
FCR,	transfer	rate,	etc.).	
	
When	establishing	metrics,	two	key	philosophies	that	should	hold:	

• People	should	be	measured	against	the	highest-level	metric	over	which	they	have	control	and	
are	meaningful	to	the	business.		For	example,	front-line	team	members	can	be	measured	on	
AHT,	but	to	measure	them	separately	on	ATT	and	ACWT,	must	be	accompanied	with	a	
compelling	reason	(for	example,	ACWT	is	a	significant	portion	of	AHT,	and	has	different	controls).		
While	an	overlying	metric	can	be	measured	(in	this	case,	AHT),	the	underlying	metrics	can	be	
included	as	feedback	to	team	members	(ATT,	hold	time,	ACWT)	with	coaching	accompanying	
that	feedback.	

• Where	possible,	measure	the	desired	metric	and	not	the	leading	indicator.		For	example,	IVR	
NPS	is	driven	by	time	in	the	IVR,	the	number	of	hang-ups,	the	number	of	early	opt	outs,	and	
other	factors.		If	the	concern	is	satisfaction	with	the	IVR,	measure	IVR	NPS,	and	use	the	other	
metrics	as	analytical	tools.		

	
Metric	Weighting	
Constructing	an	evaluation	includes	not	only	metrics,	but	a	weighting	to	reflect	the	overall	importance	
of	each	metric.		The	following	example	provides	a	construct	as	an	example.		Each	group	served	
(satisfaction	groups),	their	associated	metrics,	and	the	weight	associated	with	each	metric	(note	that	
balance	does	not	require	a	perfect	balance	between	groups,	but	each	group	should	contain	a	significant	
weight).		Based	on	front-line	member	performance,	each	metric	is	scored	(based	on	the	predetermined	
ranges)	and	then	a	total	score	is	determined	(weight	time	score).		The	total	score	will	determine	the	
performance	band	which	will	determine	the	pay	increase	and	bonus.	
	

Group	Served	 Metric	 Weight	 Score	 Comments	
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Group	Served	 Metric	 Weight	 Score	 Comments	
Customers	
(40%)	

NPS	 15%	 	 	
60-Day	Revenue	 15%	 	 	
First	Contact	Resolution	 10%	 	 	

Shareholders	
(30%)	

AHT	 25%	 	 	
Adherence	 5%	 	 	

People	
(30%)	

Attendance	 15%	 	 	
P&P	Adherence	 15%	 	 	

Total	 	 100%	 	 	
	 Score	is	1	to	5	(from	low	to	high)	
	
Thoughts	on	Measuring	AHT	
There	is	constant	discussion	around	measuring	front	line	personnel	on	AHT	(or	components	thereof).		
The	primary	argument	against	including	AHT	on	a	front-line	evaluation	is	that	it	pressures	the	person	to	
rush	through	calls	and	disrupt	other	metrics	(e.g.,	FCR,	transfer	rate,	NPS).		While	this	argument	sounds	
logical,	I	have	found	it	empirically	does	not	hold	true.	
	
Several	years	ago,	I	had	a	client	who	was	prepared	to	remove	AHT	from	their	front-line	evaluations.		I	
asked	if	they	were	going	to	track	any	metrics	that	would	be	expected	to	improve	when	that	occurred.		
The	answer	was	no,	but	the	client	agreed	to	track	it	against	FCR	improvements	fully	expecting	their	
theory	to	hold.		Prior	to	the	test,	I	projected	that	AHT	would	increase	10%	(their	base	AHT	was	440	
seconds)	and	thought	it	would	be	difficult	for	FCR	to	improve	10%	(their	base	FCR	was	67.0%,	so	the	
resulting	FCR	to	maintain	costs	would	have	to	be	73.7%).			
	
Their	results	were	consistent	with	every	other	company	that	I	have	seen	remove	AHT	as	a	front-line	
metric.		AHT	increases	about	10%	while	no	other	metric	changes.		In	other	words,	the	contact	center	
costs	increase	7%	or	so	(assuming	70%	of	the	costs	are	variable)	without	any	other	benefit.		Why	would	
this	occur?		There	are	several	reasons:	

• AHT	objectives	should	be	set	based	on	an	“engineered”	system.		Meaning,	CRM/Desktop	
navigation,	required	processes,	documentation	and	such.		There	is	a	natural	time	it	takes	to	
properly	handle	a	contact,	and	front-line	personnel	have	already	optimized	that	time.	

• Just	removing	a	metric	without	changing	training	or	expectations	will	not	change	other	metrics.		
Of	course,	if	you	tell	someone	they	can	take	more	time	doing	something,	they	will.		But,	if	you	
don’t	set	the	expectations	for	the	offsetting	metrics,	nothing	else	will	change.	

• When	I	have	looked	at	front-line	people,	I	find	those	with	the	best	FCR,	transfer	rate,	NPS	scores	
often	have	the	lowest	AHT.		Leadership	focus	should	be	on	optimizing	the	entire	system	(all	
metrics)	and	not	focus	on	just	one.	

• Leaders	sometimes	forget	that	longer	AHT	does	not	add	to	customer	satisfaction.		Certainly,	
customers	don’t	want	to	be	rushed.		At	the	same	time,	they	don’t	want	things	to	take	longer	
than	they	should.			

	
If	leaders	are	to	assess	the	practical	impact	of	removing	AHT	from	performance	evaluations,	the	chart	
below	provides	a	good	guideline	for	such	analysis.	
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It	would	be	fair	to	combine	AHT	with	other	metrics	to	create	a	more	holistic	metric.		For	example,	AHT	
divided	by	FCR	divided	by	one	minus	transfer	rate	(AHT/(FCR*(1-Xfer	Rate))	could	be	a	metric	toward	
customer	effort.		It	gives	front-line	team	members	the	ability	to	dynamically	make	a	tradeoff	of	what	is	
best	for	the	company	(e.g.,	to	stay	on	longer	to	increase	FCR)	and	getting	at	the	heart	of	what	is	
important	to	the	company	in	terms	of	financial	impact.		In	other	words,	total	alignment.			
	
Thoughts	on	Customer	NPS	
NPS	is	the	most	popular	customer	metric	currently.		It	can	be	measured	down	to	the	front-line	level	and	
there	is	software	that	can	predict	NPS	on	every	contact	(avoiding	sampling,	other	than	to	validate	the	
software).		NPS,	though,	is	a	leading	indicator	of	retained	revenue	(which	has	other	influences	as	well).	
	
The	advantage	of	NPS	is	that	it	is	a	near	time	measure.		Trends	can	be	seen	immediately	(very	important	
in	instances	where	processes,	products,	or	pricing	changes).		Where	possible,	though,	it	is	preferable	to	
measure	front-line	personnel	(and	others)	on	retained	revenue.		Depending	on	the	industry,	this	could	
be	30	or	60	days	after	the	contact.		Most	companies	will	not	want	to	use	a	retained	revenue	metric	
given	the	time	lapse.		In	such	cases,	retained	revenue	should	be	used	to	compare	sites	for	long	term	
assessments	(assuming	an	objective	comparison	of	contacts,	which	requires	contact	segmentation	
comparisons).	
	
Thoughts	on	Quality	Forms	as	a	Part	of	Front-Line	Metrics	
This	topic	is	discussed	in	more	detail	elsewhere	in	this	book,	so	it	will	suffice	to	summarize.		QA	forms	
are	notoriously	qualitative	in	nature	and	inconsistent	in	their	scoring	between	individuals	who	score	QA	
interactions.		While	it	is	good	for	QA	teams	to	monitor	calls	to	identify	trends,	front-line	leaders	should	
only	use	QA	forms	as	coaching	forms	to	help	front-line	team	members	by	providing	input	and	feedback	
on	their	performance.		Ideally,	QA	forms	would	tie	behaviors	to	quantitative	results	(e.g.,	listening	skills	
to	sales	completion	rate)	and	to	training	available	in	the	company.		That	way,	team	leaders	truly	become	
coaches,	feedback	is	received	as	supportive,	and	evaluations	are	seen	as	objective.	
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Performance	and	Pay	
For	the	record,	I	despise	performance	curves.		Most	companies	adjust	targets	based	on	a	group’s	
performance	to	maintain	a	performance	curve	where	a	targeted	percentage	of	the	population	will	fall	
into	various	categories	(e.g.,	10%	in	Far	Exceeds	Expectations,	20%	in	Exceeds	Expectations,	50%	in	
Meets	Expectations,	15%	in	Does	Not	Meet	Expectations,	and	5%	in	Fails	to	Meet	Expectations).		I	
strongly	believe	that	pay	increase	targets	should	be	set	prior	to	the	start	of	the	year.		After	all,	
companies	do	this	for	shareholders	(namely	Wall	Street),	so	targets	are	set	at	the	start	of	the	physical	
year.		Given	that	individual	performance	targets	should	be	aligned	with	the	budget,	pay	for	performance	
should	be	aligned	as	well.		We	know	that	executives	receive	huge	bonuses	when	the	company	performs	
well,	and	because	there	is	not	a	large	pool	of	executives,	they	are	not	ranked	on	a	curve,	but	overall	
performance.	
	
One	of	the	reasons	most	companies	give	toward	not	establishing	pay	goals	for	performance	(increases	
and	bonuses)	prior	to	the	start	of	the	year	is	that	they	want	to	have	a	more	predictable	outcome	for	
costs	(in	other	words,	having	a	pay	increase	target	that	is	adhered	to	allows	them	to	be	certain	of	what	
they	will	report	financially).		I	think	this	is	just	people	being	lazy	(harsh,	but	true).		Say	a	company	
commits	to	an	increase	in	profit	of	10%.		If	profit	increases	to	12%	and	labor	is	30%	of	costs,	the	net	
increase	is	11.7%,	which	is	still	healthy.		Likewise,	it	provides	some	downside	protection	if	the	profit	
target	is	missed.		Easily	calculated.		And,	not	to	mention,	the	cost	impact	isn’t	felt	until	the	next	fiscal	
year.	
	
Companies	become	concerned	that	compounding	increases	above	market	will	make	them	less	
competitive	(meaning	they	want	more	profit).		This	is	not	a	great	argument.		First,	because	executives	
get	to	carry	over	hefty	wage	increases	(through	base	salary	or	stock	options),	why	shouldn’t	front-line	
people?		Second,	a	company’s	success	is	based	on	its	people.		So,	if	a	company	has	exceeded	market	
expectations,	it	should	pay	those	people	who	made	that	possible	accordingly.		Finally,	with	a	normal	
amount	of	turnover,	not	all	the	increase	is	passed	on	to	the	next	year.		The	same	table	should	be	used	
for	every	job	in	the	organization	from	executive	to	leadership	to	front-line.		This	reinforces	teamwork,	
alignment	and	trust.	
	
My	stance	is	that:	

• Pay	targets	for	each	performance	outcome	should	be	communicated	prior	to	the	start	of	the	
year.		This	not	only	builds	trust	in	the	process	(assuming	companies	stick	to	their	communicated	
increases),	it	motivates	people	because	they	know	what	they	need	to	do	to	achieve	success.	

• Establishing	set	targets	removes	unproductive	competition	thereby	reducing	overall	results.		
Think	of	it	this	way.		If	you	helping	me	decreases	your	chance	of	attaining	higher	pay,	why	would	
you	help	me?		Of	course,	some	people	will,	but	relying	on	altruism	is	not	a	solid	business	
strategy.	

• Pay	increases	(not	bonuses)	should	be	based	on	performance	and	current	pay	(as	a	%	of	
midpoint).		People	who	are	below	midpoint	gain	more	than	those	above	midpoint	(serving	to	
catch	them	up	more	quickly	to	a	targeted	pay).	
	

By	way	of	example,	the	following	table	provides	an	illustration	of	how	a	true	pay	for	performance	
system	would	work.		The	left	column	is	the	percent	salaries	are	of	midpoint	(meaning	market	wage	
being	100%).		The	top	row	is	the	end	of	year	rating	achieved	by	an	individual.	
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%	of	Midpoint	 Far	Exceeds	 Exceeds	 Meets	 Does	Not	
Meet	

Fails	

<70%	 8.00%	 6.50%	 5.00%	 3.50%	 0.00%	and	
place	on	
performance	
improvement	
if	not	already	

70-89%	 6.50%	 5.25%	 4.00%	 2.75%	
90-110%	 5.00%	 4.00%	 3.00%	 2.00%	
111-130%	 3.50%	 2.75%	 2.00%	 1.25%	
>130%	 2.00%	 1.50%	 1.00%	 0.50%	

	
Bonus	payouts	would	be	set	similarly,	although	current	pay	as	a	percentage	of	midpoint	is	not	
considered	(it	could	be,	if	desired).		High	achievers	(in	this	case	Far	Exceeds)	are	rewarded	in	a	significant	
manner	compared	to	other	performance	levels.		In	this	case,	I	suggested	150%,	but	I	have	seen	this	go	as	
high	as	200%.		How	the	target	is	set	is	a	matter	of	company	culture.	

	
Bonus	Payout	 Far	Exceeds	 Exceeds	 Meets	 Does	Not	

Meet	
Fails	

All	Pay	Levels	 150%	 120%	 100%	 80%	 0%	
	
Principle	4	–	Skill	Assessment	
At	this	point,	a	person’s	goals	have	been	established,	the	performance	expectations	(and	compensation)	
have	been	set.		Now	it	is	time	for	the	evaluation	of	skills	that	supported	performance.		
	
Skill	evaluation	is	important	to	both	recognize	strengths	and	develop	areas.		Skills	are	what	support	
performance	and	are	critical	to	future	success.		A	skill	assessment	that	uses	history	as	an	evaluation	tool	
and	the	future	as	a	resource	guide	provides	people	with	an	objective	assessment	of	what	they	need	to	
work	on.		Since	the	skill	assessment	is	not	used	in	judging	(scoring)	performance,	it	can	be	effectively	
used	to	provide	feedback	and	gather	input.		Feedback	on	skills	answer	two	important	questions.		One	is,	
what	am	I	doing	right	and	need	to	keep	doing	(this	is	far	too	often	not	discussed	in	detail).		Two	is,	what	
do	I	need	to	work	on	(feeding	into	the	development	area).	
	
The	skill	assessment	is	a	qualitative	assessment	of	the	underlying	factors	that	help	a	person	achieve	the	
highest	performance	in	terms	of	company	goals	as	well	as	in	attaining	their	career	goals.		It	helps	
highlight	for	people	their	qualitative	strengths	and	areas	for	development	so	that	they	can	maximize	
their	future	success.	
	
Principle	5	–	Development	Plan	
Development	plans	are	often	used	as	a	checkoff	item.		People	jot	down	their	career	goals,	classes	they	
would	like	to	take,	opportunities	and	projects	in	which	they	would	like	to	participate	and	interests	they	
would	like	to	pursue.		In	all	likelihood,	these	are	written	down	and	forgotten	for	a	year,	until	the	next	
evaluation.		
	
Instead,	the	development	section	should	be	seen	as	is	the	critical	bridge	between	where	a	person	is	
today	and	how	they	improve	performance	and	achieve	personal	success	(in	and	outside	the	company).		
The	bottom	line	in	any	evaluation	process	is,	“What	next?”		Based	on	the	information	received,	what	are	
the	next	steps?		History	is	behind	us,	but	what	can	the	future	hold?		The	development	plan	inserts	the	
answers	to	these	important	questions	for	individuals,	making	the	process	meaningful	and	productive.		It	
also	serves	to	allow	personal	goals	(Principle	2)	to	be	discussed,	honed,	and	evolved.	
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	Connecting	it	Together	
Preceding,	there	were	many	words	and	thoughts.		While	not	difficult	to	understand,	a	picture	is	often	
worth	a	thousand	words.		Below	is	a	schematic	to	show	how	the	described	elements	connect.	
	
	

	
	
Addressing	Discipline	and	Performance	Issues	
You	don’t	have	to	work	long	as	a	leader	before	you	are	faced	with	a	difficult	issue;	at	least	one	team	
member	is	either	under-performing	or	has	violated	a	policy	or	procedure.		These	sessions	are	
uncomfortable	first	because	you	don’t	like	to	give	bad	news,	and	the	person	doesn’t	enjoy	receiving	it.		
Here	are	some	tips	for	that	conversation:	

• The	first	thing	to	do	is	to	remember	this	isn’t	personal.		It	may	feel	personal	to	you,	and	certainly	
for	the	other	person.		Remind	yourself	that	your	job	is	to	maintain	the	integrity	of	the	individual,	
to	speak	in	facts,	and	remind	them	of	the	expectations	of	the	company	and	consequences	that	
were	previously	laid	out.		Remain	confident	in	your	position.		Make	sure	your	tone	is	non-
threatening	and	supportive.		Convey	that	you	have	confidence	in	the	individual	to	either	not	
repeat	the	action,	or	to	improve	performance.	

• It	is	good	practice	to	have	someone	else	in	the	meeting	to	observe	the	meeting.		Their	role	is	to	
ensure	the	meeting	doesn’t	get	out	of	hand,	ensure	the	meeting	remains	professional,	and	
assist	in	answering	questions	(sometimes,	observations	are	best	received	from	this	third	person).	

• Make	sure	you	have	an	action	plan.		Have	specific	and	measurable	goals	set	to	a	timeframe.		
Ideally,	the	action	plan	would	come	from	the	person.		Review	them	together	and	adjust	them	as	
needed.		Emphasize	your	confidence	in	their	ability	to	achieve	those	goals.			
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• Remind	the	person	that	they	have	an	opportunity	to	fix	things,	if	this	is	not	a	final	meeting	that	
requires	dismissal.	I	often	lay	out	two	tracks,	one	when	the	person	takes	positive	action	and	
fixes	the	issue,	the	second	if	they	don’t.		If	the	person	addresses	the	issue	(doesn’t	repeat	it	or	
improves	performance),	lay	out	the	timeframe	where	they	will	return	to	good	standing.		Also	
emphasize	what	will	happen	if	they	don’t	turn	things	around,	which	ultimately	is	dismissal.		
Emphasize	that	you	have	confidence	they	can	and	hope	they	do	address	the	issue	in	a	positive	
manner.		You	may	want	to	relay	stories	of	people	who	were	in	the	same	position	who	turned	
things	around	and	became	strong	performers	and	examples.		If	this	is	a	meeting	continued	from	
prior	conversations	of	discipline	or	performance,	you	will	need	to	place	more	emphasis	on	the	
negative	consequences	if	things	are	not	rectified.		You	never	want	to	have	termination	be	a	
surprise	to	people.	

• Meetings	should	take	place	at	least	monthly	and	can	be	more	frequent	as	needed.		Always	keep	
an	optimistic	attitude,	even	when	discussing	discipline.		Even	when	you	must	terminate	
someone,	you	can	say	you	are	disappointed	that	this	opportunity	didn’t	work	out	and	that	you	
wish	them	luck	in	the	future.		Make	sure	a	person	leaves	with	as	positive	a	view	as	possible.	
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As	stated	earlier,	monitoring	forms	should	not	be	part	of	an	agent	evaluation.		Monitoring	forms	should,	
however,	be	used	as	coaching	tools	in	side-by-side	monitoring.		They	should	be	aligned	with	
performance	management	systems	measures	training	associated	with	noted	behaviors.		In	the	absence	
of	performance	management	systems,	monitoring	forms	can	stand	on	their	own.	
	
Monitoring	forms	should	link	with	other	areas	of	the	contact	center;	performance	evaluations	and	
training,	to	be	specific.		Like	the	threads	of	a	blanket	are	interwoven	to	create	something	larger	than	
each	individual	thread,	monitoring	forms	must	be	developed	in	a	way	to	connect	them	tightly	with	
performance	measures	and	training.	
	
Tips	for	Developing	Monitoring	Forms	
As	with	any	tool,	it	is	important	to	understand	intent	when	discussing	and	developing	the	tool.		The	
purpose	of	monitoring	forms	is	to	listen	to	and	identify	behaviors	that	support	or	impede	results.		
Coming	out	of	training,	front-line	team	members	have	already	been	trained	on	the	behaviors	that	are	
intended	to	produce	specific	results.		Monitoring	forms	are	used	to	reinforce	these	behaviors	and	
connect	those	behaviors	to	metric	performance.			
	
Tying	results	to	behaviors	have	the	advantage	that	driving	results	are	objective,	thereby	maximizing	
front-line	team	member	performance.		Focusing	on	objective	results,	team	leaders	can	either	reinforce	
behaviors	(the	reason	why	someone	is	doing	well	in	a	particular	area)	or	highlight	the	need	to	adjust	
behaviors	(to	improve	results).		The	advantage	of	this	approach	is	that	the	team	leader	is	truly	a	coach	
(not	a	grader)	working	with	the	front-line	team	member	to	optimize	their	results.			Team	members	
appreciate	input	on	optimizing	their	results	as	it	creates	the	best	possible	performance.		Team	leader	
and	team	member	become	wholly	aligned	on	the	objective	and	input.		There	is	power	in	that	alignment.	
	
Monitoring	forms	are	created	such	that	they	tie	specific	metrics	to	behaviors	and	vice-versa.		The	
monitoring	form	can	also	include	the	training	available	to	front-line	team	members	that	can	strengthen	
those	behaviors.		The	following	is	a	sample	monitoring	form.	
	

Sample	Agent	Monitoring	Form	
	
Metric	 Behavior	 Measures	

Impacted	
Score	 Available	Training	

Cu
st
om

er
s	

Sp
ee
d	
of
	

Se
rv
ic
e	

Controls	the	conversation	 ATT	 	 Controlling	the	Conversation	
Identifies	customer	needs	accurately	 ATT	 	 Listening	
Minimal	use	of	hold	time	 ATT	 	 Hard	Skills	Training	
Effective	use	of	system	 ATT	 	

Kn
ow

le
dg
e	
an

d	
Fr
ie
nd

lin
es
s	

Greeting/Introduction	 Customer	Sat.	 	 Listening	
Effective	communication	
Identifying	Needs	v.	Wants	
Offer	presentation	

Positive	tone	 Customer	Sat.	 	
Use	of	positive	phrases	 Customer	Sat.	 	
Probes/Asks	relevant	questions	 Customer	Sat.	 	
Identifies	root	issue	(true	need)	 Customer	Sat.	 	
Clear	explanation	 Customer	Sat.	 	
Closing	positively	 Customer	Sat.	 	

Fi
r st
	

Ca ll	 Re so
l

ut
i

on
	

Effectively	listens	 Customer	Sat.	 	

 Agent	Monitoring	Chapter	9	-	
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Metric	 Behavior	 Measures	
Impacted	

Score	 Available	Training	

Understands	customer's	problem/issue	 Customer	Sat.	 	
Clear	articulation	and	pace	of	
conversation	

Customer	Sat.	 	

Clearly	states	solutions/presents	offer	 Customer	Sat.	 	
Makes	valid	recommendation	 Customer	Sat.	 	
Closes	the	sale	 Revenue	 	 Closing	the	Sale	
Up-sells	(as	appropriate)	 Revenue	 	 Upselling	
Escalated	as	appropriate	 Customer	Sat.	 	 Listening	

Defusing	Angry	Customers	Obtains	buy-in	from	caller/closes	sale	 C/S	or	Sls	Rate	 	
Effective	wrap-up	 Customer	Sat.	 	

Bu
sin

es
s	O

w
ne

rs
	

AT
T	

Controls	the	conversation	 ATT	 	 Controlling	the	Conversation	
Hard	Skills	Training	Effectively	defuses	emotions	 ATT	 	

Effective	use	of	system	 ATT	 	

AC
W
	

Minimizes	data	entry	after	contact	 ACW	 	 Work	Time	Management	
Remains	available	while	at	position	 ACW	 	

Ad
he

r
en

ce
	

Logs	into	position	on	time	 Adherence	 	 Workplace	Principles	
Logs	out	of	position	at	appropriate	time	 Adherence	 	

Pe
op

le
	

Pe
op

le
	

Sa
tis
fa
ct
.	 Clear	notations	on	customer	record	 Customer	Sat.	 	 Listening	

Appropriate	Availability	 ACW/Adherence	 	 Managing	Obligations	
P&P	Training	
Workplace	Principles	

Adherence	to	P&Ps	 P&P	Adherence	 	

	
Note	that	the	monitoring	form	does	have	a	score	by	behavior	(it	can	be	a	numerical	or	other	score	such	
as	Effective,	Not	Effective),	but	does	not	have	a	total	score.		A	total	score	is	not	used	because	the	
monitoring	form	is	not	part	of	the	front-line	team	member	evaluation,	therefore	a	total	score	does	not	
have	meaning	beyond	the	metric	performance	(which	is	provided	in	the	front-line	evaluation).	
	
Tips	for	Effective	Monitoring	
Here	are	a	few	tips	on	monitoring	and	using	monitoring	forms:	
• Treat	monitoring	as	a	supporting	activity	that	is	positive.		Just	like	any	coach,	team	leaders	using	

the	monitoring	form	should	be	clear	with	team	members	that	the	objective	is	to	provide	valuable	
input	to	maximize	their	performance.		Valuable	input	includes	both	positive	(what	you	are	doing	
well)	and	constructive	(what	you	can	work	on)	comments.		Even	constructive	comments,	however,	
should	be	given	positively	maintaining	the	dignity	of	the	individual.			

• Use	monitoring	forms	side-by-side.		Side-by-side	monitoring	provides	the	agents	with	visible	signs	
of	support,	and	the	team	leader	can	observe	facial	expressions,	habits	and	other	non-verbal	
activities.		Team	leaders	can	use	recorded	contacts	if	they	want	to	gather	additional	information	
to	see	if	behaviors	differ	from	side-by-side	observation.	

• QA	groups	should	use	monitoring	forms	to	identify	trends	and	issues	across	a	group	or	groups	of	
teams.		Individual	QA	team	members	should	hold	alignment	sessions	to	ensure	consistent	
feedback	is	being	provided	by	all	QA	team	members.	

• QA	groups	should	monitor	internal	and	outsource	team	members.		This	allows	an	objective	
comparison	of	internal	and	outsource	team	members,	behaviors	that	may	need	to	be	reinforced	
and	a	root	cause	analysis	of	performance	differences.	

• Allow	front-line	team	members	to	use	monitoring	forms	to	monitor	one	another	and	themselves.		
Nothing	helps	with	the	understanding	of	a	tool	like	using	it.		Team	members	can	self-monitor	on	
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any	contact	(this	may	be	something	supervisors	will	want	to	do	when	they	are	monitoring	and	
then	compare	scores).		When	agents	monitor	other	agents,	they	gain	the	perspective	of	how	
difficult	it	can	be	to	monitor	and	gain	an	understanding	on	how	to	provide	feedback.		When	
people	provide	feedback	to	others,	they	are	often	more	willing	to	receive	feedback	themselves.	

• Review	monitoring	forms	regularly	(at	least	annually)	with	a	cross-section	of	the	operation	(e.g.,	
agents,	trainers,	supervisors,	etc.)	to	maximize	the	effectiveness	of	those	forms.		If	the	monitoring	
tool	is	used	to	maximize	overall	performance,	allow	the	people	whose	performance	it	supports	to	
participate	in	its	continuous	review	and	enhancement.		Team	members	who	bring	different	
perspectives,	yet	the	same	goals,	develop	the	best	monitoring	forms.	

• Avoid	using	monitoring	forms	as	part	of	the	performance	evaluation,	if	possible.		Using	
monitoring	forms	as	part	of	the	performance	evaluation	changes	the	objective	of	the	form.		When	
part	of	the	evaluation,	agents	seek	to	maximize	their	score.		By	not	using	them	in	the	evaluation,	
agents	seek	to	maximize	their	effectiveness	(measured	through	other	measures).		The	change	is	
subtle,	but	important	in	maximizing	the	overall	effectiveness	of	the	contact	center.		
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Businesses	constantly	struggle	to	determine	the	value	of	activities	against	costs.		One	area	that	has	been	
found	to	be	particularly	challenging	in	understanding	the	cost-benefit	relationship	is	training.		
Businesses	know	that	they	need	to	train.		Few	businesses	understand	the	true	costs	and	benefits	from	
that	training.		Therefore,	typical	companies	enact	and	cut	training	at	will	causing	confusion	within	their	
organizations	and	sub-optimizing	their	businesses	as	a	whole.		Market	leaders	have	a	clear	and	informed	
view	of	training.		They	use	training	to	maintain	a	specific	culture,	develop	specific	skills	and	differentiate	
themselves	in	the	market.			
	
Market	leaders	target	five	key	areas	for	the	training	and	education	of	their	people	in	the	organization.		
These	areas,	and	activities	within	them	include:	
1. Market	leaders	develop	specific	business	measures	and	tie	training	to	those	measures.		Market	

leaders	utilize	a	balanced	approach	to	measures	that	are	holistic	and	complete,	hold	every	individual	
in	the	organization	responsible	for	their	contribution	to	a	particular	area	and	measure	only	that	
which	is	important	to	the	constituent	group.	

2. Market	leaders	develop	specific	curricula	to	address	every	business	category	and	measure.		Market	
leaders	ensure	courses	are	tied	to	specific	measures	and	outcomes	and	every	position	in	the	
organization	has	specific	curriculum	for	each	position.		Also,	a	course	catalog	is	available	to	all	
people	for	training,	development,	and	career	planning.	

3. Market	leaders	are	committed	to	allocating	resources	to	support	the	required	training.		Market	
leaders	include	time	and	cost	for	training	as	part	of	the	budget	process.		They	incorporate	a	lean	
training	organization	that	is	measured	with	other	managers	on	results,	utilize	training	with	a	mix	of	
multimedia	and	independent	study,	allocate	two	to	three	times	the	resources	for	new	hire	training	
versus	tenured	training,	allocate	3-5%	of	personnel	costs	for	training	of	tenured	personnel,	include	
training	in	the	information	loop	to	management	for	the	improvement	of	results	and	retention	of	
people,	deliver	key	skills	and	refresher	training	on	a	regular	basis	and	train	both	for	hard	and	soft	
skills.	

4. Market	leaders	continuously	evaluate	the	effectiveness	of	the	training	resources.		They	ensure	the	
true	costs	of	training	are	evaluated	including	time,	materials,	and	ongoing	maintenance	training.		
True	benefits	of	training	are	evaluated	including	impacts	on	gross	margin,	capital,	and	expenses	and	
benchmarking,	monitoring,	testing,	surveys,	re-engineering	and	process	improvement	are	used	to	
ensure	the	maximum	benefit	from	training.	

5. Market	leaders	treat	training	as	part	of	their	interdependent	business	processes.		They	see	that	
training	is	treated	as	one	element	of	the	business	process	that	works	in	conjunction	with	others,	
other	elements	included	for	evaluation	and	coordination	are	strategy,	systems,	structure,	skills,	
staffing,	style	and	shared	values	and	projects	are	not	initiated	until	all	elements	are	aligned.	

 
The	Importance	of	Company	History	in	Training	
Company	history	is	a	critical	part	of	training	(normally	the	first	part	of	training)	because	it	provides	both	
the	context	for	training,	as	well	as	helping	to	reinforce	the	culture	within	new	hires.		Company	history	
should	start	at	the	founding	of	the	company	and	end	with	the	current	state	and	include	organizational	
positions	and	names.		It	should	be	emphasized	to	new	hires	that	they	are	a	welcomed	part	of	a	team	
and	their	role	is	important	to	continue	to	drive	success	in	the	company.			
	
The	Changing	Face	of	Training	and	Education	

 Training	and	Personal	Development	Chapter	10	-	
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Taxpayers	are	increasingly	placing	greater	scrutiny	on	their	local	
educators.		This	is	no	surprise.		Overall,	the	national	spending	per	
pupil	in	each	decade	doubles,	while	the	quality	of	education	
declines.		It	is	not	unusual	for	the	government	to	force	a	school	
district	to	be	run	by	the	state	until	performance	is	improved.		
Large,	medium	and	small	city	Boards	of	Education	and	school	
administrators	are	scrutinized	like	never	before.	And	it	is	no	
wonder.		School	districts	are	not	just	taking	taxpayers’	money,	
they	are	shaping	the	future	of	our	cities,	counties,	states,	and	
country.	

	
Businesses	by	necessity	have	become	involved	in	the	education	system	when	new	people	join	the	
company.		Years	ago,	training	meant	job	training.		Businesses	now	must	provide	continuing	education	to	
remain	competitive.		Today’s	workforce	must	be	continually	refreshed	on	new	methods,	systems	and	
processes	to	keep	pace	with	the	market.		The	end	of	formal	school	is	where	the	real	education	begins.	
	
One	of	the	most	valuable	lessons	learned	in	the	public	education	arena	occurred	in	the	late	1990s	in	
Texas.		The	state,	wanting	to	ensure	the	appropriate	value	from	their	educational	system,	began	using	
standardized	tests	and	holding	schools	responsible	for	the	results	of	their	educational	systems.		While	
people	have	different	views	on	standardized	tests,	the	inarguable	outcome	was	the	areas	that	
previously	lagged	in	performance	closed	the	performance	gap	considerably.		Schools	perform	better	
when	they	measure	the	outcome	of	their	efforts	(using	standardized	tests,	post	educational	
achievement,	or	some	other	metric).	
	

	
So	why	don’t	businesses	measure	the	effectiveness	of	their	training?		There	are	many	misnomers	
regarding	the	measurement	of	training.		They	include	you	can’t	measure	training,	there	are	too	many	
outside	influences	that	impact	the	effectiveness	of	training,	measuring	training	will	change	the	
welcoming	feeling	of	training	and	training	is	more	of	an	art	than	a	science.		When	managers	are	willing	
to	accept	these	excuses	on	why	training	can’t	be	measured,	they	should	not	be	surprised	when	training	
budgets	are	cut.		After	all,	if	you	can’t	measure	training’s	effectiveness,	it’s	absence	probably	won’t	be	
noticed.	
	
A	Company	Who	Uses	Training	Effectively	

	
Returning	to	the	parallel	with	public	education,	it	is	helpful	to	see	
how	school	systems	who	measure	effectiveness	fare	over	the	long	
term.		All	indications	are	that	schools	that	continually	expect	high	
performance,	and	measure	against	that	performance,	outperform	
schools	that	don’t.		The	same	findings	hold	true	for	businesses.		
Businesses	who	have	high	expectations	for	the	effectiveness	of	
training,	measure	the	effectiveness	of	training	and	hold	individuals	
responsible	for	results,	continue	to	outperform	companies	that	don’t.	

	

To succeed in today’s 
competitive world economy, the 
U.S. must have a renewed 
commitment to a vastly 
improved education and 
training system.”   
James E. Burke,  
Former CEO Johnson & Johnson	

What	can	businesses	learn	from	this?		Companies	who	hold	training	to	a	standard	of	achieving	
measurable	results	achieve	appreciably	better	business	results.	

	

If you can’t measure it, you 
can’t manage it.  If you 
can’t manage it, you can’t 
control it.  If you can’t 
control it, you have lost 
your influence over your 
future.	
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Southwest	Airlines	
Southwest	Airlines	is	an	industry	leader,	known	as	one	of	the	most	profitable	airlines	in	the	industry.		
How	they	accomplish	this	is	exemplified	in	how	they	train	people.		In	a	Harvard	Business	Review	Article,	
Southwest	employees	Ron	Ricks,	Libby	Sartain	and	Colleen	Barrett	provided	a	number	of	insightful	
comments.2		Describing	why	customers	preferred	Southwest’s	friendliness	and	service	they	said,	“It	all	
comes	back	to	our	people	and	our	delivery	of	the	product.”		They	equip	their	people	through	training	to	
deliver	service	to	their	customers.	
	
Southwest’s	commitment	to	training	is	evident	in	the	following	comment.		“We	spend	more	money	to	
recruit	and	train	than	any	other	airline.	We	take	the	time	to	find	the	right	people	to	hire,	at	all	levels	
within	our	organization,	and	we	spend	time	training	them.	If	we	are	evenly	matched	with	our	
competitors	on	everything	else,	we	win	on	customer	service.”		As	stated	earlier	in	the	book,	people	
satisfaction	leads	to	customer	satisfaction	which	leads	to	increased	profitability.		Southwest’s	focus	on	
training	leads	to	better	and	happier	people	which	drives	their	customer	satisfaction	and	profitability.	
 

	
Southwest	continually	ranks	at	the	top	of	their	industry,	and	in	the	top	tier	of	companies	in	general.		
Their	commitment	to	investing	in	people	is	part	of	their	company	culture.		When	asked	why	they	are	not	
concerned	about	their	competitors	copying	their	formula,	Southwest	states,	“Those	companies	don’t	
understand	the	distinction	between	controlling	costs	and	being	cheap.”		In	other	words,	they	don’t	view	
training	as	an	investment	because	they	don’t	have	a	projected	benefit	of	training.		Instead,	training	is	a	
luxury	that	gets	cut	whenever	budgets	get	tight.		With	competitors	who	think	like	that,	what	is	to	fear?	
	
Developing	Results-Oriented	Training	and	Curriculum	
Market	leaders	establish	training	to	gain	competitive	advantage.		Like	other	areas	of	business,	there	is	
nothing	extraordinary	about	these	steps.		However,	also	like	other	areas	of	business,	these	steps	must	

be	implemented	in	a	thoughtful,	carefully	planned	manner	with	
attention	to	detail,	continuous	evaluation	of	results	and	ongoing	
adaptation	to	a	changing	environment.	
	

Adherence	to	continuous	improvement	in	the	training	process	is	what	differentiates	leading	companies	
from	those	who	follow.		Leading	companies	are	committed	to	understanding	interdependencies,	full	
implementation	and	supporting	programs	that	produce	the	best	result.		Companies	who	are	not	market	
leaders	never	clearly	understand	the	interdependencies,	never	implement	fully	their	training	programs	
or	never	fully	support	these	programs.			
	
Assuming	clear	business	metrics	have	been	established,	specific	courses	must	be	identified	and	
developed	to	achieve	the	highest	performance	on	those	metrics.		Most	companies	already	have	training,	
but	the	question	remains,	is	it	the	most	effective	training?		An	example	of	an	approach	to	ensure	
training	is	on	target	and	effective	follows.	
	

																																																													
2 Harvard Business Review, June 2001, “Investing in Relationships,” by Jody Hoffer Gittell 

You get what you inspect, 
not what you expect.	

Southwest	has	a	definite	outcome	that	they	expect	from	their	training,	differentiated	customer	
service.		Some	would	call	this	core	competency,	and	others	would	call	it	a	strategic	advantage.		
Southwest	views	it	as	necessary	for	their	business.		In	short,	they	say,	“We	invest	in	our	people.”	
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Curriculum	development	begins	by	listing	the	measures	by	position.		The	next	step	is	to	list	the	skills	
required	to	be	successful	in	each	measured	area.		With	skills	identified,	training	can	be	targeted	to	build	
and	support	those	skills.		The	following	are	examples	of	this	exercise	for	the	positions	of	Director,	team	
leader	and	team	member.	
	
Constituency	 Business	Measure	 Director	Measure	 Skills	Training	
Customers		 Revenue	 Sales	Satisfaction	 § Team	Motivation	

§ Incentive	Systems	
Retention	 Service	Satisfaction	 § Customer	Expectations	

Business	Owners	 Operating	Expense	 Variable	Cost	 § Forecasting	and	Staffing	
§ Operational	Adherence	

Fixed	Cost	 § Budget	Management	
Capital	Investment	 Capital	Investment	 § Technology	Applications	

§ Vendor	Analysis	
Techniques	

People	 People	Satisfaction	 People	Satisfaction	 § Meeting	Facilitation	
§ Oral	Communications	
§ Written	Communications	

Turnover	 Turnover	 § Motivational	Tools	
§ Career	Planning	

 
 
Constituency	 Business	Measure	 Team	Lead	Measure		 Skills	Training	
Customers		 Revenue	 Program	Productivity	 § Call	Monitoring	Techniques	

Retention	 Program	Quality	
Business	Owners	 Operating	Expense	 Occupancy	 § Forecasting	and	Staffing	

§ Operational	Adherence	

AHT	 § Call	Monitoring	Techniques	
Unproductive	Time	 § Time	Management	

§ One	Minute	Manager	
Capital	Investment	 	  

People	 People	Satisfaction	 People	Satisfaction	 § Improving	Performance	
Through	Encouragement	

§ Feedback	Techniques	
§ Performance	Evaluations	

Turnover	 	 	
 
 
Constituency	 Business	Measure	 Team	Mem	Measure		 Skills	Training	
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Customers		 Revenue	 Per	Call	Measures	 § Effective	communication	
§ Identifying	Needs	v.	Wants	
§ Offer	presentation	
§ Upselling	
§ Closing	the	Sale	

Retention	 Quality	Monitoring	
Scores	

§ Listening	
§ Defusing	Angry	Customers	

Business	Owners	 Operating	Expense	 Talk	Time	 § Controlling	the	
Conversation	

§ Hard	Skills	Training	
After	Call	Work	 § Work	Time	Management	

Capital	Investment	 	  
People	 People	Satisfaction	 Attendance	 § Health	&	Fitness	

§ Personal	Time	
Management	

P&P	Adherence	 § Managing	Obligations	
§ P&P	Training	
§ Workplace	Principles	

Committee	
Participation	

§ Group	Dynamics	
§ Development	

Opportunities	
Turnover	 	 	

	
A	curriculum	for	each	position	is	developed	and	a	course	catalog	can	be	distributed.	This	course	catalog	
should	contain	not	onl	a	list	of	training	classes,	but	also	career	recommendations,	much	like	a	college	
catalog.	Training	should	not	only	include	job	specific	classes,	but	classes	that	are	indirectly	beneficial	to	
people	(financial	management,	time	management,	conflict	resolution).		This	communicates	a	
commitment	to	the	individual,	which	creates	value	and	increases	tenure.	
	
	In	developing	a	curriculum	people	can	see	clearly	what	their	future	training	will	entail	(giving	a	feeling	
of	continuity),	what	career	pathing	is	available	(giving	a	feeling	of	progression),	and	what	electives	are	
available	to	them	(giving	a	feeling	of	personalization).		In	addition,	the	curriculum	handbook	should	be	
used	to	develop	personalized	training	plans	for	people	during	review	time.			
	
An	ideal	curriculum	would	contain	a	number	of	areas	of	learning.		Examples	of	such	areas	would	include:	
• Communications	
• Customer	Service	
• Sales	
• Managing	Work	Time	
• Performance	Optimization	
• Managing	Your	Personal	Time	
• Policies	and	Procedures	–	Why	and	How	

• Committee	Participation	
• Leading	Groups	and	Individuals	
• Providing	Feedback		
• Managing	Employee	Survey	Feedback	
• Setting	Business	Goals	and	Objectives	
• Strategic	Planning	
• Community	Service	

The	following	is	an	exerpt	from	a	course	catalog	used	in	a	training	curriculum.
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Source: Destination Excellence, 2002.

Communications Curriculum

Course Title Hours Prerequisites Description

This course teaches students how to listen to 
what customers want, not just what they say.  
At the end of this course, you will be able to 
clearly identify the needs of customers and be 
able to outline effective ways to meet those 
needs.

None2COM101 Effective Listening

Vocal presence, pacing conversations, vocal 
“smiling”, word choice and other methods will 
be taught to influence both sales and service.

None2COM102 Effective Speaking

This course will teach students how to 
effectively combine listening and speaking skills 
together to provide the optimal outcome on a 
customer contact.

COM101/COM1022COM103 Effective Communication

Your effectiveness in controlling a conversation 
with a customer can be the difference in them 
staying a customer or going to a competitor.  
This course will teach you when to control a 
conversation to satisfy the needs of the 
customer.

COM1033COM201 Controlling the Conversation

When customers call in a stateCOM2013COM301 Handling Upset Customers

	
	
Training	Resource	Allocation	
The	most	common	question	that	surrounds	training	is,	“How	much	training	should	be	provided?”		There	
is	no	hard	and	fast	answer	to	this.		You	must	take	into	account	the	tenure	and	experience	of	the	
individual	and	the	complexity	and	pace	of	change	in	the	business	environment.		Clearly,	the	less	
experienced	person	requires	more	training	to	bring	them	up	to	speed	on	processes	and	procedures.		
Also,	the	greater	the	complexity	and	pace	of	change	(the	two	seem	to	go	hand-in-hand	quite	often),	the	
more	training	will	be	required.	
	
There	are	some	consistencies	in	how	market	leaders	treat	training	resources.		The	following	are	some	
common	traits	of	market	leaders:	

1. Time	and	cost	for	training	is	included	in	part	of	the	budget	process,	and	a	centralized	system	is	
used	to	monitor	and	track	completion	of	training.		Adherence	to	the	budget	in	this	area	is	
treated	with	the	same	emphasis	as	the	financial	commitments	made	by	managers.		Every	
manager	is	expected	to	exhaust	the	allocations	planned.	

2. A	lean	training	organization	is	measured	with	supervisors	and	managers	using	the	same,	
integrated	organizational	measures.		These	groups	work	together	to	achieve	a	common	goal	to	
evaluate	the	effectiveness	of	current	training,	develop	new	training	courses,	targeted	mini-
courses	and	individual	training.	

3. Training	is	provided	using	multimedia	and	is	available	for	independent	study.		Most	groups	have	
video	tapes	of	training	courses,	audio	tapes	of	training	courses,	courses	on-line	or	on	a	CD,	
resource	rooms	and	utilize	multiple	methods	in	the	presentation	of	materials.	

4. New	hires	are	provided	with	two	to	three	times	the	resources	as	more	tenured	people	within	
the	group,	with	particular	emphasis	to	ensure	that	they	are	receiving	a	strong	foundation.	

5. On	average,	companies	allocate	3-5%	of	their	personnel	costs	to	training	tenured	personnel.		
(roughly	two	or	more	weeks	of	training	time,	plus	other	expenses).		Less	tenured	people	have	
standard	training	classes	in	which	they	must	participate.		As	a	person	attains	more	tenure,	they	
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can	use	“elective”	training	classes	to	prepare	for	other	positions	or	for	general	education.	
6. Training,	particularly	new	hiring	training,	provides	input	to	the	retention	of	personnel,	with	

specific	feedback	on	cultural	alignment.	
7. Key	skills	require	refresher	training	and	certification.	
8. Training	emphasizes	soft	skills	and	hard	skills.		Some	companies	include	“life	skill”	training,	to	

address	issues	outside	of	work.	
 
Evaluating	the	Effectiveness	of	Training	Resources	
Training	must	carry	with	it	specific	goals.		By	linking	training	organizations	to	the	measures	within	an	
organization,	companies	ensure	a	mechanism	to	motivate	the	training	group	to	participate	with	line	
managers	in	the	optimization	of	business	performance.		The	ultimate	evaluation	of	training	is	how	well	it	
supports	people	in	the	organization	achieve	their	goals.	
	
As	with	every	other	expenditure	in	business,	it	is	fair	to	evaluate	the	funds	set	aside	for	training	relative	
to	the	benefit	it	generates.		While	this	sounds	simple,	very	few	companies	ever	evaluate	training	this	
way.		Here	are	some	examples	of	how	to	evaluate	some	aspects	of	training:	
	
Sales	Training.			If	the	introduction	of	sales	training	a	number	of	years	ago	raised	conversion	rates	5%,	
the	benefit	of	such	training	could	be	calculated.		First,	the	evaluation	would	need	to	determine	if	the	5%	
increase	was	continuing,	or	if	there	was	some	degradation	after	the	initial	training.		(Companies	need	to	
include	the	total	cost	of	training	–	the	initial	training	and	whatever	maintenance	training	is	required	to	
sustain	results.)		The	cost	of	the	training	would	equal	the	cost	of	development,	cost	of	delivery,	cost	of	
support	and	costs	of	maintenance.		This	total	cost	would	then	be	measured	against	the	gross	margin	
from	the	increase	in	sales,	considering	the	lifetime	value	of	each	sale.		Based	upon	these	figures,	the	
value	of	sales	training	can	be	determined.	
	
Contact	Management	Training.		Every	contact	center	utilizes	some	course	to	help	front-line	personnel	
reduce	the	amount	of	time	required	to	complete	a	transaction.		Every	second	in	savings	has	a	value	to	it.		
For	example,	a	500-seat	contact	center,	operating	under	normal	efficiencies	would	save	approximately	
$65,000	per	year	for	every	second	saved	on	a	transaction.		Based	upon	the	sustainable	savings	and	cost	
(using	the	same	methods	for	cost	calculation	as	described	in	Sales	Training),	the	benefit	of	training	is	
calculated.	
	
Personal	Training.		Most	companies	provide	some	training	for	personal	enrichment.		While	this	may	
appear	that	companies	do	such	training	altruistically,	the	measured	reason	is	normally	to	reduce	
turnover.		To	determine	if	this	training	adds	value,	the	company	must	first	determine	the	cost	of	
backfilling	a	position.		Such	costs	must	include	the	cost	of	advertising,	testing,	training	and	the	costs	
associated	with	lost	efficiencies.		Depending	on	the	company,	these	costs	normally	range	from	$3,000	to	
$10,000	per	replaced	headcount.		Each	company	must	measure	the	impact	of	savings	due	to	reduced	
turnover	and	weigh	this	against	the	cost	of	training.	
	
Most	companies	today	do	not	approach	their	training	in	this	way.		Because	training	is	viewed	as	a	base	
cost	of	business,	companies	do	not	attempt	to	understand	the	impact	of	training.		Unfortunately,	during	
tight	budgeting	times,	training	is	often	the	first	budget	item	cut	because	no	one	understands	the	impact	
of	training	on	the	business.		If	they	did,	they	could	objectively	evaluate	training	and	effectively	
communicate	the	impact	of	reduced	training	on	the	business.		This	is	not	to	say	that	training	should	go	
untouched.		On	the	contrary,	training	should	receive	the	same	scrutiny	and	funding	consideration	as	any	
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other	part	of	the	business.		To	become	a	market	leader,	companies	must	understand	the	specific	value	
of	training.	
	
Most	companies	today	do	not	have	historical	information	to	determine	what	occurred	before	their	
current	training	was	implemented.		The	following	are	some	methods	that	companies	can	use	to	
determine	if	adjustments	need	to	be	made	to	their	existing	training	programs.		Using	existing	processes	
as	a	benchmark,	companies	can	determine	if	changes	could	be	profitable	for	them.	
	

• Benchmarking.		Companies	should	benchmark	competitors	within	their	industry	as	well	as	
companies	in	other	industries	relative	to	similar	measure	and	processes	used.		When	other	
groups	are	achieving	better	results,	it	must	be	determined	why	and	what	processes	support	
those	results.		The	company	must	then	compare	and	contrast	its	own	processes	to	determine	
what	changes	can	be	made	to	improve	results.		While	companies	generally	want	to	leapfrog	
others,	a	safer	first	step	is	to	replicate	others	before	moving	to	re-engineering.		Some	companies	
can	move	from	benchmarking	to	re-engineering,	but	they	are	few.	

• Post-Course	Monitoring	and	Testing.		Most	companies	test	at	the	completion	of	a	course,	but	this	
provides	only	a	snapshot	of	the	retention	of	what	was	taught.		More	effective	is	the	monitoring	
of	results	over	time	of	course	attendees	with	tests	provided	four	to	six	weeks	after	the	course	to	
determine	retention.			

• Surveys.		Satisfaction	surveys	given	to	people	in	the	company	can	be	highly	effective	to	point	out	
weaknesses	in	training.		This	is	normally	the	one	time	that	a	company	can	get	direct	and	honest	
feedback	about	training.		Managers	must	learn	to	put	down	their	defenses,	accept	the	input	and	
work	with	those	who	are	the	“customers”	of	training	to	revamp	and	make	training	more	effective.	

• Re-Engineering	and	Process	Improvement.		Technology	continues	to	provide	great	opportunities	
for	redesigning	segments	of	our	business.		As	with	any	other	operational	process,	the	discipline	
of	re-engineering	and	continuous	improvement	should	be	applied	to	training	to	keep	it	fresh	and	
relevant.		Coupled	with	benchmarking,	companies	can	keep	themselves	on	the	leading	edge	of	
effective	results-oriented	training.	
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Contact	centers	are	both	reliant	on	other	teams	and	is	a	key	support	group	for	other	teams.		To	optimize	
their	strategic	contribution,	contact	centers	must	actively	integrate	with	other	groups.	Integration	
efforts	not	only	make	the	contact	center	more	effective;	it	makes	those	other	groups	more	effective	as	
well.	
	
Groups	Supporting	Contact	Centers	
There	are	groups	that	support	the	infrastructure	and	processes	within	contact	centers.		Changes	these	
groups	make	can	have	a	minor	or	profound	impact	on	contact	centers.		Contact	centers	need	to	avoid	
surprises	to	keep	operations	running	smoothly.			
	
Telecom	
Telecom	includes	telephone	switches	(including	hard	phones,	soft	phones,	reporting,	skilling,	and	other),	
telecom	access	infrastructure,	internet	access	infrastructure	(including	database	access),	IVR,	voice	
recording	and	transcription,	announcement	systems,	account	matching	systems,	and	other	
infrastructure	items.		Chapter	5	provides	details	around	performance	of	these	elements.	
	
Due	to	the	criticality	of	the	telecom	infrastructure,	it	should	be	built	with	active-active	configurations	
with	redundancy	to	achieve	a	99.9%	uptime	(aka	3	9’s)	or	better.		When	customers	reach	out	to	contact	
a	company,	if	calls	are	blocked	or	dropped,	response	time	on	chat	is	delayed,	or	if	the	overall	quality	is	
poor,	this	reflects	directly	on	the	image	of	the	company.		Poor	communication	technology	reflects	poor	
company	quality.		If	the	first	impression	is	bad,	the	tone	of	the	communication	is	set.			
	
Part	of	communication	includes	quantitative	reporting.		Specific	metrics	for	telecom	should	be	set.		
Some	metrics	should	include:	

• Blocked	call	rate	
• Response	time	
• Uptime	
• Call	recording	rate	
• Customer	survey	rate	(assuming	this	is	done	in	one	of	the	telecom	systems)	
• IVR	navigational	hang-ups	

	
These	metrics	should	be	reported	on	a	regular	basis	(ideally,	daily	with	roll-ups	weekly,	monthly,	and	in	
extended	time	periods).		Where	objectives	are	not	met,	telecom	groups	should	build	and	maintain	
action	plans	to	address	issues.	
	
Telecom	infrastructure	changes	are	normally	done	on	cycle	(a	cycle	being	every	other	week,	month,	or	
some	other	predetermined	frequency.		Contact	center	leadership	should	conduct	meetings	on	cycle	(a	
readiness	review	and	a	post-installation	review).		As	part	of	every	implementation	and/or	change,	
specific	objectives	should	be	established	(e.g.,	contact	volume)	with	an	assessment	review	and	
associated	action	plans	outlined.		In	some	cases,	contact	centers	will	monitor	implementations	real-time	
and	provide	input	along	the	way	(including	halting	or	reversing	changes,	if	implementation	objectives	
have	not	been	met).			
	

 Supporting/Integrating	with	other	teams	Chapter	11	-	
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IT	
Contact	centers	are	built	on	technology.		Telecom	delivers	contacts	and	information	to	contact	centers,	
and	to	IT	infrastructure.		IT	infrastructure	includes	databases,	front-line	systems,	billing	systems,	and	
other	support	systems.			
	
Contact	centers	are	heavily	dependent	on	IT.		The	IT	infrastructure	impacts	front-line	productivity	
(response	times,	design	to	access	information),	front-line	satisfaction	(user	interface	ease	of	use),	
customer	information	accuracy,	and	contact	volume	(accuracy	and	consistency	of	information).		Like	
telecom,	IT	should	have	active-active	and	redundant	solutions	for	important	(not	just	critical)	systems	
and	be	measured	on	their	performance.		Performance	measure	should	include:	

• Number	of	contacts	negatively	impacted	during	response	time	failures	(e.g.,	how	many	hang-
ups	or	repeat	contacts	occurred	due	to	delays	in	IVR,	Internet,	front-line	systems)	

• Incremental	impact	of	outages	on	volumes,	service	levels,	and	costs	
• Number	of	outages,	duration	of	outages,	by	time	frame	and	uptime	(which	should	be	minimum	

99.0%)	
• Accuracy	of	information	(e.g.,	consistency	between	systems	and	platforms)	
• Root	cause	analysis	on	any	failure	

	
Metrics	should	be	reported	daily,	weekly,	monthly,	quarterly,	and	annually	with	trending	information	
highlighting	areas	of	improvement	or	concern.	
	
Reporting	
Reporting	is	called	out	as	a	separate	item	here	for	two	reasons.		First,	Reporting	will	vary	in	reporting	
structure	from	Finance	to	IT.		Second,	regardless	of	what	group	it	reports	to,	contact	centers	heavily	rely	
on	reporting	information,	so	it	is	critical	that	the	integration	with	the	reporting	team	has	its	own	section.		
In	some	cases,	contact	centers	will	have	their	own	reporting	groups.		Even	if	that	is	the	case,	integration	
with	the	team	remains	important.		
	
For	purposes	here,	reporting	will	not	include	Big	Data	(that	segment	is	included	in	Groups	that	Contact	
Centers	Support,	which	follows).		Reporting	is	focused	to	provide	the	following:	

• Real	time	reporting	on	contact	volumes	(including	trends),	service	level,	occupancy,	wait	times,	
front-line	team	member	and	leader	level	data	(AHT,	Hold	Time,	ACW	Time,	AUX	time),	schedule	
adherence,	line	adherence	(defined	elsewhere	in	this	book),	concurrency,	backlog,	and	other	
operational	information.	

• Front-line	performance	results	(daily,	weekly,	and	less	frequent	intervals)	
• Staff	information	including	total	staff,	new	hire	staff,	paid	and	unpaid	time	dispositions	
• Trending	reports	on	volumes	with	detail	breakdowns	and	analysis	
• Contact	type	trending	and	analysis	
• Sales	and	service	insights	(including	product	level	trends)	
• And	others	

	
Reporting	is	a	critical	need	for	contact	centers.		Contact	centers	are	real	time	instruments	of	the	
company	and	reporting	allows	the	team	to	continually	optimize	operations.		If	contact	centers	are	
thought	of	as	rocket	ships,	a	small	change	in	trajectory	creates	a	large	variation	the	longer	the	time	
(distance).		A	correction	not	made	in	a	contact	center	within	a	day	or	the	next	day	creates	a	greater	lost	
opportunity	in	a	week,	more	in	a	month,	and	so	forth.		Reporting	is	critical	for	contact	centers	to	stay	on	
track.	
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Groups	Contact	Centers	Support	
As	there	are	groups	that	support	contact	centers,	contact	centers	provide	critical	support	to	other	
groups.	
	
Marketing/Sales	
Customer	feedback	is	critical	to	create	the	best	marketing	and	positioning	(sales)	for	the	company.		A	
front-line	team	member	may	communicate	with	between	500	and	2,500	unique	customers	per	month.		
That	is	far	more	than	any	other	position	in	the	business.		Those	conversations	provide	insights	on	
competitive	offers,	market	dynamics,	customer	responses	to	pricing	structure,	and	so	much	more.		
Tapping	into	that	market	intelligence	not	only	make	the	customer	better	but	makes	front-line	team	
members	feel	more	appreciated.	
	
One	of	the	best	ways	to	gather	market	intelligence	is	to	conduct	focus	groups	with	front-line	team	
members.		This	can	be	done	remotely	or	in	person	(in	person	is	generally	more	effective).		Recognizing	
team	members	for	insights	that	produce	benefits	to	the	company	keeps	the	information	flowing,	helping	
everyone	in	the	process.	
	
Customer	Relations/PR	
As	with	Marketing	and	Sales,	Customer	and/or	Public	Relations	benefit	from	insights	from	contact	
center	teams.	This	is	most	often	in	the	advent	of	a	crisis	(serious	customer	complaint,	article	written,	
viral	social	media),	but	can	also	be	beneficial	on	an	ongoing	basis.		Contact	centers	should	provide	any	
pertinent	information	to	these	groups	as	such	information	becomes	available.	
	
Field	Groups	(Retail,	Field	Operations)	
Often,	the	initial	interaction	with	a	customer	sets	the	tone	for	every	step	in	the	transaction	cycle.		If	a	
person	contacts	a	hospitality	company	to	make	a	reservation,	and	they	are	met	by	a	rude	or	
disinterested	person,	they	are	more	likely	to	enter	the	hotel	believing	they	will	be	met	the	same	way.		
Likewise,	if	a	customer	calls	for	a	technical	issue,	and	they	get	the	runaround	on	the	phone,	when	a	
technician	shows	up	at	the	door,	the	customer	is	likely	to	test	everything	the	technician	tells	them.	
	
Contact	centers	must	create	ongoing	dialog	with	field	groups	to	gain	insight	into	how	they	can	serve	the	
company	best	cooperatively.		Surely,	the	field	may	have	some	input	that	is	hard	to	accept	(front-line	
team	member	may	occasionally	make	an	incorrect	assessment	or	recommendation).		With	that	
information,	however,	contact	centers	will	know	how	to	better	train	their	team	members	and	provide	
helpful	feedback	to	individuals.	
	
Contact	centers	should	establish	a	feedback	system	to	gather	that	information	from	field	groups,	and	
hold	regular	(e.g.,	monthly)	meetings	between	leadership	to	maintain	an	open	communications	channel.		
With	leaders	providing	an	example	of	open	communication,	information	is	more	likely	to	flow	freely	and	
without	defensiveness	among	the	entire	team.	
	
Big	Data	
Big	data	is	a	term	that	is	bandied	about	without	clarity	on	how	that	data	fits	into	the	various	groups	it	
supports.		Big	data	here	is	(1)	large	volumes	of	detailed	data,	(2)	that	can	be	structured	or	unstructured,	
(3)	that	represents	a	wide	variety	of	data	(e.g.,	demographic,	market,	transactional),	and	(4)	can	be	
analyzed	to	produce	business	insights.	
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Contact	centers	are	a	source	of	information	for	big	data	teams.		While	contact	centers	are	normally	not	
the	recipients	of	the	benefits	of	bid	data,	they	play	a	critical	role	in	supplying	some	of	what	big	data	
teams	need.		Contact	centers	should	search	for	additional	information	they	can	gather	an	input	into	
their	team	member	facing	systems	to	support	big	data	efforts.	
	
Communication	Cadence	
While	there	is	no	one	“right”	cadence	to	communication,	the	following	is	a	recommended	
communication	frequency	with	groups	outside	the	contact	center.	
	
	 Supporting	Contact	

Centers	
	 Supported	by	Contact	

Centers	
	 Daily	 Weekly	 Monthly	 	 Daily	 Weekly	 Monthly	
Telecom	 	 X	 X	 Marketing/Sales	 	 	 X	
IT	 	 X	 X	 Cust/Pub	Relat.	 	 	 X	
Reporting	 	 	 X	 Field	Groups	 	 X	 X	
	 	 	 	 Big	Data	 	 	 X	
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The	science	of	forecasting	for	contact	centers	has	become	a	common	topic	in	conferences,	trade	shows,	
and	many	white	papers.		This	focus	reflects	the	growing	advancement	and	sophistication	in	the	contact	
center	industry,	as	well	as	its	commitment	to	continuous	improvement.		As	with	any	new	method	or	
process,	there	are	good	paths	for	improvement	and	better	paths.		This	chapter	will	review	some	of	the	
key	considerations	in	using	the	best	methods	to	attain	world-class	contact	center	forecasting	
performance.		
	
Forecasting	is	defined	as,	“To	calculate	or	predict	(some	future	event	or	condition)	usually	as	a	result	of	
rational	study	and	analysis	of	available	pertinent	data.	(Webster’s	New	Collegiate	Dictionary	(G.	&	C.	
Merriam	Co.,	1981),	p,	445.)		For	purposes	here,	the	definition	of	forecasting	will	be	narrowed	to	include	
contact	forecasting	(e.g.,	calls,	e-mails,	etc.)	and	staff	forecasting.			
	
The	objective	of	this	section	is	to	drive	increased	performance	in	contact	centers.		It	is	possible	to	drive	
higher	service	level	and/or	occupancy	through	process	improvement.		Those	processes	will	be	provided	
here.		Key	factors	for	driving	improvement	include:	

- Contact	Forecast	Accuracy	
- AHT	Forecast	Accuracy	
- Line	Adherence	(line	meaning	interval	staff	requirements)	
- Adjusting	staff	real	time	to	account	for	changes	in	volumes	and	AHT	within	the	day	

	
The	chart	below	illustrates	the	potential	benefit	of	improving	forecasting	and	planning	processes	
(measured	by	FSE,	which	will	be	described	later).		A	small	improvement	in	processes	can	increase	
occupancy	as	much	as	4	points	or	service	level	15	points	or	a	combination	of	an	improvement	in	both	
(e.g.,	improve	occupancy	2	points	and	service	level	7	points).			
	
	

	
For	clarity,	let	me	define	what	I	mean	by	occupancy	versus	utilizations:	

• Occupancy:	The	time	an	agent	is	busy	with	a	transaction	with	a	customer	divided	by	the	time	

 Forecasting	methods	Chapter	12	-	
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they	are	either	available	for	a	transaction	or	on	a	transaction.		Another	way	to	define	it	is	the	
time	at	position	they	are	occupied	with	a	transaction	or	one	minus	the	time	at	position	where	
they	are	idle.		Occupancy	does	not	include	time	away	from	the	position	(on	site	time	away	from	
the	position	including	breaks,	team	meetings,	training	or	off-site	time	including	vacation	and	sick	
time).		For	a	traditional	call	center,	this	would	include	time	on	the	phone	(inbound	or	outbound,	
including	hold	time)	plus	wrap	time	(after	call	work	time)	plus	ring	time	divided	by	time	logged	
into	position.	

• Paid	Utilization:	This	is	the	time	an	agent	is	busy	with	a	transaction	divided	by	the	time	a	
member	is	paid.		The	numerator	is	the	same	as	occupancy	with	the	denominator	being	the	total	
paid	time	for	that	member.		The	denominator	excludes	unpaid	time	(e.g.,	unpaid	absence).	

• Total	Utilization:	This	is	the	same	as	Paid	Utilization	with	the	exception	that	the	denominator	
includes	unpaid	time.	

	
The	following	sections	will	provide	more	detail	on	driving	processes	to	improve	overall	operational	
performance.		
	
Contact	Forecasting	
The	first	step	in	producing	accurate	forecasts	is	to	develop	an	accurate	contact	forecast.		Contact	
forecasts	are	the	starting	points	from	which	operational	forecasts	are	built	(then	AHT,	unproductive	
time,	and	staffing	plan).		Like	the	foundation	of	a	house,	a	faulty	forecast	guarantees	instability	(and	
perhaps	chaos)	in	an	organization.		While	a	good	foundation	is	not	a	guarantee	of	a	strong	operational	
forecast,	it	does	provide	a	better	chance	for	managers	to	create	a	useful	one.		Two	primary	methods	of	
forecasting	will	be	reviewed	here,	time-based	forecasting	and	contact	driver	forecasting.		Note	that	both	
forecasting	approaches	can	be	seasonal	(a	repetitive	pattern	within	a	known	time	interval,	normally	a	
year)	and	non-seasonal	(where	a	pattern	does	not	exist	within	a	known	time	interval).	
	
Time-Based	Forecasts		
Time-based	forecasts	include	methods	such	as	ARIMA,	Box-Jenkins,	and	Census-	X12.		Time-based	
forecasts	use	historical	information	and	patterns	to	forecast	future	contact	volumes.		A	key	assumption	
of	time-based	forecasts	is	their	reliance	on	the	assumption	that	history	will	repeat	itself.		Time-based	
forecasts	are	useful	when	information	is	limited,	the	environment	is	relatively	stable,	and	patterns	are	
likely	to	repeat	themselves	in	the	future.				
	
The	primary	benefit	of	time-based	forecasts	is	that	they	can	be	automatically	adjusted	based	on	recent	
trends,	and	the	forecasts	can	be	self-healing.		For	example,	if	a	contact	type	is	growing	consistently	at	
0.5%	per	month	over	the	past	several	weeks,	but	growth	increases	to	2.0%	in	a	month	(equally	in	all	
weeks	in	that	month),	that	2.0%	growth	would	be	adjusted	for	future	months	(depending	on	the	
sensitivity	set	in	the	model).	This	allows	the	forecaster	to	look	to	the	future	and	adjust	hiring	classes	to	
accommodate	higher	growth	(knowing	it	takes	3-4	months	to	recruit,	hire,	train,	and	gain	efficiency	
from	new	hires).	
	
The	primary	challenge	of	time-based	forecasts	is	the	same	as	its	benefit.		Short	term	trends	(or	
aberrations),	can	alter	a	forecast	and	make	it	less	predictable	than	it	otherwise	would	be.		Using	the	
above	example	(2%	growth	for	several	weeks,	the	forecast	is	adjusted,	and	a	new	hiring	plan	goes	into	
place).		If	the	increase	is	a	short-term	issue	(which	could	be	due	to	a	competitor’s	action,	or	an	
uncommunicated	marketing	program),	the	staffing	plan	may	cause	overstaffing	for	a	period	(which	may	
or	may	not	be	an	issue,	depending	on	turnover	rates).	
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A	recent	example	of	this	is	the	call	pattern	in	the	utility	industry.		Over	a	few	years,	call	patterns	have	
shifted	significantly	such	that	peak	months	have	become	more	exaggerated	when	compared	with	
annual	volumes	and	non-peak	months.		In	addition,	annual	contact	volumes	have	risen	more	quickly	
than	history	would	suggest	due	to	rising	fuel	prices	and	the	associated	billing	to	customers.		Since	high	
bills	create	a	spike	in	contact	volumes,	previous	year’s	contact	patterns	have	not	provided	the	precision	
necessary	using	time-based	forecasts.	
	
Time-based	forecasts	do	not	consider	such	variations,	or	variations	due	to	events	or	other	shifts.		
Instead,	forecasts	treat	historical	volumes	as	a	homogeneous	set	of	numbers.		The	chart	below	provides	
an	example	of	how	a	time-based	forecast	would	view	one	year’s	worth	of	data	(which	include	a	variety	
of	call	drivers	but	are	not	recognized	in	a	time-based	forecast).		It	is	clearly	seen	that	there	are	monthly	
patterns,	but	time-based	forecasts	cannot	determine	how	much	of	the	pattern	is	due	to	high	bills,	
events	or	other	activities	(e.g.,	marketing,	climate	events).		This	same	pattern	will	be	reviewed	in	the	
following	section	to	illustrate	how	non-time-based	forecasts	my	address	these	issues.	

 
While	time-based	forecasts	allow	for	some	limited	manual	adjustments	to	historical	data,	this	approach	
essentially	relies	heavily	on	history	to	forecast	the	future.		Also,	time-based	forecasts	(typically)	do	not	
adjust	for	other	factors	such	as	SL	performance,	the	change	in	types	of	days	in	a	month	(e.g.,	five	
Saturdays	and	Sundays	one	year	versus	five	Mondays	and	Tuesdays	in	another	year),	a	change	in	the	
impact	of	holidays,	a	drift	in	day	of	week	distributions,		changes	in	marketing	programs,	or	changes	in	
pricing.		These	factors	that	are	not	included	in	a	time-based	forecast	can	easily	create	variances	of	5%	or	
more.	
	
To	be	clear,	time-based	forecasts	are	better	than	no	forecasts,	and	in	the	hands	of	the	right	forecaster	
and	much	effort,	can	be	within	a	reasonable	tolerance	level.		However,	there	are	forecasting	methods	
that	may	provide	better	alternatives	than	time-based	forecasts.	
	
Contact	Driver-Based	Forecasts	–	The	Better	Way	
The	common	error	in	contact	forecasts	is	that	they	are	often	treated	as	statistical	problem-solving	
challenges.		While	statistics	play	a	key	role	in	contact	forecasting,	any	statistician	will	support	the	notion	
that	statistics	much	be	supplemented	with	common	sense	(reasons	why	a	statistical	method	should	or	
should	not	work)	to	produce	the	best	outcome.	
	
The	common	sense	that	complements	statistical-based	methods	requires	the	identification	of	various	
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cause-and-effect	relationships.		Companies	receiving	contacts	generally	receive	them	for	one	of	the	
following	reasons:	(1)	a	customer	(or	someone	attempting	to	become	a	customer)	has	taken	the	
initiative	to	contact	the	company,	(2)	the	company	has	done	something	(e.g.,	advertising,	sent	a	bill,	
made	a	PR	announcement)	that	generates	a	contact,	or	(3)	some	event	has	occurred,	outside	of	the	
initiation	of	the	company,	that	drives	contacts.		
	
Driver-based	forecasts	connect	the	cause	and	effect	and	tie	them	to	a	specific	statistical	method.		
Contact	volume	from	customers	(or	non-customers)	who	receive	no	stimulus	from	the	company	or	
market	to	call	may	be	best	forecasted	by	using	multivariate	regression.		Customers	who	are	calling	as	a	
result	of	receiving	a	bill	may	be	best	forecasted	by	using	a	response	technique.		Events	that	drive	call	
may	be	best	represented	by	a	simple	immediate	response	to	that	event.	
	
The	point	of	the	driver-based	forecast	is,	if	a	company	can	disaggregate	contacts	by	type,	a	cause-and-
effect	analysis	can	be	developed,	and	the	appropriate	statistical	method	applied.		A	more	accurate	
forecast	can	be	derived	when	the	strong	causal	relationship	between	a	driver	(an	event,	program,	or	
action)	and	contact	(the	effect)	can	be	developed.		After	all,	that	is	the	purpose	of	the	contact	forecast.	
	
To	illustrate	this,	the	following	chart	takes	the	chart	from	the	previous	section	and	disaggregates	
contacts	by	type	showing	how	each	contact	type	contributes	to	the	overall	contact	volume.	Separating	
each	contact	type	provides	the	basis	of	information	to	develop	a	driver-based	analysis.		In	this	example,	
contacts	have	been	broken	out	by	base	contacts	(customers	or	those	wishing	to	be	customers	initiating	
contact),	billing	(responses	to	monthly	bills),	advertising,	and	an	event	(e.g.,	weather).		Each	contact	
type	is	then	analyzed	separately.	

	
With	contact	types	separated,	the	appropriate	forecasting	method	can	be	applied	to	each	contact	type,	
thereby	increasing	the	accuracy	of	the	overall	forecast.		Base	calls	may	be	analyzed	against	a	series	of	
potential	drivers	(using	multivariate	regression	or	some	other	statistical	method)	to	determine	what	is	
driving	contacts.		Billing	can	be	analyzed	by	taking	billing	cycle	drop	dates,	applying	lag	times,	response	
rates	and	response	curves.		Applying	the	number	of	impressions	by	media	type	and	applying	the	
appropriate	response	mechanism	to	those	numbers	can	be	used	to	analyze	advertising	contacts.		Events	
can	be	excluded	from	future	forecasts	being	separated	from	other	contact	types.	
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The	benefit	of	driver-based	forecasts	is	that,	by	increasing	the	accuracy	of	contact	forecasts,	companies	
can	reduce	the	cost	of	operations	between	2%	to	5%,	depending	on	the	company.		More	accurate	
forecasts	have	non-financial	benefits	as	well	including	more	accurate	schedules	(reducing	shift	bids),	
more	accurate	unproductive	time	planning	(reducing	the	cancellation	of	agent	training),	and	fewer	
intraday	adjustments	(seeking	overtime	or	under-time	on	short	notice).	
	
Now,	imagine	the	approach	a	forecaster	would	take	if	the	above	information	were	treated	as	a	
homogeneous	contact	type	(for	a	time-based	forecast).		When	forecasting	for	the	following	year,	the	
company	would	show	a	peak	month	in	April	with	some	seasonality	occurring	from	month	to	month.		
There	are	several	issues	with	this	approach	including:	
• A	forecast	would	replicate	the	peak	volume	in	April,	when	the	event	that	occurred	in	the	prior	

April	would	most	likely	not	be	repeated.		This	would	cause	significant	overstaffing	to	occur	in	that	
month.	

• The	forecast	would	assume	that	the	contacts	generated	by	advertising	plans	(the	red	area)	would	
be	identical	to	those	in	the	past.		Rarely	do	advertising	plans	mirror	past	programs	or	behaviors.		
This	creates	inaccuracies	in	actual	contact	volumes	versus	forecasted	volumes.	

• Billing	response	rates	and	volumes	are	assumed	to	be	consistent.		While	this	may	be	true	in	some	
cases,	not	forecasting	billing	separately	will	create	issues	when	the	response	rates	vary	from	prior	
years	(like	our	utility	example).	

	
Driver	Based	Forecasting	Methods	
For	purposes	here,	forecasts	are	set	at	the	daily	level,	with	WFM	systems	providing	intra-day	forecasts	
based	on	these	daily	forecast	numbers.		In	other	words,	the	forecasting	methods	are	to	be	used	as	an	
input	to	the	WFM	system.	
• Base	Contacts	–	These	contacts	are	normally	defined	as	contacts	that	are	initiated	by	the	customer	

or	prospective	customer	without	any	stimulation	from	the	company	(self-initiated).	They	are	
contacts	made	to	inquire	about	sales	promotions,	rate	plans,	service	options,	troubleshooting,	and	
other	general	questions.		They	include	contacts	from	new	subscribers	to	initiate	service	as	well	as	
current	customers	who	are	terminating	service.	
	
Base	contacts	are	analyzed	using	multivariate	regression	analysis.		Initially,	forecasters	will	need	to	
determine	which	variables	are	associated	with	contact	volumes.		This	can	be	a	painstaking	process.		
The	process	includes:	
o Selecting	a	historical	data	range	(for	volumes	and	drivers).		Be	sure	to	use	equivalent	contacts	

in	the	analysis	(will	be	discussed	later	in	this	chapter).	
o Determine	day	of	week	factors	based	on	a	historical	range.		The	historical	range	should	be	

relevant	(normally	recent,	but	if	there	is	seasonality,	a	similar	seasonal	period).		
o Convert	the	historical	data	to	equivalent	weeks	(if	the	information	is	not	already	in	weeks).		

An	equivalent	week	is	the	sum	of	the	day	of	week	factors	for	each	month	(every	month	has	at	
least	4	equivalent	weeks).		This	is	done	so	that	monthly	volumes	can	be	analyzed	on	the	same	
basis.		For	example,	a	month	with	31	days	will	almost	always	have	more	volume	than	a	month	
with	28	days	(February	for	those	following	the	physical	calendar).		Also,	not	every	31-day	
month	is	the	same.		While	every	31-day	month	has	three	days	in	addition	to	four	weeks,	one	
month	may	have	an	extra	Friday,	Saturday	and	Sunday,	which	are	the	lowest	volume	days.		
Another	31-day	month	may	have	its	extra	days	as	Monday,	Tuesday,	and	Wednesday,	which	
are	normally	the	higher	volume	days.		There	can	be	as	much	as	a	7%	difference	in	the	
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equivalent	weeks	between	months.		Using	equivalent	weeks	removes	statistical	noise	from	
the	analysis,	improving	forecast	accuracy.	

o Run	the	regression	against	each	driver	singularly.		Pick	the	one	with	the	highest	r	squared	
o Run	the	regression	with	the	single	driver	with	the	highest	r	squared	(from	prior	bullet)	and	

couple	that	variable	with	each	remaining	variable	in	pairs	(in	other	words,	the	single	driver	
with	the	highest	r	squared,	and	then	a	two	variable	regression	with	that	variable	and	one	
other	one	rotating	the	remaining	variables).		If	the	r	squared	is	higher	than	the	single	driver	
alone,	select	the	highest	r	squared	from	the	paired	drivers.	

o Repeat	with	three	drivers,	etc.	until	the	r	squared	is	lower,	or	not	considerably	higher	(the	
forecaster	at	this	point	will	use	their	discretion	on	the	tradeoff	of	a	higher	r	squared	and	the	
increased	complexity	of	the	formula).	

o Some	points	of	caution:	
§ If	the	historical	date	range	is	small,	higher	r	squares	may	be	misleading	(for	example,	one	

driver	and	two	historical	data	points	would	create	an	r	squared	of	1.000).		Always	attempt	
to	have	a	degree	of	freedom	(number	of	data	points	less	drivers)	of	at	least	6,	if	possible.	

§ Put	your	y	intercept	to	be	equal	to	zero.		This	will	reduce	your	r	squared	but	is	logical	
given	if	there	were	no	customers	or	potential	customers,	the	result	would	be	zero	contact	
volume.	

§ There	should	be	no	negative	multipliers	(a	negative	multiplier	suggests	negative	contact	
volume,	which	is	not	physically	possible	–	there	are	rare	instances	where	this	may	be	the	
case,	but	assume	it	should	not	occur)	

§ The	standard	error	of	the	driver	multipliers	should	be	a	fraction	of	the	multiplier	itself.	
§ The	F	Stat	should	be	above	30	
§ The	following	is	a	sample	of	a	regression	output	from	Excel.		Questions	regarding	the	

output	can	be	found	in	the	Excel	help	menu.	

	
	
Once	this	regression	is	run,	the	model	is	built	with	the	drivers,	multipliers,	and	day	of	week	factors.		
There	are	two	more	inputs	to	be	built	into	the	model.	
o Trend	Factors.		When	the	above	data	is	entered	in	the	model,	the	assumption	is	that	the	

future	relationships	between	drivers	and	volumes	will	remain	consistent.		There	are	a	number	
of	reasons	this	may	not	be	true.		Customers’	use	of	self-help	tools,	customers’	migration	to	
other	channels,	improvements	in	product/service	design,	and	other	factors	may	drive	volume	
up	or	down	compared	to	historical	relationships.		A	trend	factor	allows	the	models	to	take	this	
into	account.		Forecasters	must	use	company	and	generally	available	information	to	include	
this	in	their	model.	

o Holiday	Factors.		Holiday	factors	are	defined	as	the	expected	volume	on	a	holiday	divided	by	
the	volume	that	would	be	expected	on	an	equivalent	day	(say,	for	example,	Labor	Day	would	
be	compared	against	a	normal	Monday	in	August).		It	is	best	to	determine	holiday	factors	
using	historical	data	from	several	years.		When	holidays	fall	on	the	same	day	of	week	(e.g.,	
MLK	Day,	Presidents’	Day,	Memorial	Day,	etc.),	this	provides	a	good	view	of	averages	and	
trends.		For	days	that	fall	on	the	same	calendar	day	(e.g.,	New	Year’s	Day,	Independence	Day,	

Subs Y-Intercept
Factors 0.085475439 0
Std. Error 0.0034452 #N/A
R Squared 0.990346506 121387.7242
F Stat 615.5366065 6

9.06992E+12 88409877463
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Christmas	Day),	since	the	day	of	week	changes	and	weekends	impact	volumes	of	these	
holidays,	information	over	several	years	provides	trending	information	that	can	be	used.	

	
• Response	Contacts	–	As	opposed	to	base	contacts,	response	contacts	are	generated	as	a	direct	

result	of	some	form	of	communication	from	the	company	or	some	other	source.		Response	
contacts,	for	example,	include:	
o Billing	Contacts	–	These	are	contacts	initiated	by	the	customer	in	relation	to	a	bill	received	by	

the	company.	
o Advertising	Contacts	–	These	are	contacts	generated	by	prospects	or	customers	in	response	to	

an	offer	or	advertising	provided	by	the	company	(direct	mail,	email,	TV,	magazine,	etc.).	
o Engineering	Contacts	–	Maintenance	of	plant	equipment	produces	outages	above	the	norm	

and	will	drive	additional	contacts.	
o Event	Contacts	–	Event	contacts	are	non-recurring	and,	generally,	one-time	responses	

unrelated	to	a	billing	or	marketing	activity.		Examples	of	events	include	weather	related	(e.g.,	
hurricane),	corporate	announcements	(e.g.,	merger),	or	another	external	event	(e.g.,	strike).	

Response	contact	are	calculated	by	taking	the	population	(number	of	direct	mail	pieces,	viewers	of	
a	TV	advertisement,	customers	impacted	by	engineering	work),	multiplied	by	a	response	rate,	
apply	the	response	volume	to	a	response	curve	(weekly	or	daily),	and	factor	in	any	delay	in	a	
response	(e.g.,	direct	mail	days	for	delivery).			

• Dependent	Forecasts:		While	not	included	in	the	series	of	examples	here,	it	is	important	to	note	
that	there	are	some	forecasts	that	are	simply	dependent	on	other	forecasts.		For	example,	a	Tier	2	
technical	group	may	receive	10%	of	their	calls	from	the	Tier	1	group,	so	there	is	no	need	to	run	a	
separate	regression	for	the	Tier	2	group,	and	just	forecast	them	as	a	percentage	of	the	Tier	1	group.		
This	not	only	would	be	an	easier	forecast	but	may	also	be	more	accurate	(given	that	smaller	
historical	volumes	may	have	a	lower	correlation	coefficient).	Likewise,	a	Spanish	Tier	1	group	may	
receive	volumes	equal	to	3%	of	the	English	Tier	1	group	and	would	be	easier	and	more	accurate	as	
a	percentage	of	the	English	Tier	1	group.		The	percentage	used	does	not	need	to	be	consistent	
throughout	a	forecast	period,	and	may	vary	within	the	forecast	period,	depending	on	the	business	
drivers.	

	
The	best	way	to	create	an	accurate	forecast,	then,	is	to	disaggregate	dissimilar	contact	types	and	
forecast	them	separately,	re-aggregating	them	later	for	staffing	purposes	(more	on	that	in	the	article	
next	month).		While	space	does	not	allow	a	detailed	explanation	of	forecasting	methods	for	each	
contact	type,	the	following	is	an	overview	of	the	forecasting	methods	that	can	be	used.	
	
Contact	Type	 Forecasting	

Method	
Comments	

Base	 Statistical	
modeling	

Apply	appropriate	statistical	modeling	to	historical	data	
adjusting	for	service	level,	days	in	a	month	(number	and	type)	
and	other	variations.	

Response	 Response	
modeling	

Apply	response	rates,	days	delayed	and	response	curves	to	
generate	a	“layered”	(taking	into	account	each	individual	mail	
drop,	magazine,	commercial)	response	forecast.	

Dependent	 Percentage	of	
another	forecast	

Identify	the	forecast	from	which	a	forecast	is	dependent	and	
determine	the	percentage	of	volume	associated	with	that	
forecast	to	use.	
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Updating	Contact	Forecasting	Models	
A	common	question	is	how	often	should	contact	models	be	updated	and	when	should	model	
assumptions	be	adjusted.		The	answer	balances	between	resources	required	to	update	the	models	and	
the	need	to	drive	accuracy	in	them.		While	every	group	will	have	their	own	take	on	updating	models,	the	
following	is	recommended	for	the	base	models.	
	
Forecast	Element	 Daily	 Weekly	 Monthly	 Quarterly	 Annually	
Enter	Actual	Volume	 X	 	 	 	 	
Update	Driver	Information	 	 	 X	 	 	
Review	Results	and	Trends	 X	 X	 X	 X	 	
Update	Trend	Factors	 	 	 	 X	 	
Update	Day	of	Week	Factors	 	 	 	 X	 	
Update	Regression	 	 	 	 	 X	
Build	Next	Year’s	Models	 	 	 	 	 X	
	
A	word	of	caution.		There	is	a	temptation	to	continually	adjust	models	and	the	factors	that	drive	
forecasts.		While	the	models	should	never	become	stagnant,	changes	should	be	made	only	when	there	
is	a	high	level	of	confidence	that	changes	are	necessary.		For	example,	if	a	forecast	is	over	by	3%	in	a	
month,	that	is	generally	within	acceptable	tolerance.			In	other	words,	it	is	as	likely	that	the	next	month	
may	be	under	forecast	(statistically)	as	it	would	be	over	forecast.		If	a	forecaster	increases	the	forecast	
by	3%	and	the	next	month	is	under	(say	by	3%	of	the	original	forecast	or	6%	from	the	revised	forecast),	
they	will	make	another	adjustment.		This	adjustment	will	likely	create	another	adjustment	and	so	on.		In	
this	scenario,	forecast	accuracy	declines.		Worse,	it	creates	unnecessary	adjustments	in	operations	
which	has	negative	impact	on	costs	and	possibly	employee	satisfaction.	
	
The	response	model	should	be	updated	with	actual	volume	and	driver	information	when	it	becomes	
available	(both	forecasted	and	actual).		Response	rates,	response	delays,	day	of	week	factors,	and	
holiday	factors	should	be	adjusted	whenever	the	forecast	variations	occur	over	a	consistent	period	of	
time.	
	
Dependent	forecasts	should	be	updated	with	actual	volume	information	when	it	becomes	available.		
The	dependent	factor	should	be	adjusted	when	the	forecast	accuracy	is	out	of	bounds.	
	
Measuring	Contact	Forecast	Accuracy	
It	is	easy	to	become	lost	when	speaking	qualitatively	about	forecast	accuracy.		An	objective,	quantitative	
measure	must	be	applied	to	determine	which	forecast	accuracy	is	best.		Best,	meaning	most	accurate.		
For	the	less	accurate	a	contact	forecast	is,	the	less	efficient	it	is	to	obtain	service	level	goals.	
	
Everyone	has	their	own	forecasting	methodology	that	they	have	used	and	refined	over	time.		While	
WFM	systems	standardized	staff	planning,	there	is	no	generally	accepted	system	or	process	used	
consistently	across	contact	centers	(yes,	WFM	systems	have	volume	forecasting	modules,	but	these	
tend	to	be	rudimentary,	at	best).		There	are	often	arguments	on	whose	forecasting	system	is	best.		
Forecasting	methods	may	vary	based	on	industry.		When	comparing	forecasting	methods,	however,	
there	is	an	objective	way	to	determine	what	method	is	most	accurate.	
	
Forecast	accuracy	is	best	measured	by	calculating	the	absolute	variance	to	forecast	on	a	predetermined	
interval	basis.		A	predetermined	interval	may	be	30	minutes,	a	day,	or	some	other	time	period.		Forecast	
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accuracy	may	be	measured	on	more	than	one	interval	type	(say	30	minutes	for	an	RTA	group	and	day	for	
a	forecasting	group).		I	do	not	recommend	using	a	straight	variance	(not	using	absolute	value)	because	
when	measured	across	multiple	intervals,	the	over	and	under	forecasts	can	cancel	one	another	out	
making	the	forecast	appear	more	accurate	than	it	is.		The	purpose	of	measuring	forecast	accuracy	is	to	
obtain	a	measure	of	how	the	forecast	is	impacting	overall	operational	performance	(service	level	and	
occupancy).		The	less	accurate	the	forecast,	the	poorer	the	operational	relationship	between	those	two	
metrics.	
	
For	example,	let’s	take	two	days	with	the	same	contact	volume.		If	day	one	is	10%	over	forecast	and	day	
two	is	10%	under	forecast,	not	using	an	absolute	variance	would	make	the	forecast	look	perfect	(100%	
accurate,	or	0%	variance	to	forecast).		Really,	forecast	accuracy	is	90%,	or	10%	varied	from	forecast.	
	
The	recommended	way	to	measure	forecast	accuracy	is	to	take	one	minus	the	absolute	value	of	one	
minus	the	interval	variance	(actual	divided	by	forecast)	and	weighting	that	against	the	forecasted	
volume	by	interval	and	across	the	intervals.		The	formula	is	as	follows:	
	

	
	
The	example	below	illustrates	the	calculation	as	well	as	the	comparison	of	variance	(actual	minus	
forecast	divided	by	forecast)	and	forecast	accuracy	(the	same	forecasted	volume	is	used	for	simplicity):	
	

	
	
Note	that,	although	the	variance	over	the	10	days	is	0.0%,	the	forecast	accuracy	is	96.4%,	meaning	the	
average	variance	is	3.6%	per	interval.		This	is	a	more	accurate	representation	of	the	impact	of	forecast	
accuracy	on	the	operation.	
	
Forecast	Accuracy	Objectives	
This	is	all	helpful	information,	but	the	next	question	is	how	to	establish	objectives	based	on	interval.		
Clearly,	this	will	vary	by	industry.		There	are	some	industries	that	are	highly	predictive	(e.g.,	hospitality)	
while	others	may	be	more	variable	(e.g.,	some	e-commerce	groups).		The	guidelines	here	are	meant	to	
be	instructive,	but	not	prescriptive.			

Forecasted	
Volume

Actual	
Volume

Variance
Forecast	
Accurcay

100,000						 90,000								 -10.0% 90.0%
100,000						 95,000								 -5.0% 95.0%
100,000						 105,000						 5.0% 95.0%
100,000						 110,000						 10.0% 90.0%
100,000						 100,000						 0.0% 100.0%
100,000						 99,000								 -1.0% 99.0%
100,000						 98,000								 -2.0% 98.0%
100,000						 101,000						 1.0% 99.0%
100,000						 102,000						 2.0% 98.0%
100,000						 100,000						 0.0% 100.0%

1,000,000			 1,000,000			 0.0% 96.4%
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• Over	the	period	of	a	month,	daily	forecast	accuracy	should	be	92%	or	better	for	the	average	
contact	group	and	94%	or	better	for	world-class	groups.		While	every	month	may	not	attain	this	
objective,	over	the	period	of	a	year	(a	normal	performance	measurement	period),	these	
objectives	should	be	attained.	

• For	a	30-minute	interval	objective,	forecast	accuracy	over	the	period	of	a	month	should	be	80%	
or	better	for	an	average	contact	group	and	85%	or	better	for	world-class	performance.			

• An	additional,	or	alternative	measure,	would	be	to	identify	the	number	of	intervals	exceeding	a	
threshold.		For	example:	

o Daily	forecast	accuracy	to	exceed	94%	over	80%	of	days	over	the	measurement	period	
(minimum	one	month).	

o 30-minute	interval	forecast	accuracy	to	exceed	85%	over	80%	of	the	intervals	over	the	
measurement	period.	

	
The	same	approach	can	be	taken	with	AHT.		Call	volume	and	AHT	combine	to	create	workload	and	
therefore,	have	the	same	impact	on	service	level	and	occupancy	performance	(in	other	words,	a	10%	
variance	in	AHT	has	the	same	impact	as	a	10%	variance	in	volume).		While	operational	teams	are	
normally	responsible	for	forecasting	AHT	(taking	into	account	operational	changes,	including	new	hires),	
the	same	metrics	can	be	created	for	teams	responsible	for	AHT	forecasting.	
	
Achieving	these	metrics	results	in	teams	supporting	the	best	operational	performance	in	service	level	
and	occupancy.		Likewise,	variances	from	forecasts	can	be	used	to	determine	the	impact	of	teams	on	
operational	performance	levels.	
	
Determining	Impacts	on	Service	Level	and	Occupancy	Performance	
As	shown	at	the	beginning	of	this	chapter,	service	level	and	occupancy	performance	are	driven	by	a	
number	of	factors:	

• Contact	(volume)	Forecast	Accuracy	
• AHT	Forecast	Accuracy	
• Line	Adherence	

o Schedule	Efficiency	
o Schedule	Adherence	

• Real	Time	Adjustments	
	
These	measures	are	often	applied	to	different	groups	in	different	reporting	structures.		Without	a	
planned	analytical	approach	in	advance,	it	is	often	difficult	to	determine	what	drove	the	operational	
performance	of	the	site.		For	example:	

• If	service	level	is	missed	due	to	AHT,	the	operational	team	(responsible	for	AHT)	will	state	that	
AHT	increased	due	to	occupancy	(agents	self-regulating	the	pace	at	which	they	work).	

• If	service	level	is	missed	with	volume	offered	being	high	(but	answered	volume	is	on	target),	the	
forecasting	team	will	likely	blame	operations	for	not	having	the	right	people	in	the	right	place.	

	
In	other	words,	teams	will	often	place	the	blame	at	the	feet	of	others	to	exonerate	themselves	for	any	
operational	issues.		Therefore,	a	quantitative	approach	to	assess	the	impact	of	metrics	on	service	level	
(and	occupancy)	should	be	used	to	identify	contributors.		I	say	contributors	because	there	may	be	more	
than	one	contributor	to	any	variation	in	service	level.		It	is	important	that	leadership	have	an	objective	
approach	by	which	to	address	issues.	
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My	recommendation	is	to	run	a	regression	analysis	across	a	large	number	of	days	associating	contact	
accuracy	(note	that	a	separate	assessment	for	any	abandoned	contact	is	included),	AHT	accuracy,	and	
line	adherence	(assuming	schedule	efficiency	is	constant)	to	determine	the	influence	of	each	element	on	
service	level	(Real	Time	Adjustments	is	not	a	metric,	but	a	process	that	influences	the	other	metrics	and	
is	not	included).			
	
The	following	is	an	example	of	the	output	of	a	theoretical	regression	analysis	for	a	particular	queue:	
	

	
	
A	few	things	to	note	here:	

• The	positive	or	negative	value	of	the	weights	should	reflect	their	contribution	to	service	level.		
For	example,	higher	AHT	will	negatively	impact	service	level	while	higher	staff	delivery	would	
positively	impact	service	level.	

• The	forecast	for	the	staffing	forecast	is	what	was	forecasted	where	the	forecasted	contact	
volume	and	AHT	should	have	prescribed	(from	the	forecasted	column).	

• While	each	element	has	their	own	impact	on	service	level,	staffing	measures	should	have	the	
same	weight,	and	AHT	and	answered	contact	volume	should	have	the	same	weight	(since	AHT	
and	answered	volume	determine	workload).	

• Abandoned	contacts	contribute	to	service	level	on	a	one-to-one	basis	(one	point	in	additional	
abandon	rate	contributes	one	point	to	lost	service	level).	

• Although	done	with	a	mathematical	basis,	not	every	day	will	the	projected	service	level	be	the	
same	as	the	actual	service	level.		The	difference	is	noted	as	the	unexplained	variance	(variance	
that	cannot	be	explained	in	the	regression	model).		This	number	should	remain	relatively	small.	

	
These	numbers	can	be	used	to	place	a	weight	on	the	WFM	and	operations	teams	to	determine	how	
much	each	team	is	responsible	for	service	level	variations.			
	

Day	1 Forecast Actual Variance Weight Impact
Staffing	Forecasted	(hrs) 2,075 2,083 0.40% -1.0 -0.4%
Staff	Delivered	(hrs) 2,075 2,050 -1.20% 1.0 -1.2%
Line	Adherence 85% 83% -2.00% 0.5 -1.0%
AHT 600 610 1.67% -2.0 -3.3%
Answered	Contacts 10,000 10,100 1.00% -2.0 -2.0%
Abandoned	Contacts 3.0% 3.3% 0.30% -1.0 -0.3%
Total	Impact -8.2%
Service	Level	Objective 85.0%
Projected	Service	Level 76.8%
Actual	Service	Level 78.0%
Difference	(Unexplained	Variance) 1.2%
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This	approach	streamlines	conversations	regarding	service	level	variations	while	providing	a	construct	to	
hold	teams	responsible	for	performance	metric	under	their	control.	
	
Also	note,	this	information	can	be	used	to	forecast	service	level	when	teams	are	unable	to	meet	staffing	
levels	needed	to	attain	targeted	service	level.		For	example,	if	staffing	is	short	due	to	a	freeze	on	hiring,	a	
question	will	be	asked	as	to	the	impact	on	service	level	(better	yet,	communicated	when	the	hiring	
freeze	is	determined).		If	staffing	is	5%	too	low,	and	the	impact	is	1	point	of	service	level	per	point	of	
staffing	miss,	then	the	answer	is	easy	(5-point	drop	in	service	level	attainment).		Ratios	will	vary	
depending	on	the	regression	but	arriving	at	the	answer	is	the	same.	
	
A	Quick	Note	on	Equivalent	Volume	
One	consistent	conversation	on	measuring	forecast	accuracy	is	whether	to	use	offered	volumes	or	
answered	volumes.		My	answer	is	neither.		I	use	the	term	equivalent	contacts	to	estimate	the	one-time	
customers	reaching	out	to	contact	the	company.		This	calculation	takes	into	account	the	abandoned	
contacts	and	the	likelihood	that	the	same	customer	who	abandoned	will	reach	out	again.		
	
Equivalent	contacts	are	used	for	two	purposes:	

• Forecasting	contact	volumes.		Using	equivalent	contacts	increases	the	accuracy	of	forecasts	by	
removing	the	impact	of	high	abandon	periods	(which	would	drive	higher	forecasted	volumes).		
Forecasted	offered	and	answered	volumes	can	be	calculated	from	equivalent	contacts.	

• Accurately	measuring	forecast	accuracy.		Using	equivalent	contacts	more	accurately	depicts	the	
volume	that	was	actually	available	rather	than	offered	(which	may	overstate	it)	or	answered	
(which	may	understate	it).	

	
The	following	table	provide	an	illustration	of	the	impact	of	retry	rates	on	offered	and	answered	volumes	
(maintaining	a	constant	equivalent	contact	volume)	
	

Impact
Reweight	
Impact

Contribution

Forecasting	Team
Staffing	Forecasted	(hrs) -0.4% -0.4% 5.1%
Answered	Contacts -2.0% -1.8% 25.2%
Total	Forecasting	Team -2.4% -2.1% 30.2%
Operations	Team
Staff	Delivered	(hrs) -1.2% -1.1% 15.2%
Line	Adherence -1.0% -0.9% 12.6%
AHT -3.3% -2.9% 42.0%
Total	Operations	Team -5.5% -4.9% 69.8%
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While	a	2%	variance	from	forecast	does	not	appear	significant,	higher	abandon	rates	can	have	a	more	
significant	impact.		The	following	illustrates	the	impact	on	equivalent	contacts	holding	offered	and	
answered	contacts	constant	and	varying	the	retry	rate.	
	

	
	
Retry	rates	will	vary	by	contact	type	and	industry.		For	example,	utilities	have	very	high	retry	rates	(in	
the	90%	ballpark)	in	repair	since	they	are	the	only	contacts	for	customers	and	repairs	are	in	need	of	an	
issue	being	addressed.		Highly	competitive	industries	(e.g.,	catalog	or	e-commerce	clothing)	have	lower	
retry	rates	in	sales	(in	the	60%	ballpark	given	there	are	other	companies	offering	very	similar	products).			
	
The	formula	to	calculate	equivalent	contacts	follows.		It	takes	into	account	the	probability	that	an	
abandoned	contact	will	attempt	a	contact	again.		I	take	it	through	5	iterations,	after	which	incremental	
volumes	are	minimal.	

	
	
This	formula	was	tested	against	similar	work	by	Bell	Laboratories	(who	were	calculating	the	impact	of	
blocked	calls	in	the	network)	and	produced	the	same	results.	
	
Some	think	that	using	equivalent	contact	volumes	in	modeling	is	an	unnecessary	step.		While	I	
understand	that	perspective,	the	objective	of	driving	the	best	service	level	and	occupancy	performance	
requires	the	most	accurate	contact	forecast.		Using	equivalent	contacts	removes	statistical	noise	from	
the	forecast,	improving	forecast	accuracy,	thereby	improving	operational	results.		And,	frankly,	the	
effort	to	calculate	equivalent	contacts	is	minimal	given	once	it	is	entered	into	a	spreadsheet,	it	self-
calculates.		The	best	forecasters	are	the	ones	that	take	the	extra	step	to	remove	statistical	noise	to	drive	
the	best	forecast	accuracy.	

Offered 
Contacts

Answered 
Contacts

Abandon 
Contacts

Equivalent 
Contacts

Retry Rate Ans v Eq 
Contacts

9,529 9,052 5% 9,100 90% -0.53%
9,479 9,005 5% 9,100 80% -1.05%
9,455 8,982 5% 9,100 75% -1.32%
9,430 8,959 5% 9,100 70% -1.58%
9,406 8,935 5% 9,100 65% -1.84%
9,381 8,912 5% 9,100 60% -2.11%

Offered 
Contacts

Answered 
Contacts

Abandon 
Contacts

Equivalent 
Contacts

Retry Rate Ans v Eq 
Contacts

10,000 9,000 10% 9,100 90% -1.11%
10,000 9,000 10% 9,200 80% -2.22%
10,000 9,000 10% 9,250 75% -2.78%
10,000 9,000 10% 9,300 70% -3.33%
10,000 9,000 10% 9,350 65% -3.89%
10,000 9,000 10% 9,400 60% -4.44%
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Staff	Forecasting	
Accurately	forecasting	your	FTE	requirements	for	input	into	your	WMF	system	has	both	qualitative	and	
quantitative	benefits.		Qualitative	benefits	include:	

• Stability	in	the	contact	center		
o Less	distraction	for	leaders	so	they	can	focus	on	core	responsibilities	
o Eliminate	the	experience	of	high	occupancy	times	in	an	agents’	day	

• High	employee	morale	
o The	ability	to	deliver	training,	meetings,	coaching,	breaks,	and	other	offline	activities	to	

agents	as	scheduled	(without	cancelations	or	rescheduling)	
o A	consistent	cadence	of	contact	volume	and	workload	through	the	day	

• The	ability	to	predict,	and	plan	ahead	(for	hiring,	events,	and	the	like)	
• Increased	executive	confidence	in	forecasts	

	
Of	course,	the	direct	quantitative	benefits	are	higher	service	level	and	occupancy	leading	to	both	higher	
customer	satisfaction	and	cost	effectiveness	of	the	team.		Indirect	quantitative	benefits	stem	from	
having	a	more	stable	environment,	including	higher	first	call	resolution	(FCR),	lower	transfer	rates,	and	
higher	sales	and	customer	retention	rates.	
	
The	areas	of	staff	forecasting	categories	used	here	(there	are	many	ways	to	break	these	out,	these	three	
are	chosen	here)	include:		

• Operational	planning	(including	allocation	contact	allocation)	
• Productive	time	planning	and	assumptions	
• Unproductive	Time	planning	at	the	sites	
• Staffing	plan	(scheduling,	training	plans,	etc.)	

	
Each	area	is	covered	in	more	detail	in	the	following	sections.	
	
Operational	Planning	
While	staff	group	allocation	planning	is	often	thought	about	at	the	end	of	the	forecasting	process,	the	
logical	step	is	right	after	contact	volume	has	been	forecasted.		Note	that	these	steps	are	not	linear,	but	
interdependent	(in	other	words,	a	change	in	handling	time	assumptions	changes	capacity,	as	does	a	
change	in	unproductive	assumptions	or	hiring	and/or	turnover	assumptions).	The	steps	are:	

1. Contact	Forecast:	Outlined	in	the	prior	section.	
2. Allocations:	Determine	the	staff	groups	that	will	handle	each	contact	type	and	the	method	by	

which	contact	types	will	be	allocated	(each	group	being	allocated	a	percentage	of	contacts,	
contacts	routed	based	on	availability	of	staff,	or	priority	routing	with	some	staff	groups	receiving	
calls	before	others).		Note	that	allocation	methodologies	increase	in	complexity	as	the	number	
of	contacts	routed	to	staff	groups	increases	and	when	staff	groups	do	not	have	the	same	contact	
handling	profile	(all	staff	groups	do	not	handle	the	same	contact	types).	

3. FTE	Forecasts:	Apply	assumptions	to	each	staff	group:	
a. AHT:	Defined	as	talk	time,	plus	hold	time,	plus	wrap	time.		The	first	step	is	to	apply	a	base	

(tenured	agent)	AHT.		Formulas	should	then	be	established	to	adjust	the	total	AHT	to	blend	
the	impact	of	new	hires	with	the	base	AHT.			

b. Service	Objectives:	Every	company	has	service	objectives,	which	are	expressed	in	terms	of	
percentage	of	contacts	answered	in	a	certain	time	period.		Commonly,	in	call	centers,	such	
objectives	look	like	90%	in	30	seconds	(common	in	the	telecom	industry),	80%	in	20	seconds	
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(common	in	hospitality),	or	80%	in	120	seconds	(common	in	technology).		Chat	contact	
types	are	similar	to	call	centers.		Groups	responding	to	SMS	requests	may	have	a	longer	
timeframe.		Email	groups	generally	measure	their	response	time	in	hours	(or,	sometimes,	
days).	

c. Forecasting	and	Staffing	Efficiency	(FSE)	Factor:	Since	Erlang	C	(the	basis	of	forecasting	
staffing	needs	for	targeted	service	levels)	was	developed	for	telephone	line	sizing,	it	must	be	
adjusted	to	accurately	forecast	required	resources.		This	is	done	through	this	factor.		As	
noted	at	the	beginning	of	this	chapter,	higher	FSE’s	produce	better	results	(higher	service	
levels	and/or	occupancies	using	the	same	resources.	Establishing	an	FSE	for	a	contact	type	
will	be	reviewed	later	in	this	chapter.	

d. Scheduled	Staff:	Determining	scheduled	staff	is	straightforward.		At	the	point	that	the	
forecast	begins,	enter	the	scheduled	staff	at	that	time.		Normally,	forecasts	are	for	existing	
staff	groups,	so	a	simple	count	of	people	is	all	that	is	necessary.		Going	forward,	new	hire	
plans	and	turnover	will	determine	the	scheduled	staff.	

e. Unproductive	Time:	Unproductive	time	is	defined	as	time	that	agents	are	not	in	a	productive	
state	(involved	with	a	contact,	wrapping	up	work	from	a	contact	and	in	an	unavailable	state,	
and	waiting	for	a	contact	to	arrive).		Unproductive	time	can	be	planned	(included	in	an	
agent’s	schedule)	or	unplanned	(such	as	absences).		For	purposes	of	this	document,	
unproductive	time	will	be	separated	into	two	areas:	
i. Work	Site:	These	are	activities	that	occur	in	the	workplace.		They	include	breaks,	training,	

coaching,	projects,	new	hire	training,	nesting,	and	other	similar	activities.		While	these	
activities	normally	take	place	at	the	site	of	the	staff	group,	they	may	occur	in	a	different	
site	(e.g.,	offsite	training).		

ii. Offsite:	Categories	of	offsite	time	include	absence	(paid,	unpaid,	leave	of	absence,	
FMLA),	vacation,	holiday,	and	any	time	that	is	paid	or	unpaid	where	the	agent	is	not	at	a	
work	site.	
- Paid	Offsite	Time:	It	is	important,	for	financial	forecasting	purposes	to	separate	

paid	and	unpaid	offsite	time.		Paid	offsite	time	include	(but	are	not	limited	to)	paid	
absence,	vacation,	and	holidays.	

- Unpaid	Offsite	Time:	This	category	accounts	for	time	that	an	agent	is	scheduled,	
but	(1)	they	are	not	at	the	work	site,	and	(2)	they	are	not	paid	for	that	time.		This	
may	include	unpaid	absence,	long	term	disability,	and	other	unpaid	time.	

iii. Lost	Time:	Like	balancing	a	checkbook,	scheduled	hours	must	be	balanced	with	actual	
hours.		When	this	is	done,	there	is	always	a	(hopefully)	small	difference	between	the	
hours	that	were	tracked	and	the	hours	that	were	scheduled.		These	are	referred	to	as	
lost	time	hours.		Lost	time	hours	normally	are	small	(in	the	1.0-1.5%	range)	but	may	be	
higher	in	some	sites.	

f. Turnover	Assumptions:	Every	staff	group	has	turnover,	and	inclusion	of	turnover	
assumptions	is	critical	in	planning.		Without	it,	staff	group	resources	will	be	overstated.		
Turnover	should	be	separated	into	new	hire	training	turnover,	new	hire	ramp	turnover	(the	
period	of	time	when	new	agents	are	improving	their	skills	to	those	of	more	tenured	agents),	
and	tenured	turnover.		However,	categories	are	broken	out,	they	should	accurately	reflect	
the	impact	on	scheduled	staff.	

g. Hiring	Plan:	A	new	hire	plan	is	used	to	adjust	staff	upward	to	meet	resource	demands.		
Hiring	plans	help	balance	the	resource	need	(driven	by	contact	volume,	AHT,	and	
unproductive	time)	and	scheduled	staff.		Plans	for	new	hires	include	their	training	time,	
nesting	time,	and	learning	curve.		New	hires	should	be	planned	at	a	length	of	time	that	
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accommodates	both	their	time	in	training	and	the	time	It	will	take	them	to	contribute	to	
meeting	the	productive	demand	(normally	2	weeks	after	training	is	complete).	

4. WFM	System	Inputs:		
	

	
	
A	key	step	in	operational	planning	is	identifying	which	staff	groups	will	handle	the	forecasted	contact	
volume.		The	term	staff	group	is	used	here	purposely,	and	not	site.		A	site	is	a	physical	location	that	may	
contain	one	or	more	staff	groups.		A	staff	group	is	not	limited	to	a	physical	site	(although	it	may	be)	and	
is	a	group	of	agents	who	are	scheduled	as	a	unit	(these	could	be	work	at	home	agents	or	virtual	agents	
at	different	sites).			

	
Staff	Planning	
Better	FTE	forecasting	translates	to	lower	variability	in	workload	leading	to	higher	occupancy-service	
level	performance.		The	chart	below	illustrates	an	example	of	the	typical	improvement	experienced	by	
contact	centers	when	they	implement	short	and	long-term	FTE	forecasting	tools	described	in	this	article.		
(Note	that	the	curve	is	specific	to	a	given	contact	center	profile.		While	the	shape	of	the	curve	for	your	
contact	center	may	vary,	the	general	relationship	and	the	savings	potential	are	similar).	
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An	accurate	contact	forecast	is	imperative,	but	it	is	only	the	start	of	driving	great	operational	
performance.			

	
An	accurate	average	handling	time	(AHT)	forecast	is	just	as	important	as	a	contact	forecast	(remember	
that	we	are	really	staffing	to	handle	total	workload,	which	is	contact	volume	times	handling	time).		In	
addition,	determining	the	productive	time	required	(the	time	agents	need	to	be	available	to	handle	
contacts),	and	unproductive	time	are	additional	elements	that	are	required.		
		

	
When	used	here,	the	word	forecast	here	refers	to	forecasting	contact	volumes	and	FTE	requirements	
both	daily	to	long-term	(months	and	years).		In	fact,	the	long-term	forecasts	are	simply	rolled	up	daily	
forecasts.		The	forecasting	methods	employed	here	provide	the	best	impact	when	used	as	inputs	into	
your	WFM	system.		More	accurate	inputs	into	your	WFM	system	cause	improved	intra-day	performance.	
	
Forecasting	FTE	requirements	can	be	as	quite	accurate,	assuming	you	are	willing	to	spend	the	time	to	
understand	the	dynamics	within	your	operational	processes.		Specific	challenges	faced	when	developing	
an	accurate	FTE	forecast	include:	
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• Accurately	determining	the	contact	volumes	assigned	to	skill	groups	based	on	dynamic	routing	
of	contacts.	

• Accurately	determining	service	level	goals	for	a	skill	group	when	contacts	types	have	different	
service	level	objectives	within	the	skill	group.	

• Accurately	determining	AHT	based	on	a	dynamic	mix	of	contacts,	each	with	its	own	AHT,	and	the	
application	of	new	hire	learning	curves	to	each	contact	type.	

• Accurately	determining	occupancy	goals	based	on	the	above.	
• Accurately	determining	slippage	requirements	based	on	the	interrelationship	between	slippage	

categories	(e.g.,	vacation	time	and	breaks).	
• Automatically	determining	undertime	and	overtime	requirements	to	meet	service	goals	and	

operational	requirements	and	including	this	time	in	the	recalculation	of	slippage.	
	
Unproductive	Time	Planning	
Unproductive	time	is	any	time	that	is	scheduled	to	be	away	from	the	productive	position	(phone,	chat,	
social	media,	et	al).		This	time	must	be	accounted	for	when	determining	overall	staffing	needs,	be	they	
paid	or	unpaid.		Unproductive	time	may	also	be	known	as	shrinkage.	
	
One	area	that	is	included	in	unproductive	time	is	a	category	called	lost	time	(some	call	it	slippage).		This	
is	a	plug	number	that	is	used	to	balance	paid	time	(from	payroll)	and	tracked	time	(from	the	WFM	
system).			
	
On-Site	Unproductive	Time	
On	site	unproductive	time	is	always	paid	time.		Typical	categories	include	breaks,	team	meetings,	
coaching,	information	sessions,	and	training.		Typical	time	allocations	for	on-site	unproductive	time	are	
included	in	the	financial	section.	
	
Off-Site	Unproductive	Time	
As	the	name	suggests,	off-site	unproductive	time	is	time	outside	of	work	that	may	be	paid	or	unpaid.		
This	includes	company	holidays,	vacation,	floating	holidays,	and	absence.		Off-site	unproductive	time	is	
separated	from	on-site	unproductive	time	because	off-site	unproductive	time	impacts	on-site	
unproductive	time	planning.		For	example,	if	someone	is	out	on	vacation,	they	will	not	participate	in	
team	meetings	or	coaching.		Therefore,	when	calculating	on-site	unproductive	time	needs	(which	are	
based	on	headcount	on	a	particular	day),	the	number	of	people	out	of	the	office	on	off-site	
unproductive	time	must	be	removed	from	the	on-site	unproductive	time	need.	
	
Overtime	and	Undertime	
Overtime	and	undertime	are	used	for	the	following	purposes:	

• Overtime	and	undertime	are	used	to	supplement	permanent	headcount	to	avoid	seasons	of	
overstaffing	or	understaffing.				For	example,	if	August	is	a	peak	volume	month,	staffing	needs	
may	be	10%	higher	than	the	prior	and	following	month.		Assuming	turnover	is	well	under	10%,	
staffing	to	the	10%	higher	need	in	August	would	create	an	overstaffing	in	the	following	month.		
Overtime	can	be	used	to	meet	the	staffing	need	while	avoiding	overstaffing	in	subsequent	
months.		The	same	logic	holds	true	for	understaffing.	

• Overtime	and	undertime	are	used	to	address	short-term	variations	from	forecasted	needs.		
Volume	forecasts	are	essentially	predictions	of	human	behavior	and	business	activities.		
Therefore,	unexpected	variations	occur.		Overtime	and	undertime	are	used	to	address	these	
variations	to	maintain	a	consistent	customer	experience.	
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• Overtime	and	undertime	can	be	used	to	increase	the	efficiency	of	operations	within	a	planned	
day.		If	schedule	efficiency	is,	for	example,	92%	it	suggests	that	there	are	times	of	the	day	where	
there	is	additional	staffing	not	needed	or	when	more	staffing	is	needed.		While	unproductive	
time	plans	may	fill	in	many	of	the	gaps,	they	may	not	address	all	the	areas.		Overtime	and	
undertime	(recommended	to	be	voluntary)	can	be	used	to	improve	operational	efficiency.	

	
Overtime	and	undertime	should	be	used	sparingly,	when	possible,	and	communicated	clearly	as	to	the	
purpose	with	the	front-line	staff.		Otherwise,	it	can	appear	the	business	is	not	well	managed	which	could	
decrease	confidence	within	the	team	(leading	to	lower	people	satisfaction	scores	and	higher	turnover).		
As	a	general	rule,	overtime	and	undertime	should	be	3%	or	less	on	an	annual	basis.	
	
The	Planning	Schematic	
The	modeling	of	these	various	components	is	illustrated	in	the	following	graphic.	
	

	
	
The	interrelationships	between	these	various	components	can	be	modeled	within	Excel,	however,	Excel	
has	some	limitations	in	its	ability	to	model	more	complex	behavior	(e.g.,	routing).			
	
Automated	forecasting	systems	provide	a	distinct	advantage	in	creating	more	accurate	FTE	forecasts.		
They	can	simulate	the	complexities	of	the	routing	complexities,	skill	group	variables	(e.g.,	AHT,	service	
levels)	and	slippage	interrelationships.		More	information	relating	to	Destination	Excellence’s	solution	
will	be	presented	in	next	month’s	newsletter.	
	
Chat	Staff	Forecasting	
Chat	volume	forecasting	is	the	same	as	any	contact	forecasting.		The	difference	is	in	staff	planning,	
where	chat	staff	planning	requires	the	consideration	of	concurrency.		For	purposes	here:	

• AHT	is	the	time	active	on	a	chat.		If	a	team	member	is	handling	more	than	one	chat,	each	chat	
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has	their	own	AHT.	
• Duration	is	the	time	a	front-line	team	member	is	active	on	at	least	one	chat.			
• Concurrency	is	defined	as	the	average	number	of	chats	handled	by	a	front-line	team	member	

while	they	were	on	at	least	one	chat.		Concurrency	is	defined	as	duration	divided	by	AHT.		The	
chart	below	provides	an	example	of	two	chats	occurring	and	their	AHT	and	concurrency.		Note	
that	any	one-minute	interval	the	sum	of	AHT	for	both	chats	does	not	exceed	1.	

	

	
	
When	forecasting	staffing	needs	for	chat	groups,	the	AHT	and	volume	can	be	used.		Since	chat	groups	
are	more	efficient	(due	to	concurrency),	a	higher	forecasting	and	staffing	efficiency	factor	(FSE)	can	be	
used	(a	description	of	which	is	in	a	following	section).		The	chat	FSE	may	be	2-6	points	higher	than	a	
phone	queue.	
	
Social	Media	Staff	Forecasting	
Like	chat	forecasting,	although	social	media	is	different	in	its	staff	planning,	contact	forecasting	is	the	
same	as	described.		Social	media	may	be	synchronous	or	asynchronous,	but	either	approach	does	not	
impact	the	volume	forecasting	method.	
	
For	the	staffing	forecast,	social	media	staff	forecasting	is	like	email	staff	forecasting,	assuming	the	
response	time	required	(service	level)	is	measured	in	hours.		Otherwise,	if	response	time	(service	level)	
is	measured	like	chat	teams,	the	same	approach	used	for	chat	staff	forecasting	would	be	used.	
	
Measuring	Staffing	Efficiency	
	
Quick	Discussion	on	Erlang	C	
If	you	had	any	time	working	in	WFM,	you	have	heard	the	term	Erlang	C.		I	thought	it	would	be	helpful	
here	just	to	mention	a	few	things	about	the	use	of	Erlang	C	for	some	context	as	staff	planning	is	
reviewed.	
	
Erlang	C	was	developed	in	the	early	1900s	and	was	used	to	determine	the	number	of	phone	lines	
needed	(note,	this	is	different	than	Erlang	B,	which	is	used	for	access	capacity	and	is	not	discussed	here).		
It	has	been	used	by	network	engineers	for	over	a	century	and	has	been	found	to	be	highly	accurate.		It	
uses	statistical	probability	(Poisson	Distribution)	to	determine	the	number	of	phone	lines	needed	given	
volume,	handling	time,	and	service	objectives.		It	can	also	be	reverse	engineered	to	determine	service	

Time	Interval	-> 8:00 8:01 8:02 8:03 8:04 8:05 8:06 8:07 8:08 8:09 8:10 8:11 8:12 8:13 8:14 8:15 8:16 8:17 Total

Chat	1
Duration 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13

Agent	Handle	Time 1 0.8 0 0 0.5 1 1 0.1 0.8 0.5 0.7 1 1 8.4

Agent	Interaction	Flow	Between	Chat	1	and	Chat	2:		(Handle	Time	accumulators	turn	on	and	off	based	on	which	chat	is	in	precense	within	the	Agent	Console)
Chat	1

Chat	2

Chat	2
Duration 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 15

Agent	Handle	Time 0.2 1 1 0.5 0 0 0.9 0.2 0.5 0.3 0 0 1 1 1 7.6

Total Average
Duration	for	the	Period 28 14
Agent	Handle	Time	for	the	Period 16 8
Concurrency 1.75 1.75
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levels	with	given	inputs.	
	
Erlang	C	was	adapted	for	contact	centers	as	its	philosophy	is	generally	the	same,	substituting	front-line	
team	members	for	telephone	lines.		The	formula,	though,	requires	a	factor	to	consider	that	front-line	
people	don’t	act	like	phone	lines.		Front-line	people	don’t	have	perfect	adherence	(aren’t	where	they	
always	need	to	be)	which	causes	the	resulting	service	level	to	fall	below	that	of	Erlang	C	pure	estimates,	
meaning	more	people	are	needed	than	a	straight	Erlang	calculation	would	suggest.	
	
Most	staffing	forecasts	utilize	a	factor	to	account	for	this	fact.		In	this	book,	we	use	something	called	the	
Forecasting	and	Staffing	Efficiency	(FSE)	factor.		The	FSE	factor	will	vary	by	contact	type	and	company	
and	can	be	calculated	by	reviewing	historical	service	level	and	occupancy	performance.		The	
	
The	FSE	Index	creates	a	metric	that	eliminates	the	complexity	of	occupancy	and	service	level	as	metrics,	
mitigates	the	impact	of	outside	forces	on	performance	and	creates	a	simple	single	number	by	which	
everyone	can	evaluate	forecasting	and	staffing	performance.		The	FSE	Index	holds	service	level	as	a	
constant	and	creates	a	measure	of	achieved	service	level	compared	to	the	ideal	world	service	level.		
(Since	service	level	is	the	dependent	variable,	it	is	the	one	held	constant).		So,	The	FSE	Index	is	the	ratio	
of	the	occupancy	achieved	versus	the	occupancy	in	the	ideal	world.		In	other	words,	The	FSE	Index	
measures	the	ability	of	the	forecasting	and	staffing	group	to	achieve	effective	staff	utilization	
independent	of	service	level.			
	

	
So,	to	calculate	the	FSE	Index,	the	first	step	is	to	calculate	the	denominator,	or	the	ideal	occupancy	at	
the	service	level	attained.	
	
Establishing	the	Denominator	for	The	FSE	Index	
Ideal	occupancy	is	defined	as	the	maximum	occupancy	that	can	be	achieved	at	a	given	service	level	
under	ideal	conditions.		These	ideal	conditions	include	no	variation	in	forecasted	contact	volumes,	
staffing	availability	that	meets	staffing	needs	every	half	hour	of	the	day	and	perfect	schedule	adherence.		
After	reading	this	list,	it	is	clear	why	this	is	named	ideal	occupancy.		
	
	Ideal	occupancy	is	determined	by	using	an	Erlang	calculator.		It	is	relatively	easy	to	find	an	Erlang	
calculator.		WFM	companies	normally	maintain	one	on	their	web	sites	and	there	are	other	as	well.			
	
Sometimes	it	is	helpful	to	produce	a	performance	curve	that	is	unique	to	an	operation.		The	
performance	curve	illustrates	the	complex	non-linear	relationship	between	occupancy	and	service	level	
and	helps	with	the	understanding	the	calculation	of	The	FSE	Index.		
	
The	ideal	occupancy-service	level	performance	curve	is	built	by	entering	into	the	Erlang	calculator	the	
number	of	contacts,	hours	of	operation,	service	goal	(e.g.,	calls	to	be	answered	in	20	seconds),	and	
handling	time	for	the	period	of	time	
for	which	you	are	calculating	The	FSE	
Index.		Next,	service	level	
performance	points	are	entered	into	

Efficiency = __Actual Occupancy at Actual Service Level 
         Ideal Occupancy at Actual Service Level 
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the	Erlang	calculator	(e.g.,	78%,	79%,	80%,	etc.).		These	points	and	their	resulting	occupancies	are	placed	
in	a	chart	or	table,	which	defines	the	“ideal”	occupancy-service	level	performance	for	the	time	period	
associated	with	the	input	data.		A	sample	ideal	performance	curve	is	provided	in	the	chart	to	the	right.		
This	information	will	be	used	to	calculate	sample	Efficiencies	in	the	next	section.	
	
Calculating	the	FSE	Index	
With	the	calculation	of	the	denominator	for	The	FSE	Index	complete,	calculating	the	FSE	Index	measure	
is	straightforward.		For	the	purpose	of	our	sample	calculations,	we	will	assume	that	a	contact	center	has	
six	months	of	data	and	that	they	would	like	to	generate	the	FSE	Index	result	for	each	month.		The	
following	table	provides	the	data	points	for	the	six	months	of	actual	occupancy	and	service	level	
performance.		(Note	that	integer	values	have	been	used	for	this	example,	but	greater	precision	can	be	
used	if	so	desired.)	
	

Service	
Level	

Act.	
Occupancy	

Ideal	
Occupancy	

FSE	Index	

28%	 93%	 	 	
53%	 89%	 	 	
74%	 85%	 	 	
78%	 79%	 	 	
78%	 83%	 	 	
80%	 81%	 	 	

	
Next,	the	table	is	filled	in	with	the	ideal	occupancy	for	the	actual	service	levels	attained.		Had	the	
calculations	not	already	been	made	in	the	previous	section,	the	ideal	occupancy	would	be	calculated	by	
taking	the	actual	service	level	for	each	month	and	plugging	that	service	level	into	the	Erlang	calculator	
with	contact	volume,	handling	time	and	operating	hours.		As	a	final	step,	the	actual	occupancy	would	be	
divided	by	the	ideal	occupancy	at	that	service	level	to	calculate	the	FSE	Index.		(For	example,	with	a	
service	level	of	28%,	FSE	Index	=	93%/98%	=	95%.)		The	following	table	is	then	generated	as	a	result	of	
these	calculations.			
	

Service	
Level	

Act.	
Occupancy	

Ideal	
Occupancy	

FSE	Index	

28%	 93%	 98%	 95%	
53%	 89%	 95%	 94%	
74%	 85%	 91%	 93%	
78%	 79%	 90%	 92%	
78%	 83%	 90%	 91%	
80%	 81%	 89%	 93%	

	
Some	contact	centers	may	prefer	to	use	a	monthly	FSE	Index	figure	and	then	create	a	weighted	average	
based	on	workload	(contact	volume	and	handling	time)	for	a	given	time	period.		This	calculation	will	
approximate	the	calculation	of	the	FSE	Index	using	the	whole	period	and	should	be	considered	a	
legitimate	alternative.		This	may	be	a	
preferred	method	if	monthly	figures	
would	likely	align	better	with	
performance	programs	for	
forecasting	and	staffing	groups	and	
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allow	them	to	track	their	progress	through	the	year.	
	

The	six	months	of	actual	performance	have	been	overlaid	on	the	ideal	occupancy-service	level	
performance	curve	developed	from	the	previous	section.		A	graphical	depiction	may	help	groups	
highlight	trends	or	issues	they	may	encounter	when	attempting	to	optimize	The	FSE	Index.			
	
It	should	be	noted	that	the	FSE	Index	performance	will	likely	vary	from	month	to	month,	as	do	other	
metrics.		The	FSE	Index	performance	will	also	vary	between	contact	centers	and	skill	groups,	depending	
on	a	variety	of	controllable	and	non-controllable	factors.		Establishing	FSE	Index	goals	will	be	reviewed	in	
the	following	section.	
	
Establishing	FSE	Index	Goals	
What	is	the	appropriate	FSE	Index	goal	for	your	organization?		For	those	familiar	with	the	establishment	
of	adherence	goals	for	contact	centers,	the	answer	will	be	familiar;	it	depends.	
	
Establishing	the	FSE	Index	target	should	take	into	consideration	two	elements,	historical	FSE	Index	
performance	and	operational	factors.		It	is	often	unreasonable	to	assume	that	a	group	with	a	historical	
FSE	Index	performance	of	85%	could	achieve	95%	performance	within	one	year.		Process	changes	take	
time	and	must	be	implemented	in	a	way	that	maintains	the	stability	of	the	business.		Operational	factors	
for	a	group	including	hours	of	operation,	contact	volumes	and	handling	time	impact	the	ability	to	
achieve	certain	FSE	Index	levels.	
	
So,	rather	than	answering	the	question	directly	and	establishing	FSE	Index	goals	for	every	organization,	
it	is	sufficient	to	reflect	on	our	experience	over	the	years	in	working	with	contact	center	groups	to	
provide	some	general	guides.		The	chart	to	the	right	provides	two	benchmarks	that	companies	will	find	
helpful	to	use	when	establishing	their	FSE	Index	goal.		These	two	benchmarks	are	the	typical	and	the	
best-in-class	performance	(the	third	
line,	the	red	one,	is	the	ideal	and	is	
only	used	for	comparison	purposes	
and	not	for	goal	setting).		In	our	
experience,	a	typical,	or	average,	
contact	center	operation	achieves	an	
average	FSE	Index	of	90%	to	92%	over	
the	course	of	the	year.		Best	in	class	
contact	centers	operations	achieve	an	
average	FSE	Index	of	95%	over	the	
course	of	one	year.		
	
Companies	should	pull	historical	data	and	perform	their	own	analysis	to	determine	what	their	
performance	has	been	and	then	establish	FSE	Index	performance	objectives	for	the	coming	months	and	
year.	
	
Factors	Impacting	the	FSE	Index	
At	this	point,	the	natural	question	is,	“Is	FSE	Index	performance	supposed	to	be	100%?		The	answer	is	no.		
As	with	any	manufacturing	or	service	process,	100%	FSE	Index	performance	is	not	a	reasonable	goal.		
Organizations	must	recognize	that	inefficiencies	will	occur	in	any	process.		It	is	the	job	of	the	forecasting	
and	staffing	group	to	minimize	unwarranted	inefficiencies	while	recognizing	that	these	inefficiencies	will	
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never	be	entirely	eliminated.			
	
The	Erlang	formula	assumes	that	contact	centers	exist	in	a	perfect	world.		That	perfect	world	includes	a	
precise	contact	volume,	attaining	100%	adherence,	and	perfectly	aligned	intra-day	schedules.		Anyone	
who	works	in	the	forecasting	and	staffing	group	knows	that,	although	laudable,	these	goals	are	
unrealistic.		The	next	few	sections	will	provide	a	review	of	the	forecasting	and	staffing	process,	the	
activities	that	take	place	along	each	step	of	the	process,	and	the	elements	that	impact	Efficiency.	
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Too	many	times,	people	believe	if	they	have	a	plan	everything	will	work	out.		In	the	famous	words	of	

Mike	Tyson,	“Everyone	has	a	plan	until	they	get	punched	in	the	
mouth.”		In	the	contact	center,	being	punched	in	the	mouth	could	
be	volume	variations,	absenteeism,	system	issues	driving	AHT,	
unexpected	training	needs	and	so	much	more.		The	key	to	success	is	
to	start	with	planning,	but	to	supplement	with	real	time	

management.	
	
One	of	the	mantras	I	repeated	to	my	teams	(too	often	for	their	preference,	I	am	sure)	is,	“If	you	are	
going	to	meet	your	annual	objectives,	you	need	to	meet	your	monthly	objectives.		If	you	are	going	to	
meet	your	monthly	objectives,	you	must	meet	your	weekly	objectives.		If	you	are	going	to	meet	your	
weekly	objectives,	you	need	to	meet	your	daily	objectives.		If	you	are	going	to	meet	your	daily	objectives,	
you	need	to	meet	your	interval	objectives.”		Obviously,	you	can’t	always	meet	your	objectives	in	every	
interval,	day,	week,	or	even	month.		However,	maintaining	a	discipline	of	monitoring,	communication,	
and	adaptation	has	a	significant	impact	on	overall	results.	
	
The	following	table	provides	a	summary	of	the	ongoing	communication	recommendations	with	each	
area	described	in	more	detail	in	sections	that	follow.	
	
Discipline	 Frequency	of	Communication	
Front-Line	Team	
Members	

Several	times	per	day	monitoring	personal	results,	speaking	with	peers.		Meet	
with	team	leader	at	beginning	of	shift	to	review	and	discuss	prior	day’s	
results.		Meet	with	team	leader	one-on-one	for	coaching.		Attend	regular	
meetings	with	team	(e.g.,	information	sessions	or	team	meetings),	training,	
HR	and	other	support	teams.	

Front-Line	Leaders	 At	least	twice	per	day	with	each	team	member.		Once	at	the	start	of	the	shift	
to	review	prior	day’s	results,	once	during	the	day	to	coach.		Attend	staff	
meeting	to	review	prior	day’s	results,	current	day	action	plans,	and	future	
needs.	

Workforce	
Management	

Ongoing	to	monitor	volume,	AHT,	and	staffing.	Adjust	off	phone	activities,	
request	overtime	and	undertime	to	balance	service	level	and	occupancy.		
Provide	regular	updates	to	site	leadership	through	the	day.		Attend	staff	
meeting	to	review	prior	day’s	results,	current	day	action	plans,	and	future	
needs.	

Technical	(desktop,	
telecom)	

Continually	monitor	system	performance	and	address	issues	as	they	arise.		
Run	end	of	day	reports	and	touch	base	at	the	start	of	every	day	to	review	
prior	day’s	results.	Attend	staff	meeting	to	review	prior	day’s	results,	current	
day	action	plans,	and	future	needs.	

Training	 Meet	as	a	team	at	the	start	of	each	day	to	review	results	(operational,	QA,	
performance	management)	and	identify	opportunities.		Meet	with	front-line	
leaders	as	needed.		Attend	staff	meeting	with	WFM,	technical,	training,	HR,	
and	site	leadership	teams	to	review	prior	day’s	results,	current	day	action	
plans,	and	future	needs.	

 Chapter	14	Real	Time	Management	Chapter	13	-	

Mike Tyson, “Everyone has a 
plan until they get punched 
in the mouth.”  	
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Discipline	 Frequency	of	Communication	
Human	Resources	 Meet	with	team	at	the	start	of	each	day	to	discuss	any	prior	day	issues	and	

action	plans.		Meet	several	times	per	week	with	team.		Attend	staff	meeting	
with	WFM,	technical,	training,	HR,	and	site	leadership	teams	to	review	prior	
day’s	results,	current	day	action	plans,	and	future	needs.	

Site	Leadership	 Hold	staff	meeting	with	front-line	and	support	teams	(WFM,	technical,	
training,	HR)	to	review	prior	day’s	results,	current	day	action	plans,	and	future	
needs.		Provide	projections	for	week,	month,	and	year.		Meet	with	each	
functional	leader	to	review	their	prior	day’s	performance	and	action	plans.		
Meet	regularly	with	teams	outside	the	site	including	peers,	groups	impacting	
the	site,	and	groups	the	site	supports.	

	
Front-Line	Team	Members	
One	of	the	keys	to	maintaining	high	performance	is	reinforcing	the	viewpoint	that	everyone	is	
responsible	for	their	own	results.		Certainly,	there	are	people	and	systems	to	support	individuals,	but	
they	are	ultimately	accountable	for	what	they	produce.		This	is	particularly	relevant	to	front-line	team	
members.			
	
Members	should	always	have	access	to	their	performance	information.		This	includes	historical	
information	as	well	as	intra-day	information	(as	it	may	be	available).		If	front-line	team	member	
evaluations	are	established	in	a	way	that	drives	personal	accountability,	access	to	information	is	critical	
to	support	team	members.		While	coaching	from	leaders	and	support	groups	are	helpful,	team	members	
can	make	real	time	adjustments	when	they	have	real	time	access	to	information.	
	
One	of	the	under-appreciated	elements	of	front-line	team	member	support	is	communication	with	their	
peers.		While	a	team	leader	can	only	be	in	one	place	at	any	given	time,	members	are	surrounded	by	
other	members	of	their	team	who	can	provide	insight	and	coaching	as	well.		It	is	not	unusual	for	team	
members	to	talk	between	customer	contacts	and	they	often	ask	for	others’	insights	into	how	they	can	
approach	a	variety	of	situations.		When	reward	and	compensation	systems	are	established	in	a	way	that	
removes	member	competition	(meaning	suppresses	cooperation	between	team	members),	information	
flows	freely	and	all	members	benefit.		
	
This	communication	also	supports	the	business.		Team	member	are	the	first	to	notice	a	shift	in	the	
market	(e.g.,	competitive	advertising),	common	issues	with	customers	(e.g.,	billing	error),	system	issues	
(e.g.,	slow	response	time),	incorrect	information	(e.g.,	knowledge	management	systems	inaccurate	
recommendations),	and	other	issues.		Sharing	this	information	between	team	members	highlight	issues	
more	quickly	than	a	team	leader	or	others.	
	
Team	members	have	schedule	communications	with	their	team	leader	(e.g.,	team	meetings),	training	
(ongoing	training,	targeted	training),	HR,	and	other	groups.		These	sessions	target	information	that	is	
specific	to	the	job	or	individual	and	should	be	maintained	as	an	important	avenue	for	sharing	
information.	
	
Front-Line	Leaders	
The	role	of	a	front-line	team	leader	is	to	optimize	the	performance	of	each	member	of	their	team.		This	
requires	communication	with	each	team	member	individually	and	collectively.		Individual	team	member	
communication	focuses	on	that	individual’s	requirements,	be	they	performance	or	other	needs.		
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Collective	team	meetings	allow	a	discussion	on	how	to	make	the	whole	team	better.		Better	can	mean	
performance,	but	may	also	include	culture	(interpersonal	relationships,	information	flow,	site	activities,	
etc.).	
	
While	team	leaders	will	meet	with	team	members	at	the	start	of	their	shift	to	review	prior	day	results,	it	
is	important	that	team	leaders	also	monitor	results	through	the	day.		It	is	not	unusual	for	a	team	
member	to	have	a	bad	patch	during	the	day.		This	is	often	related	to	a	loss	of	focus	(it	could	be	due	to	a	
bad	call,	or	something	in	their	life	that	is	distracting	them	momentarily).		When	a	leader	is	monitoring	
performance,	they	can	quickly	meet	with	the	team	member,	discuss	performance,	and	get	to	the	root	
cause	of	the	issue.		This	is	like	the	professional	coach	who	monitors	every	critical	aspect	so	adjustments	
can	be	made.		Remember	that	the	leader	has	a	responsibility	to	support	the	team	member	and	their	
performance,	and	such	discussions	should	be	conducted	with	this	approach	in	mind	being	positive	and	
supportive.		Every	team	member	benefits	from	having	a	leader	whose	desire	is	to	see	that	member	
achieve	their	potential.	
	
The	front-line	leader	also	serves	as	a	conduit	for	information	to	bring	back	to	the	team.		Leaders	must	
have	their	“ear	to	the	ground”	to	gather	information	on	upcoming	events,	changes	to	processes,	other	
teams’	effective	methods,	and	other	topics.		They	also	serve	to	provide	information	to	other	groups	(e.g.,	
training)	to	help	improve	the	overall	operation.		Site	leadership	meetings	help	ensure	communication	
between	groups	is	flowing	freely	and	benefiting	everyone.	
	
Workforce	Management	(WFM)	
If	there	is	any	group	that	monitors	the	pulse	of	the	entire	operation	real-time,	it	is	WFM.		WFM	is	made	
up	of	groups	including	scheduling	and	real-time	adherence	(RTA)	who	have	the	responsibility	of	
maintaining	the	service	level	and	occupancy	balance	throughout	the	day.		While	responsibilities	differ	by	
company,	in	general,	scheduling	is	responsible	for	establishing	schedules,	updating	schedules	with	
information	on	absenteeism,	communicating	the	need	for	overtime	or	undertime,	and	adjusting	
(mechanically)	on-site	off	phone	activity	schedules.			
	
RTA	monitors	service	level	and	occupancy	performance	real-time,	assesses	variations	to	identify	root	
causes	as	well	as	the	impact	of	the	day	and	future	days,	identifies	non-conforming	team	members	(e.g.,	
high	ACW	time)	and	teams	(e.g.,	not	following	scheduled	team	meeting	times),	and	makes	
recommendations	for	adjustments	to	the	scheduling	team.		In	short,	the	RTA	team	is	responsible	for	
monitoring	service	level	and	occupancy	performance	and	making	adjustment	recommendations	while	
the	scheduling	team	is	responsible	for	implementation	in	the	WFM	system	while	coordinating	with	team	
members	and	leaders.	
	
Having	said	this,	the	WFM	team	cannot	operate	in	a	bubble.		In	other	words,	while	the	function	of	the	
group	is	to	optimize	service	level	and	occupancy,	the	group	must	understand	these	are	only	two	metrics	
in	a	multitude	of	metrics	for	the	site.		While	important,	they	do	not	take	priority	over	other	metrics,	but	
must	be	viewed	in	the	balance	of	a	whole.		(Note	that	the	usual	personality	of	members	of	the	WFM	
team	tend	toward	perfectionists,	and	their	targets	are	sacrosanct	to	them.		While	their	attention	to	
detail	helps	in	the	success	of	the	site,	the	team	must	be	given	the	view	of	the	entirety	of	the	operation	
to	understand	how	they	influence	overall	results	so	as	not	to	become	myopic	on	their	results	alone.)	
	
For	example,	if	occupancy	is	below	target,	the	WFM	team	cannot	make	up	for	it	by	overworking	team	
members	during	end	of	the	day	intervals.		Also,	the	WFM	team	cannot	unilaterally	cancel	off	phone	
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activities	for	the	sake	of	service	level.		Activities	such	as	team	meetings,	training,	and	coaching	must	take	
place	to	maintain	a	positive	and	productive	work	environment.		Certainly,	there	are	times	when	
activities	must	be	rescheduled	and	even	cancelled,	but	these	should	remain	the	exception	rather	than	
the	rule.		Team	members	must	feel	that	the	unproductive	time	activities	that	support	their	performance	
and	well-being	are	commitments	from	the	business	and	have	a	very	high	probability	of	occurring	when	
promised.		This	is	needed	to	maintain	a	positive	work	environment	for	everyone	in	the	site.	
	
Technical	
While	not	as	visible	as	other	teams	in	the	site,	the	technical	team	is	just	as	important.		Unfortunately,	
this	team	tends	does	not	receive	recognition	when	things	are	going	well	but	obtains	undue	attention	
when	the	infrastructure	for	the	site	has	issues.		No	system	is	perfect,	but	the	metrics	for	this	team	tends	
to	be	measured	in	99.0%	uptime	for	desktop	and	other	information	systems,	and	99.9%	(or	better)	for	
telecom	systems.		This	gives	a	very	small	margin	for	error	and	requires	these	teams	to	maintain	real-
time	monitoring	and	analysis	of	systems.	
	
When	issues	do	occur,	it	is	important	for	the	technical	team	to	inform	site	leadership	to	advise	them	of	
the	issue,	the	impact	(to	AHT,	contact	volume,	customer	experience),	and	the	time	for	resolution.		This	
will	allow	other	teams	to	make	the	necessary	adjustments	to	minimize	downstream	impacts.	
	
The	technical	team	should	review	the	prior	day’s	results	at	the	start	of	each	day.		This	analysis	not	only	
includes	a	results	review	by	infrastructure	element,	but	identification	of	potential	issues	that	should	be	
investigated.		Many	times,	small	issues	become	big	issues	which	can	be	avoided	through	early	detection	
and	action.	
	
Training	
The	training	organization	is	not	just	responsible	for	developing	and	delivering	training,	but	for	the	results	
they	produce.		Too	many	times,	training	organizations	feel	they	are	not	responsible	for	the	efficacy	of	
training,	and	do	not	track	results	(my	apologies	for	the	generalization	to	training	teams	that	do	monitor	
and	are	measured	by	operational	results).	
			
Trainers	should	be	working	with	team	leaders	to	work	with	specific	front-line	team	members	who	have	
training	needs	supplementing	team	leader	coaching.		Trainers	should	meet	within	their	team	daily	to	
analyze	results,	performance	management	system	recommendations,	and	collect	other	information	to	
inform	their	activities	for	that	day,	and	coming	days.		Attending	site	leadership	meetings	provides	
additional	information	for	training	needs.		Trainers	should	be	vocal	participants	in	these	meetings	to	
outline	their	action	plans	to	optimize	overall	performance	for	the	site.		
	
Human	Resources	(HR)	
HR	has	less	of	a	planned	role	in	the	daily	operations	of	the	site	(meaning,	their	meetings	are	more	
related	to	unplanned	events),	although	their	role	in	supporting	the	site	remains	critical.		While	turnover	
and	employee	satisfaction	results	are	continually	discussed	between	HR	and	other	groups	(particularly	
team	leaders),	HR’s	participation	in	the	site	leadership	meetings	allow	them	to	influence	the	operation	
and	take	action	plans	from	the	meeting.	
	
The	time	when	daily	HR	reviews	are	beneficial	is	after	new	hire	classes	enter	training	and	are	initially	
interacting	with	customers	(initially	meaning	the	first	few	or	several	weeks).		It	is	during	this	time	HR	can	
assess	their	role	in	bringing	on	team	members	and	the	accuracy	of	their	tools	(interviewing,	online	tools,	
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etc.).		Those	assessments	can	lead	to	strengthening	new	hire	selection	and	increasing	the	overall	
performance	of	the	site.	
	
Site	Leadership	
The	tone	for	operational	discipline	is	set	by	site	leadership.		If	a	site	leader	is	diligent	in	their	analysis	of	
performance,	insightful	in	their	assessment,	poignant	in	their	questions	then	the	team	will	operate	
similarly	and	increase	their	overall	performance.		Very	often,	it	is	not	the	recommendations	the	team	
leader	makes,	but	the	questions	they	ask	that	challenge	the	team	to	perform	optimally.	
	
At	least	one	leadership	meeting	should	be	held	each	day	(2-3	may	be	necessary	given	the	hours	of	
operation).		These	meetings	serve	to	review	results	from	all	group	leaders,	identify	issues,	map	out	
action	plans,	and	follow	up	on	prior	commitments.		These	meetings	should	be	interactive	and	drive	
group	leaders	work	closely	with	one	another	(a	sign	of	a	good	leader	is	when	their	team	leads	
themselves).	
	
In	addition,	the	site	leader	meets	with	individuals	to	address	operational	issues	within	the	day	or	across	
days.		The	site	leader	should	be	seen	as	accessible	by	every	person	in	the	site.		This	includes	walking	
around	just	to	say	hello,	recognition	of	important	events	in	individual’s	lives	(e.g.,	work	anniversaries,	
birthdays),	and	popping	in	meetings	lead	by	other	leaders	in	the	site.		Showing	a	true	interest	in	
individuals	and	groups	creates	a	positive	and	productive	work	environment.	
	
The	site	leader	will	also	conduct	regular	meetings	(weekly	or	monthly	or	as	needed)	with	groups	outside	
the	site.		These	groups	include:	

• Peer	Groups	–	Exchanging	information	between	other	sites	or	groups	that	have	similarities	
allows	for	the	sharing	of	best	practices,	identification	of	issues	that	may	not	yet	have	been	
noticed,	and	the	sharing	of	other	information.		Generally,	a	weekly	meeting	with	the	sharing	of	
information,	projects	and	other	activities	is	helpful	to	all	who	participate.	

• Groups	Impacting	the	Site	–	There	are	always	groups	whose	activities	impact	one	or	more	
portions	of	the	site.		Depending	on	the	organization	of	the	company,	this	could	include	
engineering,	product	management,	finance,	or	other	groups.		These	meetings	serve	two	
purposes.		One	is	to	gather	information	on	upcoming	events	that	need	to	be	included	in	the	site	
plans.		This	information	is	transmitted	to	the	site	team	in	the	daily	meeting	(or	real	time,	if	it	has	
an	immediate	impact).		Two	is	to	provide	feedback	on	how	the	activities	of	the	outside	groups	
are	impacting	the	site,	positively	or	negatively.		This	allows	those	groups	to	either	recognize	
individuals	for	performing	above	expectations	or	adjusting	processes	to	minimize	future	impacts.	

• Groups	the	Site	Supports	–	Just	as	it	is	important	for	the	site	leader	to	provide	feedback	to	other	
groups,	it	is	as	important	to	gather	feedback	from	groups	this	team	supports.		These	teams	may	
include	sales,	finance,	marketing,	or	other	groups.		Site	leadership	should	look	at	the	metrics	the	
other	group	monitors	and	provide	input	and	feedback	on	actions	the	site	is	taking	to	optimize	
those	goals.		These	meetings	may	also	serve	to	solicit	support	from	these	groups.	

	
An	Example	of	Real	Time	Management	
Let’s	bring	in	an	example	to	illustrate	the	dynamics	of	the	real	time	environment.		Let’s	start	with	the	
following	assumptions:	

• The	site	is	a	24x7	repair	site	(all	times	in	Eastern	time)	
• It	is	a	Monday,	which	is	not	a	holiday	nor	is	near	another	holiday	
• Overnight	(midnight	to	7a)	volumes	have	met	forecast	within	tolerance	(say	+/-	5%	on	every	
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interval	and	within	1%	overall	
• Staffing	and	AHT	are	on	target,	so	service	level	and	occupancy	targets	have	been	met.	
• At	8a,	volumes	were	10%	over	forecast	
• At	9a,	(answered)	volumes	are	15%	over	forecast.		AHT	is	starting	to	increase	over	forecast.		

Service	level	is	in	the	mid-60s	(versus	a	target	of	mid-80s).		Staffing	is	on	target.	
	
At	this	point,	it	is	clear	that	something	may	be	going	on.		The	first	thing	to	do	is	to	check	the	forecast.		
Checking	the	forecast	includes:	

• Reviewing	the	daily	forecast	versus	prior	days:	
o Looking	at	the	forecast	versus	the	forecast	for	the	prior	days	and	weeks	to	ensure	there	

is	not	an	error	in	the	forecast.		For	example,	if	this	Monday	is	supposed	to	essentially	
have	the	same	volume	as	the	prior	Monday,	does	the	forecast	reflect	that?			

o Looking	at	the	prior	3	days	to	determine	if	volume	came	in	over	forecast.		In	other	
words,	is	there	a	trend	we	need	to	consider?		Weekends	are	lower	volume	periods,	so	
(depending	on	how	low)	the	information	must	carefully	be	interpreted.	

o Are	there	expected	events	that	may	drive	additional	volume	(for	example,	an	
infrastructure	event	such	as	maintenance	or	a	software	upgrade)?			

o Is	there	any	variation	in	staffing,	either	from	absenteeism	or	off	phone	time?		This	is	
likely	unrelated	to	any	volume	forecast	(since	we	are	looking	at	answered	volume),	but	
is	an	important	data	point	to	include	in	any	analysis.	

o Assume	the	answers	to	these	questions	are	such	that	the	forecast	looks	to	be	correct.	
• Given	that	the	volume	and	AHT	appear	to	be	varying	from	forecast	and	historical	trends,	they	

key	is	to	determine	if	this	is	a	short-term	event	or	something	that	will	at	least	last	through	the	
day.		Front-line	team	members	and	leaders	as	well	as	anyone	from	the	QA	team	who	is	
monitoring	contacts	should	be	surveyed	to	gather	a	data	point	on	possible	trending	information.		
Given	it	is	early,	this	data	may	not	yet	be	available.		Let’s	assume	the	volume	is	identified	with	a	
software	change	that	has	occurred.		This	change	either	was	unplanned	or	not	communicated	to	
the	site.	

• Because	this	is	the	start	of	the	day,	quick	action	can	save	the	metrics	for	the	day.	
o The	first	step	is	to	address	the	service	level	issue	through	staffing.		The	RTA	team	should	

reach	out	to	front-line	team	members	whose	schedules	are	due	to	start	within	the	next	
few	hours	to	ask	them	to	come	in	early.				

o Depending	on	how	successful	additional	staffing	was,	shifting	(not	canceling)	off	phone	
activities	to	later	in	the	day	may	be	necessary.		It	is	important	to	communicate	that	
these	activities	are	rescheduled,	and	not	cancelled,	for	the	moment.		Thank	people	for	
their	flexibility.	

o Contact	the	group	responsible	for	the	software	change.		Notify	them	of	the	customer	
impact.		Determine	if	all	customers	were	changed,	or	if	this	is	going	out	in	waves.		If	in	
waves,	stop	the	change	process	until	a	definitive	root	cause	can	be	determined.		Change	
the	volume	and	AHT	forecast	to	reflect	the	new	staffing	needs.	

o Work	with	the	software	group	to	determine	the	issue	with	the	change	and	what	
customers	must	do	to	address	the	issue.		Meet	with	the	communications	team	to	craft	
messages	for	each	communication	medium.		Work	with	the	IVR,	web,	and	social	media	
teams	to	post	messages.		Work	with	the	site	training	team	to	put	out	a	communication	
to	front-line	team	members	on	what	to	do	to	fix	the	issue	and	how	to	address	
customers.	

o Based	on	the	new	staffing	needs,	determine	overtime	needs	and	submit	requests	to	the	
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office.		This	may	include	people	who	have	the	day	off.		Determine	if	the	expected	
overtime	will	cover	the	staffing	need	sufficiently	(in	other	words,	service	level	will	not	
recover	within	tolerance	–	every	group	has	a	different	tolerance	for	service	level	failure,	
which	some	needing	to	hit	targeted	service	level	and	others	needing	to	be	within	10	
points	of	the	target).		If	it	does,	maintain	that	staffing	level	until	things	change.		If	not,	
again	review	the	unproductive	time	activity	schedule	to	determine	what	can	be	
postponed	to	later	in	the	day	or	future	days.		Work	with	the	site	communication	team	to	
craft	a	supportive	message	that	team	leaders	can	use	with	their	teams.	

o Identify	the	causes	of	the	higher	AHT.		If	it	is	due	to	procedures	not	being	in	place	for	
the	change,	determine	if	the	training	will	address	the	higher	AHT	to	bring	it	back	to	
target.		Whether	it	does	or	does	not,	build	that	into	the	daily	model.	

o Remember	that	the	key	during	this	issue	is	communication.		Communicate	to	the	front-
line	teams,	communicate	to	the	software	team,	communicate	to	customers,	
communicate	to	leadership	outside	the	site.		It	is	critically	important	to	set	expectations	
on	the	issue,	the	impact,	and	the	timeframe	for	resolution.	

• Once	the	daily	plan	is	in	place	(regardless	of	if	it	addresses	service	level	or	not),	begin	the	
planning	for	the	upcoming	days.	

o Determine	if	the	software	change	is	going	to	continue	to	roll	out	with	an	impact	to	
volumes	and	AHT.			

o Build	in	any	impact	into	the	models	and	in	the	WFM	system.		
o Determine	what	communication	should	remain	on	customer	facing	channels	
o Solicit	overtime	needed	to	cover	the	volume	and	AHT	impact	as	well	as	the	planned	and	

rescheduled	unproductive	time	activities	
o Communicate	with	all	site	personnel	on	the	plans	for	the	impacted	days	and	when	

things	will	return	to	normal.	
• Continue	to	monitor	volumes,	AHT,	and	service	level.		Be	prepared	to	make	adjustments	as	

needed,	including	the	canceling	of	overtime	(every	site	has	a	different	view	of	this	from	
canceling	overtime	if	not	needed	to	maintaining	overtime	as	a	commitment	to	the	teams	and	
giving	them	the	option	of	working	or	not	working	the	overtime).	

	
Every	contact	center	exists	in	an	environment	that	requires	immediate	action	when	things	vary	from	the	
plan,	either	driving	service	level	or	occupancy	off	target.		It	is	important	that	the	RTA	teams	have	a	
process	to	make	adjustments	within	the	cultural	parameters	of	the	site.	
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Contact	centers	always	want	to	know	how	to	compare	themselves	against	other	contact	centers	
financially.		Because	every	industry	is	different,	and	even	the	segmentation	of	contact	center	groups	is	
different,	the	financial	benefit	of	revenue	and	expense	is	often	hard	to	quantify.		Hence,	the	focus	here	
will	be	to	help	people	understand	how	to	construct	financial	analysis	and	provide	general	ranges	for	
various	financial	metrics.	
	
Connecting	Models	to	Financials	
It	is	obvious	that	contact	models	feed	staffing	models	(with	other	inputs).		What	is	not	often	
contemplated	is	the	connection	of	staffing	models	to	financial	models.		While	there	are	other	inputs	
required	in	financial	models	(such	as	fixed	costs	and	overhead	staff),	over	70%	of	a	typical	contact	
center’s	cost	is	front-line	labor,	benefits,	and	other	compensation.		It	is	impossible	to	manage	the	
financials	of	operations	without	managing	contact	and	staff	forecasting.	
	
There	are	several	advantages	of	linking	models,	including:	

• Gaining	a	high	level	of	confidence	in	the	ability	to	meet	financial	targets	given	the	contact	and	
staffing	inputs.		Feeding	forecasts	daily	allow	leaders	to	identify	financial	issues	early.	

• Prioritization	of	activities	based	on	their	financial	impact.		Nearly	all	operations	must	prioritize	
activities	for	Finance	to	determine	which	ones	should	and	should	not	be	planned	for	in	the	
financial	plan.	

• Obtaining	a	clear	understanding	of	financial	influences	and	dynamics	in	the	site.		It	is	one	thing	
to	attempt	to	address	FCR,	AHT,	occupancy	and	other	factors.		It	is	totally	another	to	specifically	
plan	for	the	financial	impact	of	various	efforts.	

• Identifying	financial	dependencies	within	the	operation.		For	example,	if	occupancy	exceeds,	say	
94%,	what	is	the	impact	on	AHT,	attendance,	turnover,	FCR,	transfers	and	other	factors.		These	
relationships	must	be	built	into	the	model.	

• Fast	“what	if”	scenario	planning	to	address	financial	forecast	misses	as	well	as	identify	
opportunities	for	improved	financial	performance.	

• Providing	a	standard	communication	channel	from	which	everyone	can	express	their	viewpoint.		
The	benefit	of	having	a	common	assessment	of	the	business	cannot	be	underestimated.		One	
model	provides	for	an	aligned	view	of	operational	strategies.	

• Discretionary	capital	can	be	evaluated	easily.		If	a	team	is	expected	to	spend	$X	on	a	technology,	
the	model	provides	the	ability	to	identify	the	changes	in	the	business	as	well	as	if	the	financial	
impact	substantiates	the	capital	expenditure.		If	it	does,	leadership	knows	what	performance	
metrics	need	to	change	to	ensure	the	desired	performance	is	achieved	(in	other	words,	
promising	to	achieve	results	to	gain	capital	is	different	than	actually	achieving	results	–	as	
Ronald	Reagan	so	famously	said,	“Trust,	but	verify.”).	

	
I	have	used	this	approach	for	years	with	great	success.		When	asked	to	cut	costs,	my	team	and	I	were	
able	to	respond	within	an	hour	with	priority	lists	associated	with	benefits	and	costs	(remember,	not	all	
financial	needs	are	to	cut	costs,	but	to	increase	margins	which	may	entail	generating	incremental	
revenue).		In	a	case	where	the	company	I	worked	for	was	absorbing	another	company,	we	were	able	to	
answer	with	accuracy	the	impact	on	volume,	staffing	and	costs.	
	
The	benefit	of	gaining	the	confidence	of	leadership	cannot	be	understated.		Being	able	to	manage	

 Financials	Chapter	14	-	
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finance	results	within	a	tight	tolerance	(say,	+/-3%)	lends	credibility	and	influence	to	site	leadership.		
Below	is	a	chart	providing	a	high-level	summary	of	the	interconnection	between	models.	
	

	
	
The	remainder	of	this	chapter	will	review	expense	categorization	and	performance	approaches	to	
optimize	the	financials	of	contact	center	sites.	
	
Expenses	
There	are	a	few	ways	to	assess	expenses	in	contact	centers.		One	is	to	look	at	pure	cost	per	team	
member	staffed	hour.		Companies	often	use	this	method	to	compare	costs	against	outsource	groups.		
Another	approach	is	to	assess	the	cost	per	unique	contact,	which	takes	the	cost	per	hour	and	utilizes	
AHT,	FCR,	and	transfer	rate	to	create	a	cost	per	unique	contact.	
	
Cost	per	Front-Line	Team	Member	Staffed	Hour	
One	of	the	challenges	in	contact	centers	is	that	people	use	the	same	term	for	different	things.		For	
purposes	here,	cost	will	refer	to	as	total	loaded	cost,	which	includes	team	member,	team	leader,	
management	staff,	support	staff,	infrastructure,	and	overhead	costs.		Team	member	staffed	hours	are	
the	hours	the	team	member	is	at	position	(scheduled	and	not	in	an	UNPRODUCTIVE	state).	
	
Staffed	Time	
There	are	a	few	methods	to	use	in	determining	staffed	time.		One	way	is	to	take	scheduled	time	plus	
overtime	less	undertime	less	unproductive	time.		Another	is	to	take	productive	time	(time	on	a	contact	
or	in	after	contact	work)	plus	available	time	(idle	time).		Some	people	prefer	to	take	productive	time	
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(inbound,	outbound,	chat,	etc.)	and	divide	by	occupancy.		In	any	method,	staffed	time	is	the	time	a	team	
member	is	busy	on	a	contact	(either	directly	with	a	customer	or	wrapping	up	work	and	not	available	for	
additional	work)	plus	available	time.		
	
Team	member	staffed	time	is	an	important	metric	in	that	it	is	how	outsourcers	generally	charge	for	their	
services,	and	to	provide	a	comparison,	companies	should	use	the	same	basis	for	comparison.		This	is	not	
to	say	companies	should	compete	with	outsourcers	on	cost,	but	when	holistically	comparing	value	
(which	includes	revenue,	customer	satisfaction,	and	other	metrics),	this	is	an	important	factor.	
	
Occupancy	
The	general	definition	of	occupancy	is	the	percentage	of	time	a	team	member	is	engaged	directly	with	a	
customer	(inbound,	outbound,	chat,	etc.)	or	indirectly	with	their	account	(generally	in	an	after	contact	
work	state	where	they	are	not	available	to	engage	another	customer.			
	
Companies	manage	occupancy	to	control	costs.		As	with	other	metrics,	occupancy	management	must	
take	a	balanced	approach	taking	into	account	costs	versus	the	team	member	experience	(meaning	very	
high	occupancy	can	create	a	stressful	work	environment).			
	
A	deeper	discussion	of	the	dynamics	of	occupancy,	drivers	of	occupancy,	its	association	with	service	
level,	and	optimizing	occupancy	performance	is	discussed	in	more	detail	in	the	forecasting	section	of	
this	book.	
	
Unproductive	Activities	(aka	Shrinkage)	
Unproductive	time	is	the	time	that	a	front-line	person	is	scheduled,	but	they	are	not	on	a	contact	or	
available	to	engage	a	contact.		Unproductive	time	is	essentially	scheduled	time	less	staffed	time.			
	
There	are	some	counter	intuitive	dynamics	in	calculating	unproductive	time:	

• Higher	offsite	unproductive	time	drives	down	onsite	unproductive	time.		This	is	because,	if	
people	are	not	at	work,	they	cannot	participate	in	onsite	activities.		For	example,	if	people	are	
out	sick,	they	do	not	take	breaks.		So,	companies	with	very	high	offsite	unproductive	time	can	
have	lower	onsite	unproductive	time	figures.		Likewise,	companies	with	low	offsite	unproductive	
time	may	have	higher	onsite	unproductive	time	figures.	

• Turnover,	while	negatively	impacting	total	unproductive	time,	benefits	offsite	unproductive	time	
categories,	specifically	vacation,	and	often	absence	categories	(since	newer	team	members	tend	
to	have	better	attendance	records	since	companies	have	stricter	regulations	during	the	new	hire	
probation	period).	

• Outsourcers	in	the	U.S.	tend	to	have	much	higher	turnover	than	internal	companies,	and	
therefore	have	higher	new	hire	training	and	nesting	allocations.			

• Outsourcer	onsite	unproductive	time	numbers	reflect	uncompensated	time.		In	other	words,	if	a	
company	requires	four	hours	of	training	per	month	for	front-line	team	members	and	pays	for	
that	time	as	part	of	the	contract,	that	time	is	not	included	in	these	unproductive	time	numbers.	

	
Unproductive	time	
Category	(as	%	of	scheduled	
time)	

U.S.	
Outsourcer	
Typical	

U.S.	
Internal	
Low	

U.S.	
Internal	
High	

Internal	
U.S.	
Typical	

Comments	

Breaks	 5.1%	 5.0%	 4.5%	 4.8%	 0.5	hrs/day.		No	breaks	when	offsite,	
slippage	or	new	hire	training.	

Information	Meetings	 2.0%	 2.5%	 2.0%	 2.5%	 	
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Coaching	 2.0%	 3.0%	 2.0%	 3.0%	 	
Ongoing	Training	 2.0%	 2.0%	 4.0%	 2.0%	 	
Projects/Other	 0.0%	 1.0%	 2.0%	 1.5%	 	
Subtotal	Onsite	
Unproductive	Time	

11.1%	 13.5%	 14.5%	 13.8%	 	

Paid	Absence	 2.0%	 2.3%	 4.6%	 3.0%	 	
Unpaid	Absence	 2.0%	 2.3%	 2.3%	 2.3%	 	
Vacation	 3.0%	 4.0%	 4.0%	 4.0%	 	
Holiday	 3.8%	 3.8%	 3.8%	 3.8%	 10	holidays	
Subtotal	Offsite	
Unproductive	Time	

10.8%	 12.4%	 14.7%	 13.1%	 	

Slippage/Lost	Time	 1.0%	 1.0%	 10.0%	 3.0%	 Paid	time	not	tracked	through	WFM	or	
other	systems	

New	Hire	Trng/Nesting	 6.9%	 2.3%	 4.3%	 3.5%	 Depends	on	turnover	and	length	of	
training/nesting	(2.3%	with	30%	annual	
turnover	and	4	weeks	of	training)	

Total	Unproductive	Time	 29.8%	 29.2%	 43.5%	 33.4%	 	
	
Scheduled	Time	
Scheduled	time	includes	staffed	time	plus	unproductive	time.		It	does	not	include	overtime	or	undertime.		
Scheduled	time	is	often	translated	into	full	time	equivalents	(FTE).		One	FTE	is	equal	to	40	scheduled	
hours	per	week.		While	many	companies	use	schedules	that	are	not	40	hours,	the	denominator	of	40	
hours	provides	a	universally	consistent	way	to	discuss	staffing	needs.	
	
Use	of	Overtime/Undertime	
Companies	vary	in	their	use	of	overtime	and	undertime	(time	scheduled,	but	the	front-line	person	is	
released	early	voluntarily	in	the	day	with	unpaid	time	–	if	the	time	is	paid,	it	will	show	as	paid	vacation	
or	holiday).		Some	companies	limit	overtime	to	be	signed	off	by	senior	management	only	when	contact	
centers	are	on	the	verge	of	a	crisis.		Some	companies	don’t	allow	undertime	for	a	variety	of	reasons.	
	
Of	course,	companies	can	limit	vacation	time	to	mitigate	the	need	for	overtime	and	expand	vacation	
allowance	time	during	periods	where	less	staffing	is	needed.		This	is	a	good	approach	but	may	not	
suffice	to	match	staffing	needs	to	staff	available.		Also,	there	are	limits	to	how	much	a	company	can	
constrain	vacation	time	during	periods	(e.g.,	making	vacation	time	available	during	the	summer	when	
school	is	out	may	be	necessary	to	maintain	team	member	satisfaction),	and	companies	can’t	force	
people	to	take	vacation	when	it	is	most	convenient	for	the	company.		Overtime	and	undertime	become	
valuable	tools	during	those	times	when	adjusting	the	availability	of	vacation	does	not	suffice.	
	
Overtime	and	undertime	ideally	should	be	voluntary.		There	are	circumstances	where	overtime	or	
undertime	can	be	used:	

• Many	companies	see	cyclicality	in	their	staffing	needs.		Depending	on	turnover,	it	may	not	be	
possible	to	have	a	hiring	plan	that	allows	the	company	to	hire	to	its	peak	need	and	allow	
turnover	to	shed	staff	to	match	its	lower	staffing	requirements.		In	such	cases,	companies	may	
use	overtime	in	the	peak	months	to	meet	staffing	needs	and	undertime	for	lower	volume	
months.		This	allows	the	company	to	manage	costs	and	maintain	consistent	operational	results.	
This	is	particularly	important	for	groups	who	tie	productivity	to	front-line	compensation	(e.g.,	
salespeople	who	are	compensated	on	total	sales).	

• There	are	some	companies	who	see	cyclicality	during	periods	of	a	month,	particularly	driven	by	
billing	cycles	or	customer	pay	periods.		While	monthly	staffing	may	be	on	target,	daily	or	weekly	
adjustments	may	be	needed	to	align	staffing	needs	to	available	staff.	
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• Many	companies	operate	in	environments	where	a	portion	of	volume	is	unknown.		For	example,	
repair	queues	can	accurately	predict	volume	on	most	days.		However,	outages,	software	
releases,	or	events	outside	the	company	may	drive	volume	up	unexpectedly,	requiring	overtime	
to	maintain	service	level.		Likewise,	if	a	certain	portion	of	volume	is	normally	associated	with	
customer	issues,	there	may	be	days	when	few	issues	occur,	and	companies	will	use	undertime	
to	maintain	occupancy	targets.	

• Depending	on	how	a	company	approaches	the	service	level	and	occupancy	tradeoff,	there	may	
be	times	in	the	day	when	schedules	aren’t	perfectly	aligned	with	the	need,	or	short-term	issues	
require	staffing	adjustments	(including	high	or	low	absenteeism).		While	companies	use	onsite	
unproductive	time	to	align	schedules	to	need	as	much	as	possible,	gaps	may	remain.		It	would	
not	be	unusual	for	a	company	to	leverage	both	overtime	and	undertime	in	the	same	day	to	fine	
tune	operations.	

	
Overtime	and	undertime	are	valuable	tools	in	staffing	operations.		Just	as	with	any	tool,	they	can	be	
misused.		Therefore,	operations	should	limit	their	use	to	avoid	creating	a	negative	work	experience	for	
team	members.		While	it	is	not	possible	to	provide	daily,	weekly,	or	monthly	guidance	because	
industries	vary	widely,	limiting	overtime	and	undertime	to	3%	annually	should	both	protect	operational	
performance	and	team	member	satisfaction.	
	
Front	Line	Wages,	Benefits	and	Other	Loaded	Costs	
With	scheduled	hours	and	overtime/undertime,	the	average	wage	per	hour	is	applied	to	determine	the	
total	wage	costs	of	front-line	team	members.		Other	costs	including	bonuses,	commissions,	recognitions	
as	well	as	benefits	(normally	a	load	from	28-35%)	are	applied	to	obtain	total	front-line	team	member	
costs.	
	
Team	Leads	
Depending	on	the	company,	team	leads	may	be	counted	as	variable	or	fixed	costs.		Since	the	ratio	of	
team	members	to	team	leads	is	a	targeted	value	(e.g.,	15:1)	in	larger	contact	centers	(say,	over	300),	
team	leads	can	be	considered	a	variable	cost.		Team	leader	salaries,	bonuses,	commissions	and	other	
compensation	are	included	as	well	as	benefits	(normally	30-36%).	
	
Other	Variable	Costs	
Other	variable	costs	include	telecom	and	potentially	IVR	(if	that	is	the	rollup	or	comparison	desired).	
	
Management	and	Support	Staff	
All	other	staff	outside	front-line	team	members	and	leaders	need	to	be	accounted	in	costs.		These	are	
considered	fixed	due	to	the	high	ratio	of	team	members	to	other	personnel	(75	and	up).		These	costs	
include	salary,	bonuses,	benefits,	and	other	compensation.	
	
Other	Overhead	
Examples	of	other	overhead	include	(these	are	general	categories,	and	companies	will	use	categories	
specific	to	their	accounting	practices):	
• Advertising	(recruiting)	
• Building	Rental	
• Depreciation	and	Amortization		
• Dues	and	Subscriptions	
• Equipment	Rental	

• Insurance	
• Maintenance	and	Repairs	
• Miscellaneous	
• Operating	Supplies		
• Professional	Fees	

• Recruitment	and	Training	
• Relocation	
• Telephone	(Office)	
• Travel	and	Entertainment	
• Utilities	
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I	prefer	to	include	depreciation	and	amortization	in	other	overhead	for	two	reasons.		First,	some	
companies	lease	their	sites,	equipment	and	software	while	others	pay	upfront	and	depreciate	and	
amortize	the	investment.		Including	depreciation	and	amortization	allows	financials	to	be	more	
comparable	(not	precise,	but	better	than	excluding).		Second,	outsourcers	include	such	costs	(normally	
allocated)	in	their	pricing	structure.		If	a	comparison	with	outsourcers	is	to	be	made,	similar	costs	should	
be	included	(for	obvious	reason,	margins	are	not	included	in	internal	costs,	but	outsourcers	include	
those	in	theirs).	
	
The	Equation	
I	prefer	to	separate	variable	and	fixed	expenses	when	measuring	site	leadership	of	contact	centers.		The	
reason	being	that	measuring	them	on	total	expenses	doesn’t	work	since	they	don’t	control	volume	
(being	that	they	are	normally	a	part	of	a	group	of	contact	centers	and	routing	is	done	by	a	different	
group).		Also,	measuring	them	purely	on	a	cost	per	contact	unnecessarily	penalizes	them	for	lower	
volumes	and	benefits	them	when	volumes	are	higher.		Since	objectives	should	be	meaningful	and	
controllable,	I	separate	the	variable	cost	metric	and	the	fixed	cost	metric.		Site	leaders	manage	them	
differently	but	should	be	held	accountable	for	both.	
The	following	is	a	summary	of	the	equations	used	based	on	the	prior	information.	
	

	
	
Typical	Outsource	Costs	per	Staffed	Hour	
It	is	difficult	to	provide	comparative	outsourcer	costs	per	productive	hour	because	there	are	so	many	
variables	in	outsourced	contracts.		Variables	include	the	outsource	company	(the	same	work	can	be	
easily	priced	+/-	10%),	geography	where	the	work	is	done	(including	in-country	geography),	type	of	work	
performed,	risk	built	into	the	contract	(incentives	and	penalties),	inclusions	and	exclusions	(new	hire,	
ongoing	training,	etc.),	and	others.		Having	said	that,	below	are	ballpark	ranges	companies	should	
anticipate	paying	for	larger	contracts.	
	
Geographic	Location	 Estimated	

Cost/Staffed	Hour	
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U.S.	 $28.00	-	$35.00	
Canada	 $25.00	-	$30.00	
Mexico	 $17.00	-	$22.00	
Other	Central	America	 $16.00	-	$19.00	
Caribbean	 $17.00	-	$20.00	
Philippines	 $14.50	-	$18.00	
India	 $12.00	-	$17.00	
Eastern	Europe	 $16.00	-	$20.00	
	
These	figures	are	broad,	but	representative.		Specific	contract	constructs	should	be	used	to	provide	
more	accurate	comparisons.	
	
Cost	per	Unique	Contact	
While	cost	per	staffed	hour	is	a	popular	comparison,	a	more	accurate	cost	comparison	should	include	
other	factors	including	AHT,	FCR,	and	transfer	rate.		Customer	NPS	can	be	used	as	well	as	a	data	point,	
although	difficult	to	include	in	the	cost	equation.	
	
The	objective	of	cost	per	unique	contact	is	to	provide	truer	estimated	costs.		If	one	group	has	a	lower	
cost,	but	a	significantly	higher	FCR	and/or	transfer	rate	they	drive	more	cost	to	the	business.		The	
formulas	below	provide	a	view	into	the	calculations	to	determine	the	cost	per	unique	contact.	
	

	
	
Gross	Margin	per	Unique	Contact	
Cost	is	not	the	only	consideration	when	comparing	sites	(either	internal	to	internal	or	internal	to	
outsource	or	outsource	to	outsource).		From	the	financial	side,	gross	margin	(defined	here	as	60-day	
revenue	versus	cost,	both	for	a	unique	customer)	is	a	better	way	to	compare	sites.	
	
While	FCR,	NPS	and	other	metrics	attempt	to	provide	leading	indicators	of	“sticky”	revenue,	the	best	
measure	includes	a	revenue	factor.		Short	term	measures	(e.g.,	cost/unique	contact)	are	good,	but	when	
reviewing	sites	to	determine	which	ones	are	most	productive,	the	revenue	component	provides	a	more	
complete	picture.	
	
As	opposed	to	the	cost	per	unique	contact	which	can	be	calculated,	the	revenue	component	should	be	
pulled	directly	from	a	billing	database.		That	database	will	be	able	to	provide	the	revenue	at	the	time	of	
the	customer’s	contact	and	compare	that	to	the	revenue	on	the	account	60	days	after	the	contact.		
Companies	can	use	either	the	initial	contact	or	the	last	contact	with	the	customer	to	start	the	60-day	
clock.		Contacts	handled	across	different	sites	can	either	be	removed	from	the	analysis,	or	each	contact	
costed	out	against	the	gross	margin.		In	this	latter	case,	analysis	would	be	necessary	to	look	at	site	
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combinations	and	their	impact	on	gross	margin	per	unique	contact.		The	following	is	the	equation	for	
gross	margin	per	unique	contact.	
	

	
	
Capital	Outlays	
Internal	contact	centers	often	struggle	in	the	competition	for	capital	outlays.		The	reason	being	contact	
centers	are	not	at	the	core	of	the	business	and,	unless	they	are	sales	groups,	are	seen	as	cost	centers.		It	
takes	a	progressive	and	insightful	management	team	to	see	contact	centers	as	the	strategic	resource	
they	can	be.	
	
Capital	outlays	for	contact	centers	will	vary	based	on	the	amount	of	cloud	services	versus	premise	
applications.		Assuming	all	applications	are	premise-based,	a	good	target	for	continuing	capital	outlays	
(meaning	annual	investment)	is	about	3%	-	5%	of	costs	or	10%	-	20%	of	fixed	assets.	
	
The	Fallacy	of	Better	Service	Level	Driving	Higher	Cost	
One	of	the	more	consistent	comments	heard	in	driving	down	costs	is	to	reduce	service	level	
performance	or	objectives.		The	logic	on	the	surface	appears	rational.		Since	service	level	and	occupancy	
are	inversely	related,	lowering	service	level	raises	occupancy	thereby	reducing	costs.		As	logical	as	this	is,	
reality	does	not	support	this	approach.	
	
So,	why	does	a	mathematical	relationship	on	paper	not	hold	in	real	life?		The	answer	is	that	costs	include	
other	dynamics.		Specifically:	

• Contact	Rates:	Lower	service	levels	drive	higher	abandon	rates	(another	mathematical	
relationship).		Depending	on	the	industry,	the	probability	that	someone	will	call	back	can	be	high	
(e.g.,	billing	questions,	service	issues	–	when	the	probability	is	low,	that	generally	represents	lost	
sales).		When	customers	are	frustrated	in	getting	through,	it	sets	up	a	mindset	that	when	they	
encounter	any	issue,	they	should	contact	the	company,	often	before	or	during	their	own	
attempt	to	understand	the	issue.		The	thought	being,	they	want	to	make	productive	use	of	their	
time	waiting	to	get	into	queue.		Volume	actually	increases	because	customers	are	calling	when	
they	would	have	figured	out	the	issue	on	their	own	but	have	called	with	anticipation	of	waiting	
in	queue.		They	don’t	hang	up	because,	since	they	called	already,	they	want	to	verify	their	
understanding.		While	this	logic	may	appear	circumspect,	it	is	empirically	proven	across	a	
number	of	companies	and	industries.	The	range	of	the	increase	in	(answered)	volume	is	1-3%.	

• Team	Member	Average	Handling	Time:		Companies	assume	front-line	AHT	is	static	when	it	is	not.		
Team	members	will	moderate	AHT	(either	by	taking	longer,	putting	the	contact	on	hold,	
expanding	ACW	time)	to	operate	at	a	reasonable	pace.		In	addition,	customers	will	often	vent	
their	frustration	at	their	wait	time	because	they	value	their	time	and	expect	companies	to	do	so	
as	well,	which	only	increases	the	time	of	the	contact.		AHT	will	increase	5-10%	as	service	level	
drops	significantly.	

• FCR	and	Transfer	Rates:	As	pressure	groups	from	leadership	for	front-line	team	members	to	
handle	more	customers,	the	team	members	either	rush	through	the	contact	without	fully	
resolving	the	customer’s	issue	or	they	transfer	(dump)	the	call	to	another	(or	the	same)	queue.		
This	creates	between	2-4%	of	additional	contacts	into	the	contact	centers.	

• Front-Line	Absenteeism	and	Turnover:	While	difficult	to	measure	precisely,	an	upward	shift	of	1-
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2%	is	normally	seen	in	absenteeism	or	1-2%	increase	in	monthly	turnover.		This	adds	costs	to	the	
business	for	additional	staff	hiring	(to	cover	the	absenteeism	or	replace	team	members).	

• Service	Level	and	Occupancy	Aren’t	as	Static	as	They	Appear:	As	shown	elsewhere	in	this	book,	
operational	leaders	can	“shift	the	curve	out”	achieving	higher	occupancy	at	a	static	service	level.		
If	the	objective	is	to	increase	occupancy	(within	a	reasonable	range),	tightening	down	the	
processes	surrounding	the	service	level	and	occupancy	curve	(better	contact	forecasting,	better	
schedule	efficiency,	better	schedule/line	adherence).		It	is	possible	to	increase	occupancy	2-4	
points	just	by	focusing	on	these	areas.			

	
Given	that	the	relationship	between	service	level	and	occupancy	is	about	2.5:1,	to	get	a	4-point	
improvement	in	occupancy,	service	level	would	have	to	drop	by	10	points.		But,	by	dropping	service	
level	by	10	points,	other	costs	can	increase	10	points,	not	only	wiping	out	occupancy	savings,	but	
creating	additional	costs	in	the	business.	
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Establishing	a	contact	center	exciting.		It	provides	the	ability	to	do	something	new,	to	create	something	
that	will	last	for	years,	and	establish	a	culture	that	can	make	a	difference.		It	is	something	many	people	
will	not	have	the	chance	to	do	and	fulfilling	when	you	are	the	one	to	do	it.			
	
If	done	right,	the	contact	center	can	become	a	source	of	pride.		If	not,	it	can	be	an	albatross	for	a	
company.		This	section	hits	some	highlights	to	consider	when	establishing	a	contact	center.	
	
Choice	of	Work	
You	must	first	determine	the	type	of	work	to	be	performed	in	the	contact	center,	both	in	the	short	and	
long-term.		Work	choice	influences	everything	else	in	setting	up	a	contact	center	from	configuration	to	
staffing.		Most	times,	the	type	of	work	is	preselected,	normally	because	a	given	contact	volume	is	
growing.		Other	times,	there	is	a	need	for	multiple	sites	and	each	site	can	be	configured	to	support	a	
specific	contact	type	or	types.				
	
Location	
Selecting	a	location	is	a	complex	decision,	with	factors	including:	

• Market	pay	rates	for	each	position.		A	number	of	companies	can	provide	an	assessment	of	
market	rate	by	position.		In	addition,	political	considerations	must	be	given	to	minimum	wage	
efforts	(e.g.,	living	wage),	time	off	requirements	(e.g.,	absence	policy,	additional	FMLA	
requirements,	break/lunch	requirements),	benefit	requirement,	and	other	factors.	

• Population	of	qualified	individuals	for	each	position.		This	includes	total	population,	population	
growth,	level	of	education,	quality	of	education,	and	continuing	education	outlets.	

• Short	and	long-term	competition	for	labor.		Some	labor	markets	that	are	not	competitive	today,	
may	become	competitive	in	the	near	future.		It	is	good	to	assume	a	contact	center	may	be	viable	
for	five	or	so	years	but	may	not	be	after	that	timeframe.		Higher	wages	from	competing	groups	
in	other	industries	can	deplete	a	labor	pool	quickly.		One	of	the	reasons	cloud	services	have	
become	popular	is	that	they	make	closing	a	contact	center	and	opening	a	new	one	easier.	

	
Available	Space	
Most	contact	centers	are	no	longer	built	from	scratch	today.		When	they	were,	only	available	land	was	a	
consideration.		Fortunate	companies	go	into	cities	where	land	is	available,	and	they	can	customize	their	
contact	center	sites.		However,	most	often,	companies	are	forced	to	find	existing	buildings	that	can	
accommodate	contact	centers.	
	
Site	Design	and	Configuration	
There	are	a	few	approaches	to	contact	center	design	and	configuration.		If	you	consider	the	cost	per	
square	foot	of	a	contact	center,	the	costs	are	fairly	de	minimis	to	the	operating	costs	of	the	site.	This	is	
important	as	the	site	setup	impacts	front-line	satisfaction.		Everyone	likes	to	work	in	a	nice	place	and	will	
extend	their	tenure	when	the	location	is	comfortable	and	professional.	
	
The	operating	floor	should	be	between	125	and	150	square	feet	per	station.		I	have	seen	sites	that	can	
squeeze	in	and	achieve	100	square	feet	per	position,	but	those	sites	appear	overly	compact.	There	is	
little	space	or	privacy	for	front-line	personnel.			
	

 Setting	up	a	Contact	Center	from	Scratch	Chapter	15	-	
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Stations	
Stations	are	best	placed	in	a	pinwheel	formation	with	four	stations	per	pinwheel.		This	provides	privacy	
and	space	for	team	members.		It	also	breaks	up	the	site	such	that	when	viewed	at	one	end	of	the	site,	it	
appears	spacious	and	comfortable.			
	
Stations	should	have	sound	dampening	materials	such	that	team	members	can	communicate	with	
callers	without	background	noise	(obviously,	less	important	for	chat	or	social	media	contacts).		This	
allows	team	members	to	better	concentrate	and	customers	to	feel	as	though	they	are	receiving	the	
attention	needed	(think	of	the	last	time	you	spoke	to	someone	in	a	contact	center	with	significant	
background	noise).		Ideally,	ceilings	should	be	high	(at	least	10	feet)	with	sound	dampening	as	well).	
	
Team	leader	positions	should	be	placed	within	the	proximity	of	their	teams.		To	provide	flexibility	in	
team	seating,	two	leaders	can	share	a	space	(two	positions	in	the	space),	which	allows	teams	to	not	be	
limited	to	a	specific	set	of	seats,	but	a	general	area.	
	
Station	sharing	is	beneficial	if	the	capacity	is	needed.		Depending	on	hours	of	operation,	set	sharing	can	
range	from	1.10	FTEs	per	station	to	1.25.		Above	1.25	tends	to	create	wait	times	for	people	to	find	a	seat,	
and	conflicts	with	teams	being	in	proximity	of	their	leaders.	

	
Lighting	
Directions	lighting	is	best.		Directional	lighting	provides	sufficient	light	directly	above	the	station	with	
passageways	receiving	less	light.		This	provides	an	overall	calming	effect	when	navigating	through	the	
site,	while	also	proving	team	members	the	lighting	necessary	to	complete	their	work	effectively.	
	
Colors		
There	are	several	opinions	on	colors,	but	muted	colors	provide	a	calming	effect	within	the	site.		Contact	
center	sites	are	normally	a	bevy	of	activity,	and	any	configurations	that	provide	a	calming	effect	are	
appreciated.	
	
Non-Operating	Areas	
While	the	operations	floor	is	the	center	of	activity,	the	operations	can	be	thrown	off	kilter	if	sufficient	
space	is	not	provided	for	other	contact	center	site	needs.		The	following	are	just	some	of	these	needs.	
	
Training	Rooms	
One	area	that	tends	to	be	underestimated	are	training	rooms.		Training	rooms	should	be	configured	to	
accommodate	the	maximum	class	size	plus	some	(you	can’t	be	overly	conservative	on	classroom	size	
because,	experience	says,	you	will	exceed	it).		The	number	of	training	rooms	would	equal	the	highest	
number	of	new	hire	training	classes	plus	concurrent	ongoing	training	classes.		Add	one	or	two	for	good	
measure.	
	
Meeting	Rooms	
Average	meeting	rooms	sizes	are	typically	half	the	size	of	training	rooms	and	may	vary	by	size	(in	other	
words,	there	may	be	some	that	are	for	six	people	and	some	that	accommodate	15	people).		The	number	
of	meeting	rooms	must	accommodate	team	leader	meetings	plus	committee	meetings	plus	leadership	
meetings.	
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Employee	Lounge	and	Break	Areas	
Employee	lounge	areas	must	accommodate	peak	lunch	plus	breaks	plus	20%	(to	provide	ample	room	for	
people	to	sit	with	colleagues).		Lounge	areas	should	be	equipped	with	enough	refrigerators	and	vending	
machines.		Depending	on	the	size	of	the	site,	more	than	one	break	room	may	be	needed	to	avoid	people	
traveling	long	distances	and	eating	into	their	lunch	and	break	times.		Break	areas	where	people	can	grab	
a	drink	should	be	located	throughout	the	site	for	ease	of	access.	
	
Lockers	
Lockers	should	be	placed	in	a	central	location	(normally	near	a	lounge	area	since	people	store	their	
meals	and	grab	their	first	drink	there)	or	at	their	workstations.		People	should	not	be	expected	to	store	
their	coats,	bags	and	other	materials	unsecured	at	their	desk.	
	
Other	Common	Spaces	
There	are	several	other	areas	that	can	be	located	in	a	contact	center	site.		These	include:	

• Quiet	rooms	
• Lactation	rooms	
• Workout	areas	
• Childcare	
• Medical	
• Self-learning	(books,	tapes,	computer	access)	
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Final	Thoughts	
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While	the	information	in	this	book	is	specifically	for	contact	centers,	I	am	often	asked	if	it	is	applicable	to	
other	disciplines.	The	importance	of	people	section	is	applicable	to	all	organizations.		Those	philosophies,	
principles,	and	practices	can	and	should	be	practiced	to	any	group.	
	
Planning	for	success	is,	and	has	been,	applied	to	field	operations	successfully.		Volume	forecasting	
techniques	are	identical.		Staff	forecasting	techniques	are	similar	(specifically,	determining	the	needed	
staff	and	including	the	impact	of	off	phone	time,	which	is	more	broadly	referred	to	as	unproductive	
time).		The	main	differences	are:	

• Rather	than	service	level,	projections	are	provided	for	backlog	work	(which	can	subsequently	be	
used	for	a	time	to	service,	measured	in	days)	

• Allocation	methods	differ	as	in	contact	centers	they	are	dynamically	allocated	where	in	field	
operations,	they	have	a	set	of	assignment	algorithms	by	work	type.	

	
Otherwise,	the	same	approaches	can	be	successfully	used	for	those	groups.	
	 	

 Application	Other	Center	Organizations	Chapter	16	-	
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I	trust	that	the	information	presented	here	was	helpful.		While	a	reader	may	not	agree	with	all	the	
information	in	this	publication,	there	should	be	enough	here	to	be	of	some	assistance.	
	
I	have	been	fortunate	to	be	in	the	contact	center	industry	to	see	it	grow	from	a	nascent	set	of	
businesses	to	a	major	market	segment.		While	technology	continues	to	provide	new	avenues	of	
communication	and	customer	service	applications,	the	intent	remains	the	same.		Provide	people	with	
fast,	efficient,	and	friendly	service.			
	
The	role	of	leaders	in	contact	centers	is	to	ensure	they	are	a	functional	and	industry	expert.		They	must	
know	the	industry	they	support	(industry	expert)	and	maintain	their	functional	expertise	in	contact	
centers	(knowing	the	industry,	it	changes,	and	applications).		Leaders	cannot	choose	to	be	an	expert	in	
one	or	the	other.		Having	industry	expertise,	but	not	being	able	to	differentiate	the	contact	services	
provided	to	customers	does	little	good	for	the	company	and	could	drive	the	company	to	outsource	this	
function.		To	be	a	functional	expert	without	industry	knowledge	produces	marginal	results.		Leaders	
must	remember	outsourcers	build	expertise	in	their	industry	(for	that	is	their	business)	and	take	great	
efforts	to	know	their	clients’	businesses.		This	allows	the	outsourcers	to	maintain	their	client	base.		The	
following	graphic	illustrates	the	need	to	be	an	expert	in	your	field	and	industry.	
	

	
	
This	is	a	lesson	I	taught	my	team	members	throughout	my	career	and	asked	them	to	continue	to	ask	
how	they	were	adding	value	to	the	business	every	day.		Outsourcers	know	they	are	in	competition	for	
business	daily.		Internal	teams	should	think	the	same	way	to	maintain	high	contribution	to	the	business.			
	
	

	

 Final	Thoughts	Chapter	17	-	


